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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
 
Marco Michael Esters 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry 
December 2017 
Title: Experimental and Computational Investigations of Kinetically Stable Selenides 
Synthesized by the Modulated Elemental Reactants Method 
 
 
The controlled and targeted synthesis of new solid materials is still a challenge 
difficult to overcome. Slow diffusion rates and long diffusion lengths require long 
reaction times and high synthesis temperatures, resulting in limited control over the 
reaction pathway. The Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) method uses 
compositionally modulated precursors with atomically thin elemental layers that form 
amorphous alloys upon annealing while maintaining composition modulation. In this 
amorphous intermediate, nucleation, not diffusion, control the formation of the product, 
enabling kinetic control of the reaction, and the synthesis of new metastable compounds, 
heterostructures with designed nanoarchitecture, and thin films with a high degree of 
texturing.  
This dissertation uses experimental and computational methods to investigate 
compounds synthesized by the MER method. Firth, the MER method is used to 
synthesize ferromagnetic CuCr2Se4 films that show a large degree of crystallographic 
alignment and interesting magnetic properties such as temperature-dependent easy axes 
and negative magnetoresistivity. 
v 
The second part investigates ferecrystals, rotationally disordered members of the 
misfit layer compounds family. The MER method’s ability to control the 
nanoarchitecture of the products is used to synthesize a new type of structural isomers, 
allowing for the synthesis of thousands of ternary compounds using the same elements. 
Experimental methods are also used to monitor the formation of ferecrystalline 
compounds using [(SnSe)1+][VSe2] as a model system. 
Despite the vast number of compounds available, however, explaining the 
properties and stability of ferecrystals is still in its infancy. In the last part of this 
dissertation, ab initio methods are employed to investigate the components in our 
ferecrystals. Specifically, isolated layers of VSe2 with its structural distortions due to a 
charge density wave, SnSe with its thickness-dependent structures, and BiSe with its 
flexible lattice and anti-phase boundaries are investigated to complement experimental 
results. Some properties, such as the structural distortion in VSe2 and the different 
stabilities of BiSe layers, can be explained very well using this simplified model, but 
others, such as the structure of SnSe layers, are not exclusively determined by their 
dimensionality, underlining the complex nature of the interactions in ferecrystals. 
This dissertation includes previously published and unpublished co-authored 
material. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE MODULATED ELEMENTAL REACTANTS METHOD 
 
Portions of this chapter were previously published as Esters, M.; Johnson, D.C. 
“Targeted Synthesis of Metastable Compounds and Intergrowths: The Modulated 
Elemental Reactants Method”. In Crystal Growth: Concepts, Mechanisms, and 
Applications; Li, J., Li, J., Chi, Y., Eds.; Nova Science Publishers: New York, 2017; pp. 
35–118. M.E. wrote the book chapter and made the figures. D.C.J. was the principal 
investigator and provided editorial assistance.  
 
I.1.  Rethinking Solid State Synthesis 
Throughout history, the search for and discovery of new materials and compounds 
has been an important driving force for innovation and transformation of human society. 
From early metallurgy to complex nanomaterials, and from the extraction of herbal 
medical ingredients to the targeted synthesis of potent drugs, the emergence of new 
materials and compounds has continuously changed the way humans lived. While many 
materials have already been discovered, it is predicted that they still make up only the tip 
of the iceberg.1 Using a purely combinatorial approach, the total number of possible 
systems N, i.e., without taking different compositions and polymorphs into account, 
increases exponentially: 
 =  !! ( − )! = 2 − 1	 (1.1) 
2 
where k is the number of elements in a compound and n is the number of elements 
that can form a compound. Using n = 95 (the number of elements of which compounds 
are known), the maximum number of combinations is approximately 4 × 1028. The 
numbers of element combinations for each individual k are displayed in Figure 1.1a. 
Including different possible compositions and structures, this number easily increases to 
1090, making this parameter space impossible to explore in an unrestricted manner.1 The 
number of known structures is significantly smaller as it is more challenging to include 
an increasing number of elements (Figure 1.1b). 
For solids, significant effort has been expended to develop computational 
algorithms dedicated to finding stable structures. Notable examples are genetic 
algorithms and explorations of energy landscapes.2,3 However, even when a material is 
predicted to be thermodynamically stable, i.e., it lies in the global minimum in the 
parameter space, finding the synthesis route to obtain it, ideally while using as little 
energy and time as possible, is one of the biggest challenges in chemical synthesis. Such 
a synthesis should ideally have a controllable reaction pathway that yields exactly the 
Figure 1.1. (a) Number of possible element combinations as a function of components in 
the system k. (b) Number of entries for structures in the International Crystal Structure 
Database (ICSD) as a function of elements in the structure k as of January 2017. The 
lines represent the cumulative sums. 
3 
desired product and nothing but the desired product. The difficulty to meet these goals is 
even further amplified when trying to synthesize compounds that lie in local minima of 
the parameter space. 
Significant strides to control this reaction pathway have been made in the 
synthesis of organic compounds where different pathways with different activation 
energies can be accessed to end in a local minimum instead of a global minimum (Figure 
1.2a). The simplest way is reducing the temperature below the activation energy required 
to synthesize the thermodynamic product, but high enough to overcome the activation 
energy to another reaction pathway that leads to a kinetic product. Other methods to open 
new reaction pathways are to change the energy landscape by functionalizing molecules 
with electron donating and electron withdrawing groups as it is done in electrophilic 
substitutions, or by stabilizing a byproduct/leaving group. A different approach is to 
block certain reaction pathways by employing protective groups. These protective groups 
can also be used to limit diffusion access to certain sites of the molecule through steric 
hindrance. 
Moreover, many reaction mechanisms and many reactions that manipulate 
specific functional groups or sites are well known for organic reactions. As a result, 
design principles could be established that allowed the development of viable synthesis 
routes based on the target molecule alone. An example of such an analysis is shown in 
Figure 1.2b. This retrosynthetic approach proved to be so impactful that it earned Elias J. 
Corey the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1990, and nowadays, even software to perform 
retrosynthetic analysis exists.4,5 
4 
For the synthesis of solids, however, kinetic control and systematic synthesis 
approaches have not been realized yet to the degree that exists in organic chemistry. Solid 
state reactions can only occur at interfaces, which adds significant challenges that do not 
exist in the reactions of discrete molecules in a homogeneous solution. 
Since powders are inherently inhomogeneous, the ratio of interface to bulk is very 
low. This makes observing the processes at the interfaces, and thus determining the 
reaction mechanisms, extremely challenging because not only is the volume of interest 
very small, but it also needs to be selectively probed. Moreover, the reaction is limited by 
diffusion, which follows the Arrhenius equation in solids:  =  (1.2) 
Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic reaction pathway for kinetically and thermodynamically 
controlled reactions. ‡and ‡are the activation energies, and  and  are the Gibbs free enthalpies for the kinetically and thermodynamically controlled reactions, 
respectively. (b) Retrosynthesis of Epothilone C with three possible reactions to form the 
double bond. 
5 
where  is the diffusion coefficient,  is the diffusion coefficient at infinite 
temperature,  is the activation energy for diffusion,  the temperature, and  the 
Boltzmann constant.  is extremely small for solids, so very high temperatures and long 
reaction times are typically required for solid state syntheses. Consequently, many 
reaction pathways that could lead to local minima are either not available, or the product 
does not remain inside these minima and instead converges to the most stable product or 
products. 
Further complications arise when compounds with three or more different 
elements are being synthesized from three or more reactants. Since it is very unlikely that 
all three reactants meet at the same interface, intermediates need to form. These 
intermediates may be thermodynamically more stable than the desired product, leading to 
a dead end. Kinetic control in solid state synthesis is thus extremely challenging and in 
many cases not possible yet. 
Many approaches have been devised to overcome these drawbacks. Most of them 
are focused on increasing diffusion rates by introducing a fluid phase. One method, 
hydrothermal synthesis, uses aqueous solutions at high temperatures and high vapor 
pressures, so crystals that are unstable at high temperatures can be grown. While this 
method gave access to a wide variety of metastable aluminosilicates (zeolites) and 
phosphates, controlling and observing the reaction is very difficult.6 Similar approaches 
using liquid metals, low temperature eutectic mixtures or polychalcogenide fluxes 
provide access to new compounds, but the reaction mechanisms are not known. 
Another common approach is to use starting materials that are structurally similar 
to the desired product, which can even be applied to traditional solid state synthesis. One 
6 
example of such a reaction is the synthesis of the Zintl phases Rb7NaSi8 and Cs7NaSi8 
from Na4Si4, and Rb4Si4 and Cs4Si4, respectively.7,8 Various chimie douce methods also 
use precursors that undergo low-temperature reactions such as 
intercalation/deintercalation, ion exchanges, dehydration, etc. Sol-gel methods and co-
precipitation reactions use solutions as the starting materials instead of solids.9,10 All of 
these methods have the disadvantage that the selection of precursors is limited either due 
to a lack of structurally similar materials or because there are no soluble precursors 
available. 
This chapter will introduce another precursor-based approach, the Modulated 
Elemental Reactants method (MER).11 MER uses compositionally modulated, atomically 
thin, elemental precursors prepared with physical vapor deposition to control the starting 
local composition and structure to increase the total interfacial area and significantly 
reduce diffusion lengths. As a result, synthesis times and temperatures are greatly 
reduced, resulting in kinetically controlled reactions. 
I.2.  The Modulated Elemental Reactants Method 
Precursor Synthesis and Analysis 
Solid state synthesis is challenged by low diffusion rates, long diffusion paths, 
and small interfacial areas, requiring high temperatures and long reaction times, which 
makes kinetic control of the reaction pathway very difficult. The Modulated Elemental 
Reactants (MER) method addresses two of these drawbacks, long diffusion paths and 
small interfacial areas, by using compositionally modulated, layered thin film precursors 
with individual layers being only a few Ångström thick. The individual layers are 
repeated a set number of times to achieve a desired total film thickness. The repeated set 
7 
of atomic layers will be referred to as the repeating unit and its thickness, the modulation 
wavelength of the precursor, as the repeat unit thickness  repeat. 
A representation of such a precursor is shown in Figure 1.3. As the figure 
demonstrates, the number of atoms that are not close to an interface is very low, which 
greatly reduces the need for atoms to diffuse through the solid. Moreover, the distances 
an atom needs to travel to reach an interface are only a few Ångström, which is a very 
short diffusion length. Both factors do not require a large diffusion coefficient, which 
should greatly reduce reaction temperatures and reaction times, since the atoms that need 
to diffuse only need to travel very short distances. 
Precursors are synthesized using physical vapor deposition (PVD) in a custom-
built vacuum chamber.12 Chalcogens and antimony are evaporated using an effusion cell 
with resistive heaters whereas metals with very low vapor pressures are evaporated using 
electron beam guns. Deposition rates (typically less than 1 Å s-1) are controlled using 
quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs). Shutters are used to control the elements deposited 
Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of an MER precursor of alternating atomic layers of 
Nb and Se that reacts to form Nb5Se4.  repeat is the repeat unit thickness of the Nb-Se 
repeating unit. Nb atoms are gray, Se atoms are black. 
8 
onto the substrate. To control the thickness of the individual layers, the shutters can be 
opened for a specified time or the shutters can be controlled by the QCMs that close the 
shutters at a specified thickness is achieved. 
Since the microbalances are typically situated below the substrate, neither the 
product of the time the shutters are opened times the deposition rate nor the thickness 
measured with the QCMs directly corresponds to the thickness of the layer on the 
substrate. The deposition parameters thus need to be calibrated for composition and 
thickness. For this, the parameters of one element will be held constant while the 
parameters of the other element are systematically varied. 
The composition of the precursors can be determined using electron probe 
microanalysis (EPMA) and x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF).13,14 The repeat unit 
thickness of the precursor can be determined using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and Bragg’s 
law of diffraction. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) can be used to determine the total thickness 
of the precursor using a modified version of Bragg’s law: & + () * = 2+(sin / − sin /0)( (1.3)
 where n is a positive integer,  the wavelength, d is the total thickness of the 
layer, / the angle between the x-ray source and the sample, and /0 is the critical angle of 
reflection. 
Figure 1.4 shows representative XRR patterns of a precursor with 42 Ti-Se 
bilayers. The thickness read on the QCM for the Se layers was kept constant while the 
thickness of the Ti layer,  Ti, was systematically increased to create the different samples. 
The maxima of the oscillations in the XRR pattern, the Kiessig fringes, shift 
systematically to lower 2 with increasing  Ti because of an increased total film 
9 
thickness. Above 5° 2, a broad maximum with higher intensity than the Kiessig fringes 
can be observed, which can be described with Bragg’s law of diffraction. The repeating 
electron density that is responsible for diffraction comes from the modulated nature of the 
precursors, and the d-spacing corresponds to its repeat unit thickness  repeat. 
If the sticking coefficients of the elements are constant and if depositions are 
consistent, a linear increase in  Ti should result in a linear increase in the Ti:Se ratio and 
in  repeat. Systematically varying  3 can then be used as a calibration procedure to find 
the parameters for the desired  repeat and the desired precursor composition. Figure 1.5 
shows such calibration curves. The slopes show the change in the Ti:Se ratio and the 
repeat unit thickness per Ångström of Ti read by the QCM. The intercept in Figure 1.5b, 
15.25 Å, is the actual thickness of the Se layer in the film. The thickness read by the 
QCM was 59.4 Å, so only 25% of the Se deposited onto the QCM is actually deposited 
onto the substrate, emphasizing the importance of this calibration procedure. Assuming 
Figure 1.4. XRR patterns for Ti-Se precursors. The Se thickness read by the QCM was 
kept constant at 54.9 Å, and the thickness of Ti ( 3) was varied. The vertical line corresponds to the Bragg reflection maximum for  3 = 13.5 Å. Offset added for clarity. 
10 
that no excess Se is added to the precursor,  Ti for a precursor for TiSe2 should have a 
value of:  3 = 12 ⋅ 10.022Å = 22.7	Å	 (1.4) 
This would result in a repeat unit thickness of:  9:;:<= = 0.103 ⋅ 22.7	Å + 15.254	Å = 17.6	Å (1.5) 
Kinetic and Thermodynamic Control in Solid State Reactions 
The thickness of the repeating unit in the precursor plays an important role in the 
MER synthesis method. Nb5Se4, a thermodynamically stable compound, will be used to 
illustrate this phenomenon.15 Figure 1.6a and b show the differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) scans of precursors with a repeat unit thickness of (a) above and (b) below 90 Å. 
Samples for DSC can be obtained by depositing the precursor onto silicon wafers that are 
coated with poly(methyl)methacrylate (PMMA), which is then dissolved in acetone, 
lifting off the precursor as a powder. The powder can be collected by filtration and 
transferred into the DSC sample container. 
Figure 1.5. Calibration data for a Ti-Se precursor. The Se thickness read by the quartz 
crystal microbalance was kept constant at 54.9 Å, and the thickness of Ti ( Ti) was varied. (a) Composition calibration. (b) Repeat unit thickness ( repeat) calibration. The insets 
show the results of the linear fits through the data. 
11 
The DSC data shows two exothermal signals for both precursor types, but they 
appear at different temperatures. For the precursor with thick atomic layers, the 
exotherms appear at 125°C and 200°C. X-ray diffraction, however, shows that at these 
temperatures, the precursor structure is mostly preserved and the sample needs to be 
annealed further to crystallize completely into Nb5Se4. The grain sizes are rather small 
with 40 nm or less. All of this is consistent with nucleation and growth along the Nb-Se 
interfaces. For the precursor with thin atomic layers, the DSC data look significantly 
different: instead of two prominent exotherms at low temperatures, a very broad 
exotherm starts at approximately 100°C and lasts until about 400°C, and a sharp 
exotherm is present between 550°C and 600°C. The x-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 
Figure 1.6. Differential scanning calorimetry data of a Nb5Se4 precursor with (a) thick and (b) 
thin atomic layers. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of a Nb5Se4 precursor with thin atomic layers. (d) 
Schematic free energy vs. reaction coordinate plot for a Nb5Se4 precursor with different 
thicknesses of atomic layers.15 
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1.6c) of this precursor annealed at different temperatures shows that below 600°C, the 
sample is amorphous, and that it is fully crystalline at 600°C.  
This indicates two different reaction pathways: for precursors with atomic layers 
above a certain thickness, the critical thickness,16 the crystallites that nucleate first form 
at the interface and by diffusion of the elements around them, they grow heterogeneously. 
Below the critical thickness, the precursor becomes completely amorphous first and 
needs to overcome a considerable nucleation barrier to homogeneously nucleate and 
grow into Nb5Se4. Figure 1.6d shows a schematic of the free energy of these different 
reaction pathways. 
Figure 1.7 provides an illustration on how the structures evolve during that 
process. Using thin atomic layers, the product of the reaction thus depends on the crystal 
phase that nucleates first, which is a kinetic parameter. Thus, if nucleation can be 
controlled, kinetic control of the reaction can be achieved. 
The different reaction pathways have profound consequences for the phases that 
form. For thick atomic layers, the compound that forms at the interface can be determined 
by the “First Phase Rule” according to Walser and Bené: “The first compound nucleated 
in planar binary reaction couples is the most stable congruently melting compound 
adjacent to the lowest temperature eutectic on the bulk equilibrium phase diagram”.17 For 
the Nb-Se system, this would be NbSe2 and corresponds to the first exothermal peak in 
the DSC data. Due to the composition of the precursor, NbSe2 then reacts to Nb5Se4. 
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However, this can only be successful when the compounds are thermodynamically stable 
at the reaction temperatures. 
The Fe-Si system provides an example for a system that contains a compound that 
is only stable at high temperatures, Fe5Si3 (see schematic phase diagram in Figure 1.8).18 
Figure 1.7. Reaction pathway for a Nb5Se4 precursor with thick and thin atomic layers. 
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The “First Phase Rule” predicts that the compound that forms first is FeSi, and the 
product(s) of the reaction depend on the overall stoichiometry of the precursor film and 
the reaction temperature. If the precursor contains Fe and Si in a 1:1 ratio, phase pure 
FeSi will form. If the precursor contains excess Si, the Si will react with FeSi to form 
FeSi2 until one of the components is depleted. If the precursor contains excess Fe and if 
the temperature of the reaction is below 825°C, the excess Fe will react with FeSi to form 
Fe3Si until one of the components is depleted. Above 825°C, however, Fe5Si3 will form 
first until Fe is depleted and the reaction stops, or until FeSi is depleted, in which case the 
remaining Fe will react with Fe5Si3 to form Fe3Si. These processes are illustrated 
schematically in Figure 1.9. 
Thus, using thick elemental layers, synthesizing Fe5Si3 should only be possible 
with temperatures above 825°C. Thin layers, however, amorphize quicker than 
Figure 1.8. Schematic phase diagram of the Fe-Si system.18 
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components nucleate, so the first phase to crystallize cannot be predicted by the First 
Phase Rule anymore. In general, the nucleation energy depends on the change of free 
energy, the surface energy of the growing nucleus, internal stresses, and the energy 
required to rearrange the amorphous alloy to form the crystallite. While the first three 
terms are guided by the First Phase Rule, the rearrangement energy depends on the local 
structure of the amorphous alloy. It is reasonable to assume that the crystallite with a 
composition closest to the composition of the amorphous alloy has the lowest 
rearrangement energy, so it should be possible to control which phase nucleates by 
controlling the composition of the precursor. 
A systematic test of this hypothesis was conducted by Novet and Johnson by 
conducting a DSC analysis on multi-layer precursors with different Fe:Si ratios.19,20 The 
main results of these experiments are displayed in Table 1.1. For every composition, a 
Figure 1.9. Schematic representation of the reaction pathways of a Fe-Si thin film 
diffusion couple for different Fe-Si ratios and temperatures. 
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broad exotherm could be observed at 80°C, followed by a sharp exotherm at different 
temperatures for different compositions, except for precursors with a Fe:Si ratio of 2:1, 
which did not show an exothermal peak. The broad exotherm corresponds to the 
formation of an amorphous alloy, which shows that the amorphization reaction is 
independent of the sample composition and only depends on whether the layers are below 
or above the critical thickness. The mixing enthalpies, Hmixing, however, do depend on 
the composition of the precursor with a minimum observed at a Fe:Si ratio of 2:1. X-ray 
diffraction of samples annealed above the amorphization temperature confirms that the 
samples are amorphous even when annealed for more than 12 hours. 
The exotherm corresponds to the crystallization of the crystalline phases. X-ray 
diffraction shows that the phases are FeSi2, FeSi, Fe5Si3 and Fe3Si for Fe:Si ratios of 1:2, 
1:1, 5:3 and 3:1, respectively. For a precursor with an Fe:Si ratio of 2:1, no crystallization 
was observed below 600°C. The crystallization enthalpies, Hcrystallization, are all very 
small, suggesting that only little rearrangement is required to transition from the 
amorphous alloy to the crystalline phase. The extensive intermixing during annealing for 
Table 1.1. Thermodynamic data of the annealing of different Fe-Si multilayers from 
DSC.19 Hformation is taken from the literature.21–23 No crystallization event occurs for 
multilayers with an Fe:Si ratio of 2:1 beneath 600°C 
Fe:Si 
ratio 
Hmixing 
(kJ/mol/atom) 
Hcrystallization 
(kJ/mol/atom) 
Htotal 
(kJ/mol/atom) 
Hformation 
(kJ/mol/atom) 
crystallizationonset  
(°C) 
1:2 -20(4) -8(1) 28(4) 30.621 485 
1:1 -22(4) -4(0.5) 26(4) 39.322 290 
5:3 -30(4) -1(0.3) 31(4) — 455 
2:1 -37(4) — 37(4) — — 
3:1 -15(4) -1(0.3) 16(4) 25.823 540 
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these very thin layers results in a total change of heat, Htotal, that is lower than the 
formation energies found for bulk reactions.21–23 The onset crystallization temperatures 
also depend on the composition of the precursor and increase with increasing deviation 
from an equimolar Fe:Si ratio, and are a measure for the energy required to nucleate the 
crystalline phase. 
The data show that the rate limiting step in the formation of compounds with the 
MER method is nucleation, not diffusion, since the amorphization reaction occurs 
spontaneously. They also confirm that the composition of the precursor determines the 
phase that nucleates, and that the nucleated phase determines the final structure. This is 
especially notable for the precursors with Fe:Si ratios of 2:1 and 5:3. The former does not 
crystallize at all below 600°C because the energy barrier to form a Fe2Si nucleus is too 
high. However, the phases that are the closest in composition, Fe3Si and Fe5Si3, do not 
crystallize either, even though they have lower crystallization temperatures, because the 
energy required to rearrange the local structure to form a nucleus of either compound is 
too large due to low diffusion rates in solids. In other words, the farther the composition 
of the precursor deviates from the composition of a stable nucleus, the larger is the 
nucleation energy. This relationship has also been shown for InSe MER precursors.24  
The precursor with an Fe:Si ratio of 5:3 crystallizes into Fe5Si3 at 455°C, which, 
according to the phase diagram in Figure 1.8, is far below its decomposition temperature 
of 825°C. In an Fe-Si diffusion couple, Fe5Si3 should not form at these temperatures, but 
since the precursor has a Fe:Si ratio of 5:3, the nucleation energy of Fe5Si3 is lower than 
for the other silicides. The MER method is thus able to synthesize metastable compounds 
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if the energy required to nucleate them is lower than the energy required to rearrange the 
precursor and to nucleate thermodynamically more stable compounds. 
Synthesis of Ternary Compounds with the MER Method 
In this chapter, the MER method has so far only been demonstrated on the 
synthesis of binary compounds. Ternary compounds pose additional challenges, which 
will be demonstrated with the synthesis of CuxMo6Se8. In traditional solid state synthesis, 
CuxMo6Se8 is synthesized from the elements or from Mo, Se, and CuSe at 1200°C.25,26 As 
Figure 1.10 demonstrates, interfaces predominantly consist of only two components. 
Each interface will behave like diffusion couples and crystallize in a similar scheme as in 
Figure 1.9, so the first phases to form are the binary phases MoSe2 and Cu2-xSe. Over 
time, MoSe2 and Cu2-xSe will react at newly formed interfaces and nucleate CuxMo6Se8, 
but MoSe2 also reacts with the remaining Mo to form Mo3Se4. For a complete reaction to 
Cu2Mo6Se8, Mo3Se4 must react with other Cu-containing intermediates to finally form 
Cu2Mo6Se8. Since the interfacial area compared to the bulk volume is small and diffusion 
is slow, the entire synthesis takes multiple days. Another drawback is that this reaction 
only works if the final product is thermodynamically more stable than the mixture of 
Figure 1.10. Cartoon of the processes during synthesis of Cu2Mo6Se8 from the elements 
using classic solid state synthesis techniques. 
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binary intermediates. If an intermediate mixture is more stable, the ternary compound 
will not form. 
The repeating unit of an MER precursor would consist of a Mo-Cu-Se multilayer. 
In this case, however, the high diffusion rates of copper in selenium leads to copper 
diffusing into the Se layer at room temperature so that the precursor actually consists of 
multilayers of molybdenum and an amorphous copper-selenium alloy.27 
Depending on the chosen Mo layer thickness, two different behaviors can be 
found. Above 12 Å, MoSe2 forms at the interface first. These MoSe2 layers are 
crystallographically aligned along the c-axis so that in specular diffraction patterns, only 
00l reflections can be found. This intermediate reacts with the remaining copper, 
molybdenum and selenium at 1200°C to CuxMo6Se8. The precursor forms an amorphous 
ternary alloy at low temperatures, however, when the thickness of the Mo layer is kept at 
12 Å or below. Small reflections can already be found below 170°C that grow in intensity 
and become sharper with higher temperatures. CuxMo6Se8 fully crystallizes at 912°C 
without forming MoSe2 as a binary intermediate.27 
Interdiffusion plays an important role in the formation of the amorphous 
intermediate since MoSe2 interfacially nucleates at temperatures as low as 200°C.28 
Forming a ternary molybdenum selenide would thus require rapid interdiffusion of the 
third component with the selenium layer. Elements that only poorly diffuse through 
selenium such as nickel cannot prevent the formation of interfacial MoSe2, and thus will 
not form an amorphous alloy. Instead, MoSe2 will nucleate and nickel will then diffuse 
into the dichalcogenide to form NixMoSe2.29  
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Investigations on MER precursors of the composition MxMo0.75Se1 (M = Cu, In, 
Zn) showed very different behaviors for different metals and concentrations of the third 
component.29 Samples with copper, which has a higher diffusion rate through selenium 
than the other metals, crystallized MoSe2 for x < 0.31 and nanocrystalline CuxMo6Se8 for 
higher concentrations above 250°C. At higher temperatures, MoSe2 forms which then 
reacts to the Chevrel phase at 850°C. The higher the copper concentration is the more 
depressed is the formation of the dichalcogenide. Indium also diffuses rapidly through 
selenium and can prevent MoSe2 from crystallizing when x > 0.36 to form an amorphous 
intermediate instead. Annealing the intermediate between 600 and 700°C results in the 
formation of In3.3Mo15Se19. Zinc was only tested for x > 0.37, but could prevent the 
formation of MoSe2 in all cases. It forms a Chevrel phase at 800°C, but MoSe2 forms 
simultaneously as a second phase. 
The general trend is that the higher the concentration of the ternary metal is the 
higher is the nucleation temperature of interfacial MoSe2. In order to form MoSe2, the 
precursor needs to rearrange in a way that expels the third component from the MoSe2 
nucleus. The higher the concentration of the ternary component, the more energy needs to 
be expended for this rearrangement. Once the local concentration of the third component 
is below a critical composition, MoSe2 can form interfacially. This also explains why in 
some cases, such as in the zinc system, the formation of MoSe2 cannot be prevented: as 
the Chevrel phase forms, the precursor will become increasingly Zn-poor until it reaches 
the critical composition. When the zinc concentration decreases further, MoSe2 
crystallites can form. In some cases, the nucleation barrier to form the ternary compound 
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is too high and MoSe2 forms regardless such as for Sn-Mo-Se precursors, which only 
form the Chevrel phase at 1250°C in a thermodynamically controlled reaction.29 
The challenge in the MER synthesis has thus shifted from preventing the binary 
compound that is thermodynamically more stable to form to preventing the binary 
compound that nucleates more easily to form. One way to achieve this is to use 
components that need higher nucleation temperatures to form binary compounds or that 
interdiffuse at temperatures lower than the crystallization temperature of the binary 
compounds. The FeSb3 skutterudite system is such a system where interdiffusion occurs 
more rapidly than crystallization. Many metastable filled FeSb3 skutterudites have been 
synthesized with the MER method, many of which have not been accessible with classic 
solid state synthesis routes.30–32 
Another strategy to change the crystallization behavior is to change the layering 
sequence of the three constituents to avoid interfaces that could crystallize undesired 
phases. CuCr2Se4 is a ferromagnetic spinel that can be synthesized with the MER 
technique, but the precursor structure is important to avoid the formation of binary 
compounds.33 As discussed earlier, copper diffuses into selenium layers at room 
temperature, so an MER precursor with the sequence Cr-Se-Cu-Cr-Se will rapidly 
nucleate Cu2-xSe (0 < x ≤ 1). Upon annealing at higher temperatures, more Cu-Se binaries 
form before reacting with the remaining chromium and selenium to CuCr2Se4 at 600°C. 
Chromium obviously diffuses much slower through selenium than copper, which 
prevents the formation of a homogeneous amorphous intermediate. However, using the 
layering sequence Se-Cr-Cu-Cr-Se leads to the formation of an amorphous intermediate 
that crystallizes to CuCr2Se4 at 400°C in Se vapor without binary compounds as 
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intermediates. The chromium layers act as a diffusion barrier for copper and can thus 
prevent the formation of amorphous Cu-Se layers that crystallize to Cu2-xSe at room 
temperature. 
I.3.  Summary and Bridge 
The Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) method was presented as a technique 
to achieve kinetic control in solid state reactions. It uses a compositionally modulated 
precursor that consists of atomically thin elemental layers which are synthesized using 
physical vapor deposition. The deposition parameters need to be calibrated for 
composition and repeat unit thickness. 
Below a critical thickness, these layers interdiffuse rapidly to form an amorphous 
alloy, which changes the reaction kinetics from being diffusion-limited to being 
nucleation-limited. The final product is thus controlled by the phase that nucleates 
quicker and not by the phase that is thermodynamically more stable, i.e., the final product 
can be controlled with the composition of the precursor. 
The synthesis of ternary compounds is more complex and depends on the 
diffusivity of all three elements. If one element diffuses slower than a binary compound 
can interfacially nucleate, the amorphous intermediate cannot form. The amorphous 
intermediate can be formed with elements that diffuse rapidly into Se such as Cu or In, or 
by using the slower elements as diffusion barriers. The latter will be used in Chapter II to 
synthesize crystallographically aligned CuCr2Se4 films. 
This dissertation will explore the synthesis, structures, and properties of 
compounds synthesized with the MER method. The first part, spanning over 
Chapters I – III, will use the MER rationale and experimental methods to synthesize 
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crystallographically aligned CuCr2Se4 thin films and explain their magnetic properties. 
Chapters IV – VI will introduce ferecrystals, rotationally disordered members of the 
misfit layer compounds, their isomers and use experimental methods to elucidate the 
processes involved in the formation of these compounds. The third and last part uses 
computational methods to explain the behavior of ferecrystals two-dimensional materials. 
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CHAPTER II 
SYNTHESIS, STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHICALLY ALIGNED CUCR2SE4 THIN FILMS 
 
Portions of this chapter was previously published as Esters, M.; Liebig, A.; 
Ditto, J.J.; Falmbigl, M.; Albrecht, M.; Johnson, D.C. “Synthesis, structure and magnetic 
properties of crystallographically aligned CuCr2Se4 thin films” Journal of Alloys and 
Compounds, 2016, 671, 220 – 225. M.E. synthesized the samples, did the structural 
analysis, analyzed the precession electron diffraction (PED) images, performed some 
magnetic calculations, made all figures except Figure 2.3 and wrote the paper. A.L. 
performed the magnetic measurements and calculations. J.J.D. performed the PED 
measurements and assisted with the analysis of the PED images. M.F. performed the 
Rietveld refinement and made Figure 2.3. M.A. was the principal investigator of A.L., 
and D.C.J. was the principal investigator of M.E., J.J.D. and M.F. and provided editorial 
assistance. 
 
II.1.  Introduction 
Information technology can be considered one of the key drivers of modern 
society. With its increasing penetration of modern life comes an ever increasing demand 
for higher storage capacities, faster data processing and data transmission speeds, and 
increased information storage lifetimes.1 Spin-based electronic applications, spintronics, 
are a promising technology to supply these demands, making research on spin-polarized 
thin films an important area of research.1,2 Ideally, spintronic materials exhibit a Curie 
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temperature considerably above room temperature and strong spin polarizability.1,2 
Because of their relatively high Curie temperatures and good spin polarizability, many 
oxide materials have been investigated for their magnetic properties and their potential 
application in spintronic materials.3,4 Other chalcogenides, however, have only received 
limited attention as potential spintronic materials. 
Chalcogenide chromium spinel materials, ACr2X4 (A = Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Hg, Zn; X 
= S, Se, Te), are especially interesting due to their relatively high Curie temperatures and 
the capability to accommodate a large variety of atoms in the structure, which has 
resulted in a large versatility in magnetic, magnetoresistive and electrical properties.5-26 
CuCr2Se4 is a ferromagnetic compound at room temperature (TC > 430 K11,13) and has the 
highest Curie temperature among non-oxide chalcospinels. It also exhibits metallic 
transport properties, which makes it an interesting candidate for spin-polarized 
electronics applications. 
Most of the research on CuCr2Se4 was conducted on bulk or nanocrystalline 
compounds, but in order to be technologically relevant approaches to prepare thin films 
of these compounds need to be developed.11,13,24,27,28 Thin films of CuCr2Se4, however, 
have proven to be difficult to synthesize. The first to report films with the composition 
close to CuCr2Se4 were Berzhansky et al., yet without structural characterization.29 
Bettinger et al. successfully prepared CuCr2Se4 films with Cr2Se3 as a secondary phase.30 
Recently, Anderson et al. published a method to synthesize highly textured CuCr2Se4 
films by depositing Se-Cr-Cu-Cr-Se multi-layer precursors, but with limited structural 
characterization and without properties reported.31 
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Here, we report the synthesis of CuCr2Se4 films using multilayer precursors, the 
structural characterization of the resulting highly textured films and the correlation of the 
observed ferromagnetic behavior with the structure. The CuCr2Se4 films were 
synthesized using the method employed by Anderson et al.31 Rietveld refinement of 
specular X-ray diffraction scans shows that the compound crystallizes in a regular spinel 
structure similar to the bulk material. Specular X-ray diffraction and precession electron 
diffraction reveal strong crystallographic alignment with the <111> direction 
perpendicular to the substrate. Random orientation of the crystallites about the <111> 
axes was observed in the plane of the film. The magnetic properties of the films show 
anisotropy with an easy axis out of plane. The saturation magnetization is higher than in 
other CuCr2Se4 films and the bulk compound. 
II.2.  Experimental 
Multi-layer precursors were prepared using a custom-built physical vapor 
deposition chamber modeled after a similar chamber described previously.32 Cr and Cu 
were evaporated using an electron beam source, and Se was deposited using an effusion 
cell under a vacuum of less than 5 × 10mbar. Relative thicknesses of the elements 
were calibrated to yield compositions close to that of the desired CuCr2Se4 stoichiometry. 
(100)-oriented Si was used as substrate material. The total film thickness of the 
precursors according to X-ray reflectivity were approximately 50 nm. The unit thickness 
of the repeated Se-Cr-Cu-Cr-Se layers was approximately 1.6 nm. 
The precursors annealed on a custom-made hot plate under a nitrogen atmosphere 
(< 0.6 ppm) at temperatures ranging from 400 °C to 600 °C yielded samples of poor 
quality due to Se loss.  Samples were therefore annealed in a sealed fused silica 
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tube ( ≈ 10-5 mbar) at 400 °C for 24 h, 48 h, and 96 h. CuSe powder (99.5%, Alfa 
Aesar) was added to generate a positive Se vapor pressure in order to prevent the 
evaporation of Se off the film. 
The structure of the films was probed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron 
microscopy techniques. XRD patterns were collected under specular and off specular 
conditions using a Rigaku Smartlab. Off specular scans were done in grazing incidence 
(GIXRD) and grazing incidence in-plane geometry (in-plane XRD). The lattice 
parameters of the samples were determined from the specular XRD pattern with a least 
square refinement method using WinCSD software suite.33 The structure of the sample 
annealed for 24 h was also refined using the Rietveld method and the FullPROF software 
suite.34,35 In order to determine a map of the crystallographic alignment of the crystallites 
in the film, precession electron diffraction measurements were performed at the Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory using a JEOL JEM-3000SFF. 
Magnetic properties were measured using a Quantum Design MPMS3. 
Temperature-dependent magnetization measurements were carried out for the sample 
annealed for 24 h from 4.2 K to 400 K. The sample annealed for 24 h was additionally 
measured from 300 K to 450 K. Magnetization hysteresis curves were recorded as a 
function of external field strength at 300 K. 
II.3.  Results and Discussion 
Structural Characterization 
Representative diffraction patterns for the synthesized compounds are shown in 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The specular XRD scans, shown in Figure 2.1, contain three 
reflections that can be indexed with (hhh) (h = 1, 2, 4) indices of the spinel structure, 
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suggesting a crystallographically aligned structure. The samples annealed for 24 hours 
are the most crystallographically aligned. Rocking curves around the (222) reflection 
show an increase of the FWHM as annealing time is increased from 24 h (5.3°) to 48 and 
96 h (5.6°). The FWHM of all samples are slightly smaller than the thin films synthesized 
Figure 2.1. Specular diffraction patterns of CuCr2Se4 samples annealed for 24 h, 48 h, 
and 96 h. The inset shows the intensity of the (333) reflection. Offsets added for clarity. 
Figure 2.2. In-plane XRD (a) and GIXRD (b) patterns of CuCr2Se4 films annealed for 
24 h, 48 h, and. 96 h. Reflections denoted by an asterisk are reflections from the 
substrate. The inset shows the intensity of the (222) reflection in the in-plane XRD scan. 
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by Anderson et al., indicating stronger crystallographic alignment.31 The specular scan 
for the sample annealed for 24 hours has the highest intensity with a weak reflection with 
h = 3. In the diffraction patterns for the samples annealed for 24 h and 48 h, only 
reflections of normal spinel CuCr2Se4 (	
3) are observed. Thus, according to x-ray 
diffraction, the films are pure CuCr2Se4. The sample annealed for 96 h also shows an 
additional reflection, which is consistent with the (111) reflection of cubic Cu2Se. The in-
plane XRD and GIXRD patterns (Figure 2.2) can all be indexed to the regular spinel 
structure (MgAl2O4-type, 	
3). 
The diffraction patterns show small changes as the samples are annealed for 
longer times. There is a small shift in the lattice parameters when the sample is annealed, 
changing from 10.315(3) Å to 10.306(1) Å to 10.309(1) Å for the samples annealed for 
24 h, 48 h, and 96 h respectively. These values are all smaller than the reported value for 
single crystalline CuCr2Se4 (10.337(6) Å).36 The decrease in intensity of the (hhh) 
reflections in conjunction with the wider rocking curve widths with increasing annealing 
time suggests a loss of crystallographic alignment over time. The in-plane XRD patterns 
(Figure 2.2a) confirm the loss of crystallographic alignment. The in-plane diffraction 
pattern of the sample annealed for 24 h does not show (hhh) reflections. The 
(440) reflection on the other hand is very intense, showing that the {440} planes, which 
are perpendicular to the {hhh} planes, are strongly aligned perpendicular to the substrate 
surface. The strong intensity of the (222) reflection and the absence of the 
(440) reflection in the specular XRD pattern and vice versa in the in-plane XRD show 
that the sample is crystallographically aligned along the <111> axes. The in-plane XRD 
pattern of the sample annealed for 48 h contains the (222) reflection and the intensity of 
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the (440) reflection is decreased. The specular diffraction pattern also contains the (311) 
reflection, even though only visible in a logarithmic scale. This suggests that the sample 
is less crystallographically aligned than the sample annealed for 24 h, which correlates 
well with the decreased intensities in the specular XRD patterns (Figure 2.1) and the 
overall increased intensities in the GIXRD pattern (Figure 2.2b). The absence of the 
(440) reflection in the specular XRD pattern suggests that the sample is still strongly 
aligned. The sample annealed at 96 h, however, has lower intensities than the sample 
annealed at 48 h, along with an additional reflection in the specular XRD consistent with 
the (022) reflection of Cu2Se. In the in-plane XRD, the (222) reflection is present, but 
less intense than for the sample annealed for 48 h. We attribute this decrease in intensity 
to a reduced degree in crystallinity. 
Since the CuCr2Se4 film annealed for 24 h is layered along the [111] direction, 
and hence, only contains information on the distances between atomic planes along this 
direction, a simple one-dimensional model can be used to refine the specular diffraction 
scan. Figure 2.3 shows the Rietveld refinement of the specular scan of the sample 
annealed for 24 h. Considering instead of atomic positions only atomic planes, the length 
of the repeat unit along the [111] direction is √  and in addition contains a mirror plane 
as indicated in the structural scheme in Figure 2.3. Using the bulk crystal structure36 as a 
model, the only refinable parameter is the position of the plane of the Se-atoms. The 
structure was modeled in the trigonal space group 31as this space group has a mirror 
plane at 0.5 in the z-direction, and detailed results are provided in Table 2.1. The 
structural refinement resulted in low R-values (RF=0.054 and RI=0.015) and a reasonable 
position of the Se-plane (0.2446(2) compared to 0.2426 for the single crystal36) 
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confirming the presence of a CuCr2Se4 structure in the thin film. Converting the thickness 
of the repeat unit yields a lattice parameter of the 10.3159(7) Å compared to 10.337(6) Å 
for the single crystal. This is the first time that cell parameters for a CuCr2Se4 thin film 
sample have been reported. 
Precession electron diffraction images were taken to qualitatively assess the 
degree of alignment of the crystallites in the film. The sample was aligned so that the z-
direction is parallel to the surface normal of the film. A representative image is shown in 
Figure 2.4. The grains exhibit a variety of sizes, but are on average 80 nm across. The 
colors of the grains predominantly show light blue and purple shades, showing that the 
grains are mostly aligned along or close to the <111> axes. The pole figures show a 
homogeneous distribution of different crystallographic alignments along the x and y axis 
Figure 2.1. Rietveld refinement of the sample annealed for 24 h. The inset shows the 
layered model that was used for the refinement of the atomic planes along the [111] 
direction. The solid lines indicate the length of the repeat unit corresponding to  √ 	 and the dashed line displays the position of the mirror plane. The red, black and blue line 
show the measured intensity, the calculated intensity and the intensity difference, 
respectively. 
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(in plane) and a large concentration around the <111> directions along the z axis. The 
deviations from a pure alignment along the <111> axes are likely due to imperfect 
sample alignment during the TEM experiment. 
The crystallographic alignment may be due to the surface energies in CuCr2Se4. 
The natural cleavage surface of single crystal CuCr2Se4 is the (111) plane, indicating that 
Table 2.1. Rietveld refinement results for the CuCr2Se4 thin film annealed for 24h. 
Composition from refinement CuCr2Se4 
Radiation   Rigaku Smartlab, Cu K 
2 range (degrees) 10  2  65 
Repeat unit thickness (Å)  5.9559(4) 
Reflections in refinement 4 
Number of variables 9 
RF = Fo-Fc/Fo 0.015 
RI = Io-Ic/Io 0.054 
RwP = [wiyoi-yci2/wiyoi2]1/2 0.101 
RP = yoi-yci/yoi 0.064 
Re =[(N-P+C)/(wiy2oi)]1/2 0.0707 
2 = (RwP/Re)2 5.5 
Atom parameters 
Cr1 in 1a(0)  
Occ. 1.0 
Se1  in 2c (z), z 0.2446(2)  
Occ. 4.0 
Cu in 2c (z), z=0.375  
Occ. 1.0 
Cr2 in 1b (0.5)  
Occ. 1.0 
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this surface has the lowest surface energy.37 Due to the mild reaction conditions, the main 
driving force of the CuCr2Se4 formation may be nucleation and Ostwald ripening. In 
order to minimize their surface energy, nuclei grow in a preferred orientation, forming 
crystallographically aligned films. 
Magnetic Properties 
Temperature-dependent magnetization curves (Figure 2.5) show Brillouin-type 
behavior. The Curie temperature of the sample annealed for 24 h is 406 K, which is 
comparable to Bettinger et al. (Tc = 405 – 410 K), but lower than the Curie temperature 
Figure 2.2. (a) Map of crystallographic orientations from precession electron diffraction. 
(b) Orientation distribution along the x, y, and z axis (z axis parallel to surface normal of 
the film). 
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found in bulk (Tc > 430 K).11,13,30 In-plane and out of plane magnetization curves of 
CuCr2Se4 films were measured at room temperature (Figure 2.6). They show the 
hysteresis behavior characteristic of a ferromagnetic compound. 
The magnetization shows saturations at an external magnetic field of 2 kOe. At 
4.2 K, the saturation magnetization of the samples annealed for 24 h and 48 h are 413 
emu/cm3 and 448 emu/cm3, respectively, which corresponds to 6.1 B/f.u. and 6.6 B/f.u., 
respectively. These values are higher than in bulk and in the thin films found by Bettinger 
(4.5 – 5.0 B/f.u.).11,13,30 Colminas predicted a moment of 6 B/f.u. under the assumption 
that Cr is present as Cr3+ and Cu is present as Cu+.38  DFT calculations conducted by 
Bettinger et al. suggest that the increase in the magnetization may be due to Se deficits.30 
Doping experiments with Br- ions also showed that a decrease in the Se concentration 
correlates with stronger magnetization due to a decrease in Cu2+ concentrations and thus 
an increase in the Cu+ concentration.37 Thus, our films may have a significant amount of 
Cu+ ions and defects on Se sites. Another factor for this increased magnetization may be 
Figure 2.3. Representative temperature-dependent magnetization curves for samples 
annealed for 24 h, and 96 h. 
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the orbital momentum of the chromium ions. A not fully quenched orbital angular 
momentum, would increase the magnetization per formula unit compared to the spin-only 
magnetism. A stronger influence of the orbital angular momentum would also contribute 
to magnetic anisotropy. However, this effect is expected to be very small. The saturation 
magnetization is significantly lower for the sample annealed for 96 h (253 emu/cm3 or 
3.7 B/f.u.), which is probably due to the Cu2Se impurity or lower degree of 
crystallization.  
The saturation moment, coercitivity and remanence are larger out of plane than in 
plane, suggesting anisotropy in the films. The effective anisotropy for the sample 
annealed for 24 h is 1.82×106 erg cm-3 with the easy axis being out of plane, i.e. along 
the <111> axes. The sample annealed for 48 h shows a stronger effective anisotropy with 
2.6×106 erg cm-3. Due to higher magnetization, the shape anisotropy is also higher for the 
sample annealed at 48 than for 24 h with 1.26 × 10	erg cm-3 and 1.07 × 10	erg cm-3, 
respectively. The anisotropy shown is stronger than in the single crystals and may be due 
to strain inside the sample or a stronger influence of the orbital angular momentum, 
Figure 2.4. Room temperature magnetization hysteresis (a) in plane and (b) out of plane. 
The insets show the coercive forces Hc as a function of annealing time. 
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which is typically stronger along the easy axis of magnetization.13 This is the first time, 
magnetic anisotropies are published in CuCr2Se4 thin films, so no comparison with other 
films can be made. 
Anisotropy is also observed in the coercive forces. The insets of Figure 2.6 show 
the coercive force Hc as a function of annealing time and show an increase in the coercive 
force for the out-of-plane magnetization with increasing annealing time. While the 
difference between the sample annealed for 24 h and 48 h is rather small (10 Oe), there is 
a strong increase for the sample annealed for 96 h (60 Oe difference to 48 h). For the in-
plane magnetization, Hc is approximately the same for the samples annealed for 24 h and 
48 h (65 Oe and 63 Oe, respectively), the sample annealed for 96 h has a much larger Hc 
(180 Oe). For the samples annealed at 24 h and 48 h, Hc is larger for the out-of-plane than 
for the in-plane magnetization. This phenomenon can be explained by the different 
degrees of crystallographic alignment and crystallinity. The coercive force increases with 
increasing defect and domain wall concentrations. X-ray diffraction has shown that the 
sample annealed for 96 h is less crystalline and less aligned than the other samples and 
thus has larger coercive forces than the samples annealed for 24 h and 48 h. The lack of 
anisotropy in the coercive force shows the reduced degree in crystallinity as there are 
more defects in the entire film. The in-plane coercive forces for the samples annealed at 
24 h and 48 h are approximately the same, whereas they are higher in the out-of-plane 
magnetization for the sample annealed for 48 h. As shown by PED, the films are aligned 
along the [111] direction, but are rotationally disordered in the perpendicular plane. The 
consequence of this rotational disorder are abrupt interfaces between individual CuCr2Se4 
slabs, which are not present within the plane. This and the easy axis of magnetization, 
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which is out-of-plane, elevate the out-of-plane Hc compared to the in-plane Hc. The fact 
that the in-plane Hc are approximately the same for the samples annealed for 24 h and 
48 h and much smaller than for the sample annealed for 96 h shows that both have a 
similar defect concentrations and are well crystallized within the plane. Lower degree of 
crystallographic alignment, potentially stronger rotational disorder, and increased 
magnetization all contribute to a larger Hc, which explains why the out-of-plane Hc for 
the sample annealed for 48 h is larger than Hc for the sample annealed for 24 h. 
II.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
This chapter showed the successful synthesis of CuCr2Se4 films aligned along the 
<111> axes at a relatively low temperature of 400 °C. The degree of crystallographic 
alignment decreases with time while annealing at elevated temperatures. These films are 
ferromagnetic up to a temperature of 406 K. Films exhibit anisotropic magnetism with 
the easy axis lying along the <111> axes. The saturation magnetization is higher than in 
bulk CuCr2Se4 and in other CuCr2Se4 films. The none-forced preferred orientation and 
the ability to deposit thin layers may open the pathway to magnetic intergrowth 
compounds with interesting magnetic properties. 
The enhanced magnetic properties of these films raise interesting questions about 
the mechanism of magnetization in these films. Chapter III will include an in-depth 
discussion about the magnetization processes in these films and reveal a competition 
between two forms of magnetization that are dominant in different temperature ranges. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE COMPETITION BETWEEN MAGNETOCRYSTALLINE AND SHAPE 
ANISOTROPY ON THE MAGNETIC AND MAGNETO-TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHICALLY ALIGNED CUCR2SE4 THIN FILMS 
 
Portions of this chapter were previously published as Edelman, I.; Esters, M.; 
Johnson, D.C.; Yurkin, G.; Tarasov, A.; Rautsky, M.; Volochaev, M.; Lyashchenko, S.; 
Ivantsov, R.; Petrov, D.; Solovyov, L.A. “The competition between magnetocrystalline 
and shape anisotropy on the magnetic and magneto-transport properties of 
crystallographically aligned CuCr2Se4 thin films” Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic 
Materials, 2017, 443, 107 – 115. M.E. synthesized the samples, and co-wrote the paper 
with I.E. D.C.J. was the principal investigator of M.E. and provided editorial assistance. 
I.E. analyzed the magnetic measurement data and co-wrote the article with M.E. R.I. 
assisted with data analysis and D.P. calculated anisotropy data. The measurements were 
performed by G.Y. (magnetometry), A.T. (magneto-resistivity), M.R. (ferromagnetic 
resonance), M.V. (electron microscopy), S.L. (Kerr spectra), and L.A.S. (x-ray 
diffraction). 
 
III.1.  Introduction 
The development of spintronics based on the use of the electron spin degrees of 
freedom requires an effective search for new materials with high spin polarization.1 Until 
recently, oxide compounds such as Cr2O3, Fe3O4, La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, etc. were mainly 
considered as materials for spintronic devices.2-4 In recent years, more and more attention 
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has been drawn to complex chalcogenides. It can be expected that the transition from 
ionic bonds in oxides to more covalent bonds in chalcogenides will result in transport 
properties similar to the properties of semiconductors or metals. One of the most 
promising groups of materials for this task are the chalcogenide chromium spinels of the 
general formula MCr2X4 (where M = Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Hg, Zn, and X = S, Se, Te). Many 
of them have Curie temperatures above room temperature and possess the ability to 
include a wide variety of atoms into their structure, which leads to diverse magnetic, 
magneto-resistive and electrical properties. 
CuCr2Se4 stands out from the whole series of chromium chalcogenides: It has the 
highest Curie temperature (TC ~ 430 K) and metallic conductivity, which makes it a 
promising candidate for applications in spintronics. CuCr2Se4 is characterized by the 
highest value of the magneto-optical Kerr effect in the near infra-red (1.1° for 0.8 eV and 
0.6° for 1.25 eV at 295 K5), and is found to undergo light-induced changes in the 
magnetization.3 Studies of this compound were carried out mainly on bulk crystals6-11 or 
nanocrystalline powders.12-22 However, most suitable for spintronic applications are 
samples in the form of thin films that can be integrated into silicon based structures.  
Only few articles in the literature are devoted to CuCr2Se4 films. The first attempt 
to synthesize polycrystalline CuCr2Se4 films was undertaken in 1990 by Berzhanski et 
al.23 In 2007, Bettinger et al. synthesized CuCr2Se4 films by pulsed laser deposition on 
isostructural MgAl2O4 substrates. X-ray diffraction confirmed the structure of CuCr2Se4 
along with secondary phases of Cr2Se3, CuCrSe2, and Cr2.8Se4.24 Anderson with co-
authors suggested the modulated elemental reactants (MER) method25,26 to fabricate 
single-phase films of the ternary chalcogenide compounds. This method was applied 
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successfully to synthesize crystallographically aligned CuCr2Se4 thin films consisting of 
large enough crystallites (several hundred nanometers in lateral dimension) with the 
(111) planes oriented parallel to the film plane.27 The almost homogeneous orientation of 
the (111) planes of the crystallites in combination with a large negative magneto-
crystalline anisotropy that depends strongly on temperature12 creates conditions where 
this anisotropy competes with the easy-plane anisotropy characteristics of thin films, 
which raises promises new interesting effects in the aligned films. 
In this paper, we present the magnetic, magneto-optic, and magneto-transport 
properties of crystallographically aligned CuCr2Se4 thin films synthesized with MER 
technique.27 X-ray diffraction and high-resolution electron microscopy study confirmed 
almost ideal orientation of the crystallite (111) planes inside the film plane. Magneto-
optic transverse Kerr effect spectra appear to be close in shape to the polar Kerr effect 
spectra of bulk CuCr2Se4, suggesting identical electronic structures. Magnetic 
measurements carried out between 4.2 and 300 K revealed their magnetic properties to be 
governed by the competition between the magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropy, and 
that the predominant mechanism of magnetization depends on the temperature with a 
transition at around 155 K.  The microwave and magneto-transport temperature changes 
correlate with that of the static magnetization. These results show that the CuCr2Se4 
samples studied herein provide an unusual opportunity to probe the competition between 
anisotropies of different origin on the magnetic properties of a thin film. 
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III.2.  Experimental 
Films were synthesized using the Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) method 
as outlined in Ref. 27, using multi-layer precursors with the sequence Se-Cr-Cu-Cr-Se. 
The precursors were deposited onto (100)-oriented Si wafers in a custom-built physical 
vapor deposition chamber with pressures inside the vacuum chamber of less than    
5 × 10-7 mbar.28 Se was evaporated using a resistive heater effusion cell, and Cr and Cu 
were deposited using electron beam guns. The total film thickness of the precursors was 
approximately 50 nm, and the thickness of the repeated Se-Cr-Cu-Cr-Se layers was 
approximately 1.6 nm. Relative thicknesses of the elements were calibrated to yield 
compositions close to that of the desired CuCr2Se4 stoichiometry. Samples were annealed 
in an evacuated (p ≈ 10-5 mbar), sealed fused silica tube at 400 °C for 1, 2, and 3 days 
(samples 1, 2, and 3, respectively). CuSe powder (99.5%, Alfa Aesar) was added to 
generate a positive Se vapor pressure in order to prevent the evaporation of Se off the 
film. 
The structure of the films was determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
electron microscopy techniques. XRD patterns were collected using a PANalytical X’Pert 
PRO (Cu Kα) diffractometer in the angular range 2θ = 10° - 65°. The lattice parameters 
of the samples were refined using the full-profile derivative difference method.29 Cross-
sections of the samples were prepared by focus ion beam (FIB) using a FB2100 (40 kV 
accelerating voltage) with subsequent Ar+ polishing at 0.5 kV. Film cross-section images 
were obtained with Hitachi HT7700 (W-source) transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
at 110 kV accelerating voltage. Magnetization hysteresis loops were recorded with a 
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QUANTUM Design MPMS-XL system at temperatures between 4.2 and 300 K with 
magnetic fields applied parallel and perpendicular to the film plane.  
Magneto-transport properties were studied using a homebuilt facility based on a 
helium cryostat, an electromagnet and a Keithley 2400 Source Meter.30 
Magnetoresistance (MR) was measured between 4.2 and 70 K using a standard four-
probe technique. MR was defined as:  
MR() = 100% ⋅ 	() − 	max	max (3.1) 
where R(H) is the resistance at an external magnetic field strength H, and Rmax is 
the maximum resistance. In the experiment, electric current flowed inside the film plane, 
and the magnetic field direction changed from  = 0° to  = 180° degrees relatively to the 
normal (⃗ ) of the film plane.  
Ferromagnetic resonance spectra were collected between 120 and 350 K with a 
Bruker Elexsys E580 spectrometer, operating at the X-band (9.7 GHz) and using 100 kHz 
as the modulation frequency. 
Magneto-optical transverse Kerr effect (TKE) measurements were carried out in 
the region of 1.25 - 4.25 eV using an Ellips-891 high speed spectral ellipsometer in an 
experimental setup described elsewhere.31 The relative changes of the intensity of the 
linearly polarized light reflected from the sample surface when changing the direction of 
the external magnetic field were used as the measured values:  (, ) = 2 ↑ − ↓↑ + ↓ (3.2) 
where ↑ and ↓ are the intensities of the light incident on the photodetector at the 
sample during magnetization reversal, θ1 = –45° and θ2 = +45° are the angles of the 
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polarizer and analyzer rotation relative to the light incidence plane of the sample. The 
angle of the light incidence with respect to the normal of the film surface was 70°. The 
magnetic field strength parallel to the film surface changed from +3 to -3 kOe. To 
minimize the error in the determination of δI/I, the measurements of ↑ and ↓ were 
performed 10 times, followed by the calculation of the mean values 〈↑〉 and 〈↓〉, as well 
as mean-square deviations Δ↑ and Δ↓. The magnetic field dependence of δI/I of each 
sample were obtained for several wavelengths. 
III.3.  Results and Discussion 
Structure of the CuCr2Se4 Films 
The X-ray diffraction patterns of three CuCr2Se4 films annealed for different 
periods are shown in Figure 3.1. The reflections of all samples match completely with 
CuCr2Se4 spinel structure (3 , no. 225, JCPDS 33-0452). The reflections can be 
indexed with the (hhh) (h = 1, 2, 4) indices of the spinel structure, suggesting a 
crystallographically aligned structure. Comparing the diffraction patterns shown in 
Figure 3.1 with the XRD patterns presented in Ref. 27 for the CuCr2Se4 films synthesized 
with the same method, one can note some minor differences. Intensities of all reflections 
for samples 1 and 2 are close to each other, while they are noticeably lower for sample 3. 
However, no additional reflections are seen for sample 3 compared to samples 1 and 2. 
The lattice parameters are also close for samples 1 and 2 with 10.310(1) Å and 10.311(1) 
Å, respectively. For sample 3, the lattice parameter is 10.307(1) Å. The lattice parameters 
shown for samples 1 and 2 in Ref. 27 were 10.315(3) Å and 10.306(1) Å. The minor 
differences in the characteristics of the samples synthesized here and presented in Refs. 
26 and 27 fabricated with the same method are well within the experimental errors. 
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TEM and High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) measurements show that the films 
consist of well-shaped rectangular nanocrystals with lateral dimensions of a few hundred 
nanometers and a thickness of 50 nm (Figures 3.2a and b). The space between two 
adjacent lattice planes in the direction perpendicular to the film surface is 2.68 Å, which 
is characteristic for the interplanar (111) distance in the face-centered cubic phase of 
Figure 3.1. X-ray diffraction pattern of three CuCr2Se4 films annealed for 1, 2, and 3 days. 
Inset: enlarged region near 2θ = 30°. 
Figure 3.2. TEM (a) and HRTEM (b) images of the cross-section of sample 1. 
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CuCr2Se4. The X-ray diffraction and HRTEM data are consistent with the films 
consisting of pure CuCr2Se4 nanocrystals with the (111) planes oriented parallel to the 
film surface. Apart from the degree of crystallographic alignment, only insignificant 
differences are seen between the structural characteristics of films with different 
annealing times. 
Magnetic Hysteresis Loops 
Figure 3.3 shows the magnetization temperature dependence for sample 1 
showing the Brillouin-type behavior. For the other two samples, the M(T) curves are 
analogous. The Curie temperature is TC = 420 K, which is a little bit higher compared to 
those presented for thin films (TC = 405 – 410 K),24,27 but lower than the TC found in bulk 
(TC > 430 K).12 
The magnetization of the films parallel and perpendicular to the film plane as a 
function of the external magnetic field H were identical for all samples, and 
representative data from sample 1 at different temperatures are shown in Figure 3.4. We 
will focus on the data for sample 1 because it has the highest degree of crystallographic 
Figure 3.3. Temperature-dependent magnetization curve for sample 1. 
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alignment compared to the other samples. At room temperature, relatively narrow 
hysteresis loops close in shape to those presented in Ref. 27 are observed for both 
orientations of an external magnetic field, parallel and perpendicular to the films surface 
(curves 1 in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b). Room temperature coercive fields Hc are of 140 Oe, 
135 Oe, and 150 Oe (for samples 1, 2 and 3, respectively). The only noticeable difference 
between hysteresis loops recorded at the two magnetic field directions is the 
magnetization behavior in relatively high magnetic fields. While in the parallel geometry, 
magnetic saturation occurs at H = 2.0 kOe, for the perpendicular geometry, saturation is 
not reached at H = 5 kOe. 
 A decrease in temperature results in strong changes in the shape of the 
magnetization curves. For the parallel magnetic field direction, the coercive field 
decreases slightly and the magnetization does not reach saturation up to 
H = 5 kOe (Figure 3.4a), while for the perpendicular magnetic field direction, the 
coercivity increases approximately an order of magnitude from 140 Oe to 1.6 kOe when 
Figure 3.4. Magnetization curves of sample 1 recorded for the external magnetic field 
directions parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to the film plane at 300, 30, and 4.2 K. Insets: 
enlarged regions of lower fields.   
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the temperature decreases from 300 to 4.2 K (Figure 3.4b). The area of the hysteresis 
loop increases from 7 emu Oe to 56 emu Oe for the perpendicular geometry and stays 
almost unchanged in the parallel geometry. These changes can be explained with the 
coexistence of two types of magnetic anisotropy in the CuCr2Se4 films: the shape 
anisotropy, which tends to orient the magnetic moment inside the film plane, and the 
magneto-crystalline anisotropy, which tends to orient the magnetic moment along one of 
the easy axes. These two types of anisotropy possess different temperature dependences. 
The field of the in-plane shape anisotropy Hsh is described by the equation: sh = 4$%& (3.3) 
where Ms is the saturation magnetization, so its temperature dependence is 
determined by the temperature dependence of Ms. As it is shown in Ref. 27, the 
magnetization of the film increases strongly near the Curie temperature (420 K) and 
changes insignificantly with decreasing temperature below 300 K. 
The magneto-crystalline anisotropy of CuCr2Se4 is characterized by easy 
magnetization axes oriented parallel to the <111> crystal axes and by a very strong 
temperature dependence of the anisotropy parameter. K1, the first anisotropy constant, 
increases almost one order of magnitude with the temperature decreasing from 300 to 
5 K (K1 = -6.9 × 105 erg/cm3 at 5 K, and K1 = -0.9 × 105 erg/cm3 at 290 K12). In cubic 
crystal lattices, there are four crystal axes of the <111> family, one with an angle of 90° 
and three oriented at an angle α = 19.5° relative to the (111) crystal plane, i.e. the film’s 
plane. A schematic of these easy axes orientations is presented in Figure 3.5a. The crystal 
anisotropy field is given by K = 2(%& (3.4) 
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Both Ms and ( are temperature dependent. Figure 3.5b illustrates the Hsh and HK 
temperature dependences calculated for the CuCr2Se4 thin films using the temperature 
dependence of Ms taken from Ref. 27 and the temperature dependence of K1 taken from 
Ref. 12. While the temperature dependence of K1 for these films may be different 
(magnetocrystalline anisotropy measurements are ongoing), Figure 3.5b can provide a 
good qualitative picture of the temperature dependence of Hsh and HK. The shape 
anisotropy is nearly temperature independent and Hsh increases only slightly when the 
temperature decreases from 300 K to ~160 K, and plateaus at lower temperatures. The 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy field increases almost one order of magnitude when the 
temperature decreases from 300 to 4.2 K. At higher temperatures, Hsh noticeably exceeds 
HK and becomes close to it at approximately 160 K. Below this temperature, HK starts to 
prevail and dominates at lower temperatures.  This suggests that the magnetic anisotropy 
Figure 3.5. (a) Schematic of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy easy axes orientation 
relative to the film plane; (b) Temperature dependence of Hsh and HK calculated 
according Equations 3.3 and 3.4 with the Ms temperature dependence taken from Ref. 27 
and the K1 temperature dependence taken from Ref. 12. 
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can be characterized by an effective anisotropy axis with temperature-dependent 
orientation.  
These findings are consistent with the magnetization measurements. In the 
parallel geometry of the experiment (magnetic field is parallel to the film plane), the 
film’s magnetic moment remains in the plane or rather close to it, and magnetic 
saturation occurs at relatively low field (Figure 3.4a). Hysteresis with low coercive force 
may indicate an involvement of domain wall motion processes along with a rotation of 
the magnetic moment. Additionally, magnetic moments inside domains are oriented close 
to the film plane along the effective easy axis located between the external magnetic field 
direction and one of the magneto-crystalline easy axes [111], [111], [111] (Figure 3.5a). 
The magnetization process in this case ends with a rotation of the magnetic moment into 
the film plane. With decreasing temperature, the effective anisotropy axis rotates closer to 
the magneto-crystalline anisotropy axis, which leads to an increase of the saturated 
magnetic field.  
 In the case of the perpendicular geometry, the situation is more complex. The 
external magnetic field tends to direct the magnetic moment perpendicular to the film 
plane. However, at higher temperatures, this direction is not energetically favorable. 
Thus, in low external magnetic fields, magnetic moments locate along one or several of 
the [111], [111], [111] axes and the film magnetization process occurs identically to that 
in the parallel geometry. Further increase of the external magnetic field leads to the 
rotation of the magnetic moment to the field direction, i.e. to the direction perpendicular 
to the film plane (Figure 3.4b). When the magnetocrystalline anisotropy increases 
sufficiently at lower temperatures, orienting the magnetic moment along the [111] easy 
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axis normal to the film plane becomes energetically preferable, and after turning off the 
external field, the magnetic moments tend to keep this orientation. The wide hysteresis 
loops at 4.2 K and 30 K (Figure 3.4b) confirm this explanation. Formation of magnetic 
domains and the motion of domain walls are also possible mechanisms. Magnetic 
moments inside domains are oriented perpendicular to the film plane, which reduces the 
energy of the demagnetizing fields. The relatively large remnant magnetization in this 
case suggests that in zero external field, a domain structure with domains magnetized 
predominantly along the previously applied field exists. Thus, the redistribution of the 
individual contributions of each different type of anisotropy to the magnetization 
processes can explain the observed magnetization curves. A more detailed study of the 
magnetization processes is in progress. 
Transverse Kerr Effect 
Transverse Kerr effect spectra of each sample are presented in Figure 3.6. For all 
three samples, the spectra are very similar to each other, and coincide with the polar Kerr 
effect spectra observed in several works for CuCr2Se4 single crystals,5,8,33 and with the 
magnetic circular dichroism spectra observed in Ref. 22 for ensembles of CuCr2Se4 
nanoparticles. As all three effects are due to electronic transitions between energy bands 
of a substance, it can be concluded that the band structures of the investigated films are 
identical to the band structure of CuCr2Se4 single crystals.  
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The Kerr effect hysteresis loops are shown in Figure 3.7a for sample 1 for the 
three incident light energies that correspond to the gravity centers of the Kerr spectral 
maxima ( = 2.8, 1.4, and 1.25 eV). Figure 3.7b presents the hysteresis loops of all three 
Figure 3.6. Room temperature transverse Kerr effect spectra of samples 1, 2, and 3 
recorded in magnetic field H = 3.0 kOe applied parallel to the films plane. 
Figure 3.7. Room temperature transverse Kerr effect hysteresis loops recorded in 
magnetic fields parallel to the film plane (a) for sample 1 at three different values of the 
light wave energy E = 2.8, 1.4, and 1.25 eV, and (b) for all three samples at 1.25 eV. 
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samples for E = 1.25 eV. These loops correlate well with the magnetic hysteresis loops 
recorded with the magnetometer at 300 K for the magnetic field directed parallel to the 
film plane (Figure 3.4a), which was expected since the transverse Kerr effect is 
proportional to the magnetization projection in the film plane.  
Magnetotransport Properties 
The investigated CuCr2Se4 films show negative magnetoresistance (MR) with a 
maximum of -9% at 4.2 K. The MR dependence on the external magnetic field is shown 
in Figure 3.8a for 30 K. The shape of the curves suggests that the MR is mostly due to the 
film magnetization processes as inferred from the MR hysteresis. There are two 
mechanisms that are most likely responsible for MR: spin-dependent scattering of charge 
carriers on domain walls and spin-dependent tunneling between crystallites. The first 
mechanism is characteristic for all conductive ferromagnetic materials while the latter is 
characteristic for thin films.34 Note that the in-plane and out-of-plane MR dependences 
have the same shape, differing only in width and position of the peaks. In other words, 
we do not see a difference between the cases where an electric current is applied parallel 
or perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field, which indicates that the 
contribution to the MR associated with the Lorentz force is minimal. Considering that the 
MR value is only a few percent, one can conclude that spin-dependent tunneling between 
crystallites is the main mechanism responsible for the MR effect in the CuCr2Se4 thin 
films.  Spin-dependent tunneling between metal (Ni) granules dispersed in SiO2 films 
was considered in Ref. 34 where the MR dependence on an external magnetic field was 
shown to be: %	 = −+ ,-4./0 [%(, /) − %(0, /)] (3.5) 
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where P is the polarization of the tunneling electrons, J is the exchange coupling 
constant within the ferromagnetic metal grains, M is the grain magnetic moment, k is the 
Boltzmann constant, H is an external magnetic field, T is the temperature. Later, Li et 
al.35 have shown that in low magnetic fields, the MR dependence on the external 
magnetic field can be described in good approximation as: 
Figure 3.8. (a) In-plane and out-of-plane MR as a function of external magnetic field 
strength H of a CuCr2Se4 film at 30 K. Inset: the peak position Hp in the MR dependence 
on H for the in-plane and out-of-plane geometries.  (b, c) Magnetization hysteresis loops 
calculated from experimental MR(H) with the help of Equation 3.6 for the in-plane and 
out-of-plane geometries, respectively, in comparison with the magnetization experimental 
hysteresis loops. (d) Polar dependence of the MR hysteresis peak position Hp (right) 
along with a scheme of the experimental geometry and the directions of the two effective 
easy axes (left). 
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MR	~6%()%& 7 (3.6) 
where M(H) and Ms are the magnetization in a given field and the saturation 
magnetization, respectively. We used this approach to calculate the in-plane and out-of-
plane magnetization curves from the measured field dependences of the MR. The 
obtained curves (Figure 3.8b and Figure 3.8c) correlate well with the experimental 
magnetization curves (Figures 3.4a and b). In particular, the wide hysteresis loop 
appearing at lower temperatures when the external magnetic field H was applied 
perpendicular to the film plane was very well reproduced. However, calculated coercive 
fields for both orientations are lower than experimental ones. This may be due to the fact 
that in addition to the main MR mechanism, other magnetization mechanisms such as 
magnetic domain motion and an anisotropic magnetoresistance may contribute to the 
magnetization. Moreover, in the magnetization processes, the competition of crystal and 
shape anisotropy played an important role, which makes fitting the hysteresis loops more 
challenging, especially for the perpendicular magnetic field. Nevertheless, according to 
the proposed mechanism, the maximum MR should occur near the coercive field because 
of the randomly oriented magnetic moments of the crystallites in the film plane. 
Consequently, the peak position Hp in the MR vs. H curves (inset in Figure 3.8a) can be 
interpreted as the coercive field Hc in the magnetization curves. Using МR curves 
recorded at different angles  to the film normal, we have obtained the polar dependence 
of Hp( that should correspond approximately to  Hc(). The results are shown in Figure 
3.8d. Two distinct maxima at p 15° and 165° can be observed. As the maximal Hc 
value should be observed when the magnetic field is directed along the easy axis, it is 
possible that two effective easy axes directed at the angles ± 15° relative to the film 
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normal occur at 30 K. This is consistent with the temperature dependence of the 
anisotropy parameters (Figure 3.5), which shows that the magnetization is primarily 
directed along the easy axis [111], i.e. the normal of the film plane. Note that the 
effective easy axis orientation at an angle to the film normal can explain the fact that the 
magnetization does not reach its saturation at low temperatures (Figure 3.4b). 
Ferromagnetic Resonance 
Figure 3.9 shows the differential ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) signal recorded 
at different temperatures of sample 1 with the dc magnetic field H applied parallel (in-
plane) and perpendicular (out-of-plane) to the film plane. For the other two films, the 
results are similar. The resonance signal is a single asymmetric line of Lorentzian shape. 
Such an asymmetric line shape is generally observed in metallic samples, which confirms 
the metallic character of the CuCr2Se4 films. 
The resonance field HR is defined as the H value where the derivative of P with 
respect to H is equal to zero: 9 = |;<;=	>	? (3.7) 
Here, P is the absorbed microwave power. The temperature dependence of HR and 
the resonance line width ΔHR, which is defined as a distance between positive and 
negative maxima in the resonance curves, are presented in Figure 3.10a. The HR(T) 
curves are not typical for films with only in-plane shape anisotropy. For the in-plane and 
out-of-plane geometries of the experiment, HR is described by the expressions: AB = 9C − 4$%D (3.8) +AB0 = 9∥G9∥ + 4$%DH (3.9) 
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Figure 3.9. Differential FMR spectra (dP/dH) at different temperatures for sample 1 with 
H applied (a) parallel (in-plane) and (b) perpendicular (out-of-plane) to the (111) plane of 
the film. 
Figure 3.10. (a) Temperature dependences of HR and ΔHR for sample 1 with H applied 
perpendicular (filled symbols) and parallel (empty symbols) to the film plane. (b) Polar 
angle θ dependence of HR for the same film at different temperatures. θ = 0° corresponds 
to the orientation of the [111] axis perpendicular to the film plane (see also Figure 3.4a). 
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where ω is the microwave frequency, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and 9C and 9∥ are the out-of-plane and the in-plane resonance fields, respectively. The temperature 
dependence of HR is based on the temperature dependence of the saturation 
magnetization, Ms. As Ms increases with decreasing temperature, 9C 	should increase and 9∥ should decrease. However, the opposite is observed in the CuCr2Se4 as shown in 
Figure 3.9. In order to explain the temperature dependence of HR observed for our films, 
we need to take into account the magneto-crystalline anisotropy discussed above, which 
will lead to the equations:  AB = 9C − 4$%D − 2(%D (3.10) +AB0 = 9∥ +9∥ + 4$%D + 2(%D 0 (3.11) 
Thus, the temperature dependences of HR shown in Figure 3.10a are determined 
by the temperature dependence of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy constant, K1, to a 
greater extent than the temperature dependence of the shape anisotropy. To realize this 
scenario, the magneto-crystalline anisotropy field of a sample should be oriented at an 
angle to the shape anisotropy field and should increase with decreasing temperature, 
which is the case for the CuCr2Se4 films crystallographically aligned in the 
(111) plane (see Figure 3.5). As mentioned earlier, the magneto-crystalline anisotropy is 
dominated by the shape anisotropy at higher temperatures, and the magneto-crystalline 
anisotropy starts to prevail at lower temperatures (Figure 3.5b), i.e. the direction 
perpendicular to the film plane is the hard magnetization axis at higher temperatures and 
becomes the easy magnetization axis at lower temperatures. This is seen very well in the 
polar angular dependence of HR (Figure 3.10b), where the angle  is the angle between 
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the direction of an external magnetic field and the normal to the film plane. At T = 350 K, 
the maximum of HR corresponds to the hard magnetization axis and is observed when the 
external magnetic field is normal to the film plane ( = 0°). The minimum of HR 
corresponds to the easy axis and is observed when the external magnetic field is directed 
within the film plane. This behavior indicates that at room temperature, the magnetic 
properties of the films are determined by the shape anisotropy. When the temperature 
decreases to 190 K, the situation is changing dramatically. The minimum of HR is 
observed when the external magnetic field is directed normal to the film surface, i.e. this 
direction becomes the easy direction of magnetization. These results are in good 
agreement with the results obtained with other techniques.  
A predominant axis inside the film plane was not determined, which could be due 
to the random orientations of the crystallites within the film plane.27 The random 
orientation of the crystallites inside the plane and the crystallographic alignment outside 
the plane are likely responsible for the stronger increase of the in-plane resonance line 
width with decreasing temperature compared to the out-of-plane line width. 
III.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
Crystallographically aligned nanocrystalline films of ferromagnetic spinel 
CuCr2Se4 were successfully synthesized, and their structure and alignment were 
confirmed by X-ray diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. 
The average size of the crystallites is of about 200 – 250 nm, and their (111) crystal plane 
is oriented parallel to the film plane. Transverse Kerr effect spectra of the films coincide 
with the polar Kerr effect spectra observed for CuCr2Se4 single crystals and with the 
magnetic circular dichroism spectra observed for ensembles of CuCr2Se4 nanocrystals, 
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suggesting that the band structure of the investigated films to be the same as in CuCr2Se4 
crystals.  
The combination of the almost ideal crystallite (111) planes alignment in the film 
plane, the orientation of the magneto-crystalline easy axes at an angle to this plane, and 
the in-plane shape anisotropy characteristic for thin films provides a rare opportunity to 
study the role of the competition between anisotropies of different origin on the magnetic 
properties of a thin film. The strong temperature dependence of the magneto-crystalline 
anisotropy along with an almost temperature-independent shape anisotropy below 300 K 
results in a switch of the easy axis from inside the film plane to perpendicular to the film 
plane below 160 K, which is responsible for a number of peculiarities of the static and 
dynamic magnetic properties as well the low temperature magneto-transport properties of 
the films. In particular, the changes of the hysteresis loop shapes with temperature are 
remarkably different for magnetic fields applied parallel and perpendicular to the film 
plane. In the first case, narrow loops with nearly the same coercivity are observed below 
300 K, but in the latter case, the coercivity increases with decreasing temperature by 
almost an order of magnitude. Such a behavior is associated with different mechanisms 
involved in the films magnetization processes. Data on FMR and magnetoresistance 
correlate well with the features of the static magnetic properties. A moderately large low-
temperature negative magnetoresistance in the CuCr2Se4 thin films is observed here for 
the first time. 
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In the previous chapters, the MER method has been used to synthesize strongly 
textured films of the thermodynamically stable compound CuCr2Se4. Chapter IV will 
introduce misfit layer compounds and ferecrystals, which will underline the versatility of 
the MER method. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BRIDGE: FERECRYSTALLINE COMPOUNDS 
 
Portions of this chapter were previously published as Esters, M.; Johnson, D.C. “Targeted 
Synthesis of Metastable Compounds and Intergrowths: The Modulated Elemental 
Reactants Method”. In Crystal Growth: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Applications; Li, J., 
Li, J., Chi, Y., Eds.; Nova Science Publishers: New York, 2017; pp. 35–118. M.E. wrote 
the book chapter and made the figures. D.C.J. was the principal investigator and provided 
editorial assistance. 
  
IV.1.  Ferecrystals – Heterostructures with Designed Nanoarchitecture 
Ferecrystals (from the Latin fere: “almost”) are heterostructures that belong to the 
family of Misfit Layer Compounds (MLCs). MLCs are layered structures that are 
synthesized directly from the constituent elements, and crystals of them are grown using 
vapor transport methods. They consist of slabs of two subunits that are alternating along 
the c-axis as shown in Figure 4.1a. One subunit consists of an MX bilayer (M = Sn, Pb, 
Bi, Sb, rare earth; X = S, Se) in a pseudo-tetragonal structure. The atoms are ordered in a 
NaCl-like arrangement in the ab-plane, but the M atoms are distorted to the outside 
(Figure 4.1b). The other subunit is a trilayer that consists of a transition metal 
dichalcogenide TX2 (Figure 4.1c). These subunits are aligned such that their a-lattice 
vectors are parallel to each other. To achieve this, the lattice vectors along the b-axes of 
the subunits distort, giving rise to a common b-lattice vector. The TX2 lattice now needs 
to be described as an orthorhombic lattice with  =  and  = √3 where  is 
the lattice parameter of the hexagonal TX2 lattice (Figure 4.1d). 
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Since 	, the a-axis lattice parameter of the MX subunit, and  are of 
different sizes, this alignment creates a lattice mismatch, which requires one subunit to be 
in excess, resulting in a general formula of (MX)1+TX2. The parameter 1+, the misfit 
parameter, describes the excess of MX that is needed to accommodate this lattice 
mismatch. It can be calculated as: 
1 +  = 		 = 42	 = 2	 (4.1) 
Figure 4.1. (a) A (MX)1+TX2 misfit layered compound (MLC) viewed along the b-axis. 
(b) The unit cell of the MX subunit with its lattice parameters 	 and . M atoms are 
gray, X atoms are black. (c) The structure of the TX2 subunit. T atoms are white, X atoms 
are black. (d) The transformation of the TX2 structure into the MLC unit cell with the lattice 
parameters  and  = 	√3. 
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where  represents the number of formula units in each subsystem, and  
represents the volumes of each subsystem in the crystal.  represents the c-axis lattice 
parameter of the repeating unit of the MLC and b is lattice parameter of the common in-
plane axis of both constituents. The misfit parameter thus describes the ratio of cation 
densities between both subsystems and typically assumes a value between 1.07 and 1.28. 
MLCs have a variety of electrical, magnetic, and superconducting properties, 
depending on the metals that are used. The structures and properties have been 
extensively reviewed by Wiegers and the interested reader is referred to Ref. 1. In 
Figure 4.1a, the structure shows alternating MX bilayers and TX2 layers. However, since 
TX2 layers have no dangling bonds and MX bilayers are stable in MLCs, it is reasonable 
to assume that a repeating unit consisting of more than one TX2 layer or MX bilayer 
might be stable, or at least be in a local minimum in free energy. The formula for a misfit 
layered compound would thus need to be rewritten as [(MX)1+]m[TX2]n. For each integer 
m and n, the energy of such a misfit layered compound should lie inside a local minimum 
as shown in Figure 4.2. Using kinetic control, the synthesis of MLCs with arbitrary m and 
n should be possible. Since MLCs are synthesized using vapor transport methods, only 
the thermodynamically stable product is accessible, which in most cases is m = n = 1; 
only a few cases are known where m = 2, and n = 2, 3.  
In Chapter I, it was demonstrated that by depositing a layered precursor with 
atomically thin elemental layers, the Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) method can 
access local minima if the precursor composition is close to the composition of the 
desired phase. Figure 4.3 shows the rationale for MER precursors to form 
[(MX)1+]m[TX2]n: M-X and T-X layers are deposited m and n times to form the repeating 
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unit. To ensure that only the desired number of layers form in the final compound, the 
thicknesses of these layers need to be carefully controlled to contain approximately the 
number of atoms required to form the desired subunit, which typically corresponds to a 
thickness of around 6 Å. 
The calibration procedure outlined for binary compounds is complicated by two 
factors. First, the repeat unit thickness is comprised of the thickness of both subunits, so 
x-ray diffraction on the precursor cannot resolve the individual thicknesses of the M-X 
and T-X layers. Second, determining the composition of the precursor cannot resolve the 
composition of the individual M-X and T-X layers. In order to determine the thickness 
and composition of individual layers, a more elaborate procedure needs to be developed. 
The repeat unit thickness  is comprised of m layers of M-X and n layers T-X 
with the corresponding thicknesses 	 and :  =  ⋅ 	 +  ⋅  (4.2) 
Figure 4.2. Hypothetical energy hypersurface as a function of the number of subunits in a MLC 
repeating unit m and n. 
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Figure 4.3. Schematic of MER precursors that react to [(MX)1+]m[TX2]n with m = 1, 2 and 
n = 1, 2. 
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This can be rearranged to:  = 	 +  (4.3)  =  	 +  (4.4) 
To determine the thickness of the individual layers, a series of precursors with 
varying m and n needs to be deposited. Plotting d/m against n/m yields a straight line, and 
a linear fit provides  from the slope and 	 from the intercept, and vice versa for 
a plot of d/n against m/n. Ideally, the results extracted from the slopes should be within 
error of the results from the intercepts. Deviations from linearity or significant 
differences point to inconsistencies between depositions. Figure 4.4 shows an example 
for a V-Se-Sn-Se precursor. While the V-Se thickness is close to the desired thickness, 
the Sn-Se thickness is too large and needs to be scaled down. 
Determining the composition also requires a series of samples because the 
chalcogen is present in both the T-X and M-X layer. The general formula of the precursor 
Figure 4.4. Thickness calibration for the M-X and T-X layers in an MLC MER precursor. 
A linear fit through (a) yields 	 = 6.77 ± 0.02	Å and  = 5.91 ± 0.01	Å and a 
linear fit through (b) yields 	 = 6.75 ± 0.02	Å and  = 5.98 ± 0.01	Å. 
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can be written as [(MXx)y]m[TXz]n or MmyTnXmxy+nz. The atomic ratios of each element 
are thus: 
at.-% X
at.% M = $% + &% = $ + &% (4.5) 
at.-% M
at.% T =  (4.6) 
at.-% X
at.% T = $% + & = & +$% (4.7) 
Equations 4.5 and 4.7 can be rearranged to:  	at.-% Xat.% M =  $ + &% (4.8) 	at.-% Xat.% T = & + $% (4.9) 
These equations allow the direct determination of x, y, and z from the slopes of 
linear plots resulting from Equations 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9 as is shown in Figure 4.6. Using y 
= 1.19(1) from Figure 4.6b, x and z can be additionally determined using the intercepts of 
the plots from Equations 4.8 and 4.9. In the case shown in Figure 4.6, x can be 
determined as 1.16(1) from the slope and 1.17(2) from the intercept, and z is found to 
2.05(1) and 2.06(2), respectively. x and z should be 1 and 2, respectively, although some 
excess of the chalcogens is often added to account for evaporation loss during annealing. 
The determined values are thus close to the desired values. The ideal value for y is 
unknown, but can be estimated by calculating the misfit parameter using the in-plane 
lattice parameters of the bulk forms of TX2 and rock salt MX. For VSe2 and SnSe, '() = 3.35	Å and (*() = 5.99	Å, which results in an ideal y value of 1.12, suggesting 
that the determined y value is too high. This is consistent with the determined Sn-Se layer 
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Figure 4.5. Composition calibration plots with linear fits. x can be determined from the 
slope of (a) and the intercept of (c), y can be determined from the slope of (b), and z can be 
determined from the slope of (a) and the intercept of (c). The insets show the results of the 
linear fits through the data. 
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thickness. For future depositions, the deposition parameters for the Sn and the Se layer 
deposited after the Sn layer both need to be decreased. 
In contrast to MLCs synthesized using traditional solid state synthesis routes, 
MLCs synthesized with the MER method exhibit rotational disorder along the c-axis. 
This turbostratic disorder and the resulting short coherence lengths give rise to a new 
class of materials called ferecrystals (“almost crystals”). 
The turbostratic disorder also leads to the structure being incommensurate along 
the b-axis, i.e., there is no common b-lattice parameter compared to misfit layer 
compounds. For ferecrystals, a more general definition of the misfit parameter needs to 
be used: 
1 +  = 		 = 2√3
+		 (4.10) 
Ferecrystals have been synthesized with numerous elements. Ti, V, Nb, Mo, Ta, 
and W have been successfully incorporated as the transition metals, and La, Ce, Sn, Pb, 
and Bi as the metal in the rock salt component (see periodic table in Figure 4.6).2–19 To 
date, many more rare earth metals have been used for MLCs compared to ferecrystals 
because these metals oxidize rapidly and are thus difficult to deposit consistently. While 
MLCs are mostly sulfides with only few selenides, ferecrystals have been almost 
exclusively synthesized as selenides.1,20,21 There are no ferecrystalline sulfides yet 
because the controlled physical vapor deposition of atomically thin sulfur layers is very 
challenging. With [(PbTe)1.17]m[TiTe2]n, ferecrystalline tellurides have been synthesized 
as well, which do not exist as MLCs yet.16 
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It was hypothesized earlier that any ferecrystal with integer m and n can be 
synthesized if the thicknesses and compositions of the individual layers are close to such 
a ferecrystal (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). The large number of existing ferecrystals 
with a diverse array of m-n combinations support this hypothesis, with values for m and n 
going as high as 32.19 
IV.2.  Conclusions and Bridge 
Ferecrystals are complex heterostructures of the misfit-layer-compound family. 
They consist of stacks of rock-salt like MX bilayers (M = Sn, Pb, Bi, La, Ce; X = Se, Te) 
and transition metal dichalcogenide trilayers, and have the general formula 
[(MX)1+]m[TX2]n where 1 +  is the misfit parameter, which accounts for the lattice 
mismatch of the two constituents. While misfit layer compounds have one commensurate 
axis, the b-axis, and typically can only access m = n = 1, ferecrystals show turbostratic 
disorder and can access nearly any integer m and n. 
Figure 4.6. Elements in the periodic table that are found in misfit layer compounds and 
ferecrystals. 
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The complexity of ferecrystalline compounds goes beyond simple m-n 
combinations. Chapter V will explore that for many combinations of m and n, different 
stacking sequences with the same c-axis lattice parameter can be achieved, defining a 
new type of structural isomerism. 
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CHAPTER V 
INORGANIC STRUCTURAL ISOMERS SYNTHESIZED BY DIFFUSION 
CONSTRAINED SELF-ASSEMBLY OF DESIGNED PRECURSORS – A NOVEL 
TYPE OF ISOMERISM 
 
Portions of this chapter were previously published as Esters, M.; Alemayehu, M.; 
Jones, Z.; Nguyen, N.T.; Anderson, M.D.; Grosse, C.; Fischer, S.F.; Johnson, D.C. 
“Inorganic Structural Isomers Synthesized By Diffusion Constrained Self-Assembly of 
Designed Precursors – A Novel Type Of Isomerism” Angewandte Chemie International 
Edition, 2015, 54(4), 1130 – 1134. M.E. helped develop the idea of ferecrystalline 
isomers, wrote programs to calculate all isomers, and co-wrote the paper with M.A. and 
D.C.J. M.A. and Z.J. synthesized and characterized all isomers. N.T.N. was the first to 
synthesize some of the isomers. M.D.A. took the transition electron microscopy images. 
C.G. performed the electrical property measurements. D.C.J. was the principal 
investigator. 
 
V.1.  Isomers in Ferecrystals 
In molecular chemistry, chemists utilize local bonding concepts to predict 
kinetically stable compounds. Molecules that contain all of their atoms in common 
coordination numbers and electron counts, for example carbon atoms that make four 
covalent bonds, are considered reasonable synthetic targets. These predictions allow for 
the development of targeted synthetic strategies and the isolation of increasingly complex 
molecules by controlling kinetics.1 Conceptually, there are an infinite number of 
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kinetically stable molecules that satisfy these local bonding rules including isomers – 
compounds with the same molecular formula but a different connectivity of atoms. While 
the synthetic challenge scales with the number of atoms and the complexity of their 
interconnectivity, chemists have developed synthetic tools that enable the designed 
synthesis of increasingly complex targets. This ability to kinetically control the synthesis 
of specific compounds, however, does not extend to engineering the resulting crystal 
structure, consisting of an ordered array of ~1023 molecules or atoms with a specific 
arrangement between them.2,3 
Here, we ask if similar bonding concepts can be used to predict the structure of 
kinetically stable extended inorganic solids. We imagine new extended solids containing 
interwoven layers of known structures (A and B) with precise control of the number of 
structural units (m and n) in these new compounds (A)m(B)n. The known misfit layered 
compounds would be examples of this type of compound, where typically only the m = n 
= 1 compound is thermodynamically stable.4 It is chemically reasonable to expect the 
presence of a local free energy minimum for any value of m or n in these (A)m(B)n 
compounds, as only atoms at the interfaces would potentially not have their local bonding 
needs optimally satisfied. If this hypothesis is correct, then one could also imagine 
compounds with the same stoichiometry and the same total number of structural units, 
but with a different connectivity. For example, there are 6 potential combinations that 
contain 4 structural units of A and 4 structural units of B in the repeating unit: (A)4(B)4, 
(A)3(B)1(A)1(B)3, (A)3(B)2(A)1(B)2, (A)2(B)3(A)2(B)1, (A)2(B)1(A)1(B)2(A)1(B)1 and 
(A)2(B)2(A)1(B)1(A)1(B)1. (In the rest of this manuscript, the short hand notation 4:4, 
3:3:1:1, 3:2:1:2, 2:3:2:1, 2:2:1:1:1:1, and 2:1:1:2:1:1 will be used where the normal and 
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bold fonts represent the different structural units, the number is the number of 
consecutive structural units of each type, and the order is the order of the structural units 
in the unit cell.) Whereas the different connectivity in molecules such as C4H8 would lead 
to different molecular shapes (linear, branched and cyclic), the different connectivity in 
these compounds would lead to different numbers of interfaces (2 in 4:4, 4 in 3:1:1:3, 
2:3:2:1 and 3:2:1:2, and 6 in 2:2:1:1:1:1 and 2:1:1:2:1:1), which would represent a novel 
type of structural isomerism. The experimental challenge is finding a synthetic technique 
to control the self-assembly of ~1023 atoms to obtain the targeted structure of a particular 
isomer.3 
In order to obtain the specific isomers, our idea was to prepare elemental 
precursors with enough structural similarities to the targeted product that, on low 
temperature annealing, the self-assembly of the desired compound would be trapped in 
the local free energy minima defined by the precursor structure (Figure 5.1). This exploits 
the enthalpy released during the formation of the constituents of the targeted compounds 
to direct the self-assembly but uses small solid-state interdiffusion rates at low 
temperatures to prevent the system from evolving into the global free energy minima.5,6 
We used the [(PbSe)1.14]m(NbSe2)n system to test this concept. In this family of 
compounds, the n = 1, 2 or 3 and m = 1 compounds can be prepared using traditional 
high temperature reaction of the elements by varying the composition of the initial 
mixture.7-9 These compounds and several others in this family of compounds have been 
made as disordered polytypes or ferecrystals by using designed precursors.10,11 These 
compounds consist of interleaved layers of PbSe and NbSe2. Each NbSe2 layer consists of 
a hexagonal layer of niobium between hexagonal layers of selenium with the niobium 
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atoms in trigonal prisms or octahedra of Se. Each PbSe layer contains two distorted (001) 
planes of the rock salt structure. The rock salt structured layers contain equal amounts of 
Pb and Se atoms and are incommensurate with the close packed Se planes of the 
selenium layers of NbSe2. The non-integer (1.14) PbSe stoichiometry reflects the 
difference between the area per cation in the respective layers. 
V.2.  Synthesis and Structure of the Ferecrystalline Isomers 
We prepared the designed precursors by physical evaporation from elemental 
sources. We determined the deposition conditions required to deposit a pair of elemental 
layers for each constituent where the ratio of the elements corresponds to the 
Figure 5.1. This figure contains a schematic of the free energy landscape for the 
formation of the six isomers of [(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4. The top images are a schematic 
structure of the structure of the initial reactants.  The images in the middle of the image 
are idealized atomic structures of the 6 [(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 isomers formed on 
annealing. The six different green lines show the energy pathway for the six different 
reactants going to the six different targeted compounds. 
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stoichiometric ratio found in each of the constituents.12 The thickness of the pair of 
elemental layers was made to correspond to the absolute amount of material required to 
make a single layer of each constituent. We then deposited 6 different sequences of layer 
pairs corresponding to the nanoarchitectures of the 6 potential structural isomers of 
[(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4. 
We followed the evolution of the diffraction patterns of these precursors as a 
function of annealing time and temperature. The as-deposited diffraction scans of each 
sample contain Bragg diffraction maxima at low angle from the layering of the precursor. 
Additional diffraction peaks, all of which can be indexed as (00l) reflections from the 
initial precursor period, grow in intensity with increased annealing time and temperature. 
By 450 °C, the diffraction patterns are well developed and rocking scans indicate a very 
strongly preferred (00l) orientation. 
Figure 5.2 contains the diffraction patterns of the six isomers of 
[(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 annealed at 450 °C. All of the diffraction peaks are located in the 
same position, indicating identical unit cell sizes of all six compounds. As expected, the 
relative intensities of the different Bragg diffraction maxima vary considerably, reflecting 
the different positions of atomic planes in each of the isomers. 
Above the diffraction patterns in Figure 5.2 are cross sectional high-angle annular 
dark-field scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF- STEM) images of four 
of the six isomers. The different layer sequences are clearly distinguishable in the images 
and are consistent with that expected from the precursor. The c-axis lattice parameters 
from the images agree with the values obtained from our x-ray diffraction study. The 
atomic planes are highly ordered along the c-axis of the compounds, but rotational 
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orientation of the layers varies. This is the first report of the targeted synthesis of 
structural isomers of an extended inorganic solid via a non-epitaxial growth technique 
that we are aware of. 
V.3.  Electrical Properties of [(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 Isomers 
The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of the six 
[(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 isomers is shown in Figure 5.3. The magnitude of the resistivity is 
similar to that reported for [(PbSe)1.14]1(NbSe2)n compounds, where n = 1 - 3.7-9 The 
temperature dependencies of all of the isomers are similar, suggesting similar electron-
phonon scattering mechanisms. The resistivity and the residual resistivity ratio do not 
(008) (0016) 
(0023) (0031) 
Figure 5.2. Top: HAADF STEM images of the 3:3:1:1 (left), 2:3:2:1 (middle left), and 
2:2:1:1:1:1 (middle right) and 4:4 (right) [(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 isomers. Bottom: The high 
angle x-ray diffraction pattern of the six [(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 isomers annealed at 
450 °C. Dashed vertical lines were added to select reflections to emphasize the identical 
position of Bragg reflections, showing that all isomers have the same c-axis lattice 
parameter. 
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show a systematic trend as the number of interfaces is decreased, perhaps reflecting 
changes in the structure of the PbSe layers with thickness that change scattering at the 
interfaces between PbSe and NbSe2 layers.13,14 Hall measurements using the van der 
Pauw15 method of the 4:4 isomer revealed a positive Hall coefficient H and a hole 
density p at room temperature of p = 3.16 ± 0.06 × 1021 cm-3, calculated assuming a 
single-band model. As seen in Figure 5.4, the carrier density  increases with increasing 
temperature, reflecting the limitations of using the single band model or suggesting that 
thermally activated charge carriers also contribute to the transport. The mobility µ of the 
charge carriers decreases with increasing temperature, which can be attributed to 
increasing electron-phonon scattering with increasing temperatures. Finally, we note that 
while there is a slight increase in resistivity with decreasing temperatures below about 50 
K for all samples, there is a reduction in resistivity at the lowest temperatures measured 
for the 4:4 and 3:2:1:2 isomers, suggesting that these samples become superconducting, 
which has also been reported previously for the misfit layered compounds 
[(PbSe)1.14]1(NbSe2)1, [(PbSe)1.14]1(NbSe2)2, and [(PbSe)1.14]1(NbSe2)3.7-9  
Figure 5.3. In-plane electrical resistivity data obtained for the 6 isomers of 
[(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4 for temperatures between 1.4 K and 300 K. 
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While electrical data on additional samples with different nanoarchitectures needs 
to be obtained to understand the observed dependence of electrical properties on 
structure, this data shows that compounds with different nanoarchitectures have different 
properties. By using bonding motifs found in thermodynamically stable compounds, it is 
possible to predict a large number of families of new materials containing interleaved 
layers where physical properties would be dependent on the nanoarchitecture of the 
compound.16 
V.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
As shown herein, the use of designed precursors with a nanoarchitecture similar 
to that of the desired product enables the templated self-assembly of targeted products 
with predicted structures. Figure 5.5 contains the calculated number of potential isomers 
for a given n and m value. The number of different possible arrangements increases 
rapidly as n and m increase, leading to over 20,000 distinct compounds for n and m less 
than or equal to 10. The large number of potential new compounds, each of which can be 
altered through traditional alloying or doping approaches, fundamentally changes the 
approach taken to optimize materials properties. Ideally, theoretical approaches will be 
Figure 5.4. Hall coefficient  and mobility μ for the 4:4 isomer of [(PbSe)1.14]4(NbSe2)4. 
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developed that use measurements on only a couple of family members to successfully 
predict the properties of the rest of the family of compounds, hastening the discovery 
process of materials with optimized properties. Using necklace combinatorics, this 
principle can be expanded to ferecrystals with more than two constituents. A python 
module was developed to calculate all isomers for ferecrystals with multiple constituents. 
The results can be filtered by desired thicknesses or interfaces. The code can be found in 
Appendix A and on https://github.com/marcoesters/ferecrystal_isomers. 
This chapter introduced a new type of structural isomerism in solids by stacking 
constituents of a ferecrystal in different ways to receive structures with the same unit cell 
size, but different layering sequences. It demonstrated the complexity ferecrystalline 
structures can achieve and that the nanoarchitecture can be tailored by controlling the 
precursor structure. The pathway from the designed precursor to the desired ferecrystal is 
a key question in designing new ferecrystalline materials. Chapter VI will investigate the 
formation of a ferecrystal using [(SnSe)1+]1[VSe2]1 as an example. 
Figure 5.5. The number of possible structural isomers for a given AmBn stoichiometry are 
given in each of the boxes. The colors of the boxes reflect the rapid increase in the 
number of isomers as m and n increase. 
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CHAPTER VI 
FORMATION OF A SELENIDE-BASED HETEROSTRUCTURE FROM A 
DESIGNED PRECURSOR 
 
Portions of this chapter were published previously as Falmbigl, M.; Esters, M.; 
Johnson, D.C. “Formation of a Selenide-based Heterostructure from a Designed 
Precursor” Crystal Research and Technology, 2017, 52 (10), 1700067. M.E. and M.F. co-
wrote the paper. M.F. synthesized the samples, and performed x-ray diffraction and the 
transition electron microscopy analysis. M.E. performed electron probe microanalysis, 
differential scanning calorimetry measurements, and x-ray absorption spectroscopy 
analysis. D.C.J. was the principal investigator and provided editorial assistance. 
 
VI.1.  Introduction 
Ferecrystals are heterostructures with the general formula ([MX]1+δ)m(TX2)n (M = 
rare earth metal, Bi, Pb, Sn; T = transition metal, Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W; X = Se, Te; m, n 
are integer numbers, and δ accounts for the misfit between the two structural units). The 
two constituents MX, a rocksalt-like double layer, and TX2, a transition metal 
dichalcogenide X-T-X trilayer, are stacked in the sequence (m,n) along the c-axis. 
Ferecrystals are kinetically trapped metastable structural analogs of the misfit layered 
compounds,1 structurally differing from them in having no commensurate 
crystallographic axes and exhibiting extensive rotational disorder between the MX and 
TX2 layers. While thermodynamically stable misfit layer compounds can be prepared 
typically only when n = m = 1,1 ferecrystals can be synthesized with a wide range of m 
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and n values.2–4 One can even prepare ferecrystals that are structural isomers, only 
distinguishable from one another by the number of interfaces between the different 
building blocks.5–7 
Ferecrystalline thin films are synthesized via the modulated elemental reactant 
method (MER), which utilizes ultra-thin layers of the elemental constituents as a 
precursor with a structure similar to that of the targeted compound.8,9 Annealing at low 
temperatures self-assembles the ferecrystalline compound while minimizing the extent of 
diffusion to prevent the formation of more stable products.2 The short diffusion lengths 
result directly from the layered structure of the precursors and the resulting high 
interface-to-bulk ratio. This causes ferecrystals to form much faster and at lower 
temperatures and that processes at the interfaces happen in a much higher quantity than in 
a traditional reaction of powdered elemental precursors. In terms of an energy landscape, 
ferecrystals can be visualized as local energy minima, which are made accessible by 
controlling the structure of the precursor and minimizing the extent of diffusion by using 
low temperatures. Recent results have shown, however, that higher temperature annealing 
transforms m = n compounds in the ([SnSe]1+δ)m(NbSe2)n family (m,n > 1) into 
([SnSe]1+δ)1(NbSe2)1 with a surprisingly low amount of stacking defects.2 The diffusion 
and self-assembly of the precursors into ferecrystals during annealing and the energy 
landscape around the different local minima in free energy space are not well understood.  
It is hypothesized that each distinct ([MX]1+δ)m(TX2)n ferecrystal lies inside a 
local minimum in the free energy landscape. Experimentally, these local minima are 
accessed by defining the structure of the precursor. The ratio of the elements in the M|Se 
and T|Se layer pairs deposited, the absolute number of atoms in each of the M|Se and 
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T|Se pairs, and the pattern of these layer pairs deposited controls m, n and the stacking 
sequence in the final product. The reaction pathway from the as deposited precursor to 
the final product, however, has not been investigated in much detail and many open 
questions remain, including (i) does one constituent crystallize first and therefore 
govern/restrict the formation process of the remaining constituent(s)?, and (ii) are 
different local minima accessible as the metal/selenium ratios or annealing temperatures 
are varied? 
To address these questions, we have conducted a detailed study on the formation 
of the superlattice structure of the charge density wave compound (SnSe)1.15VSe2.3,10,11 
Specular and grazing incident in-plane X-ray diffraction scans collected after annealing at 
different temperatures revealed that in this particular case three constituents are involved 
during the formation, namely, CdI2-structured VSe2 and SnSe2, and NaCl-like structured 
SnSe. All constituents crystallize simultaneously although the ratios between them 
change. Superlattice reflections are observed, however, even at low annealing 
temperatures where all three constituents coexist. 
VI.2.  Experimental 
Physical vapor deposition was utilized to form the thin film precursors used in 
this study in a vacuum deposition chamber evacuated to a base pressure of 10-7 mbar.12 
An effusion cell was used to evaporate Se (Alfa Aesar, 99.999 at% purity) and 
Thermionics electron beam guns were used to evaporate Sn (Alfa Aesar, 99.98 at% 
purity), and V (Alfa Aesar, 99.7 at% purity). Substrates, <100> oriented silicon wafers 
with native oxide layer, were positioned approximately 25 cm above the sources on a 
motorized carousel. Pneumatically powered shutters positioned before the substrates were 
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utilized to control the amount of each element deposited. Quartz crystal microbalances 
were used to control the deposition rates of each element. Se, V, and Sn were deposited at 
0.5 Ås-1, 0.4 Ås-1, and 0.4 Ås-1, respectively. The deposition for each sample was carried 
out in layers by repeatedly depositing a sequence of Se|Sn|Se|V until a thickness of 1000 
Å was reached. The precursors were annealed on a hot plate inside a glove box (N2, <0.5 
ppm of O2) at 100, 200, 300, and 400 °C for 20 min. For each annealing condition a 
separate piece of the as deposited sample was used. Electron probe microanalysis 
(EPMA) using a CAMECA SX-100 with wavelength dispersive (WDS) spectrometers 
was used to determine the composition of the thin films before and after annealing, 
utilizing a special thin film technique.13 Both X-ray reflection (XRR) and X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-
Kα radiation (λ = 1.54185 Å). Grazing incidence in-plane X-ray diffraction was 
conducted at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratories, at 
Beamline 33BM, using an incident X-ray beam with λ = 1.22653 Å. High resolution 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) was carried out on an aberration-
corrected FEI Titan (300 kV incident beam). The preparation of selected samples for 
HRSTEM was performed utilizing an FEI Helios Nanolab D600 DualBeam focused ion 
beam (FIB).  
To investigate changes to the oxidation state of the elements, X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were performed on beamline 10-BM-B at APS. XAS 
measurements were performed on the K-edges of V, Se, and Sn in fluorescence mode. To 
maximize intensity of the fluorescent beam, the samples were tilted by approximately 45° 
with respect to the incoming X-ray beam. The samples were rotated at an angle of 54.7° 
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to the incident beam for the Se and Sn K-edges to eliminate diffraction caused by the 
layered nature of the samples and the horizontal polarization of the incoming beam. The 
edge energies were determined using the inflection point and the measured energy ranges 
were 5250-6250 eV for V, 12450-13450 eV for Se, and 29000-30000 eV for Sn, 
respectively. 
For thermal analysis, precursors with a total thickness of approximately 2000 Å 
were deposited onto Si wafers coated with a thin layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA). Acetone was used to dissolve the PMMA and lift the film off the substrate. 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) scans were performed on the lifted-off film 
flakes with a total mass of 1.5 mg using a Netzsch DSC 200 PC. DSC curves were 
acquired in a N2 atmosphere (< 0.5 ppm O2) between 50 °C and 400 °C with a heating 
rate of 10 K min-1. 
VI.3.  Results and Discussion 
The synthesis of the precursors is based on an extensive calibration procedure, 
which was already described in depth for (SnSe)1.15VSe2.3,10 This method utilizes the 
MER technique to form layered precursors that mimic the desired ferecrystalline 
superlattice.8,9 This process involves an initial adjustment of the atomic ratio to form 
Sn|Se and V|Se (| is used, as this is the composition in the as deposited state and not a 
chemical compound) at 1 to 1 and 1 to 2 ratios respectively, followed by optimizing the 
thickness close to the targeted c-axis length of the corresponding crystalline layers for 
each constituent individually. In a last calibration step, alternating layers of Sn|Se and 
V|Se are deposited in a manner that the cation ratio (Sn/V) is close to 1.15:1 
corresponding to the anticipated in-plane mismatch between the two constituents.14 The 
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precursors are always targeted to contain a slight excess of Se (in this case 9 %) to 
compensate for evaporation losses during annealing. Finally, precursors with a layering 
sequence of Se|Sn|Se|V were deposited onto Si-substrates and subsequently exposed to a 
20 minutes annealing treatment in N2 atmosphere at 100, 200, 300, and 400 °C. 
The specular X-ray diffraction scans at different annealing temperatures permit 
following the evolution of the ferecrystalline (SnSe)1.15VSe2 superlattice from the initial 
precursor (Figure 6.1). In the as deposited state two sharp superlattice reflections (*), 
(001) and (002), arising from the modulated nature of the precursor with a repeat unit 
thickness of 13.9(1) Å are present. In addition, there are broad reflections (# in Figure 
6.6.1) attributed to the (00l) reflections of a CdI2-structure. However, due to the very 
broad appearance of the reflections and the very close c-axis lattice parameters of the two 
potential constituent compounds, 6.104(2) Å for VSe2 and 6.137(4) Å for SnSe2,15,16 it is 
unclear to which constituent they belong. After annealing at 100 °C, the intensities of the 
precursor reflections are significantly decreased, whereas the reflections corresponding to 
VSe2 and SnSe2 increase in intensity and first weak superlattice reflections are observed. 
Upon increasing the annealing temperature to 200 °C the higher order superlattice 
reflections grow significantly in intensity and exhibit already a small peak width, 
implying that a superstructure with a narrowly defined repeat unit thickness of 12.33(1) Å 
is present in the film. However, the reflections appear asymmetric and at 300 °C these 
peaks become weaker and broader although the superlattice repeat unit remains almost 
constant at 12.31(1) Å. This might indicate the presence of considerable strain and/or 
disorder between the individual layers. This might also arise from the transition of one 
predominant layer sequence into another as the annealing temperature increases from 
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200 °C to 400 °C. Indeed, at 400 °C, a diffraction pattern typical for (SnSe)1.15VSe2 is 
observed and the superlattice thickness is significantly decreased to 12.01(1) Å. This 
value is within the range previously reported for (SnSe)1.15VSe2 ferecrystals with varying 
cation ratios.11 The increased background between the (004) and (005) peak can be 
attributed to a surplus of Sn within the superlattice, which results in the formation of 
consecutive SnSe-layers causing a broad peak of the (400) SnSe reflection.11 
In ferecrystalline compounds a superlattice only forms perpendicular to the 
substrate surface, but the layers keep their individual structures without sharing 
commensurate axes with the other layers. The individual layers also exhibit extensive 
rotational disorder between each other within the basal plane. These structural 
characteristics allow monitoring the crystallization process of each constituent separated 
from the others utilizing in-plane diffraction. Grazing incidence in-plane diffraction scans 
Figure 6.1. Specular X-ray diffraction as a function of annealing temperature. The (00l) 
indices along the superlattice direction are provided. + marks reflections from the (100)-Si 
substrate. For the as deposited sample the superlattice peaks (*) and the peaks 
corresponding to transition metal dichalcogenides (#) are indicated. 
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collected after deposition and after annealing at 100, 200, 300, and 400 °C are depicted in 
Figure 6.2. 
The observed reflections can all be indexed to SnSe2 and VSe2 in their trigonal 
bulk structure (CdI2 type)15,16 and SnSe in a distorted NaCl structure. For SnSe it was 
previously shown that the in-plane structure distorts from an initial square plane to a 
rectangular symmetry similar to the bulk structure (GeS-type)17,18 as the layer thickness is 
increased.14,19 In the as deposited sample only very weak and broad reflections are 
present and their positions roughly coincide with the d-spacings of (hk0) planes for SnSe2 
and VSe2. At 100 °C reflections corresponding to three different structures, namely SnSe, 
SnSe2, and VSe2, can be distinguished unambiguously. In particular the (110) reflection 
of SnSe2 is at a distinct angle and also sharper than reflections from the other 
constituents. The SnSe2 reflections dominate until 300 °C, although the intensities of all 
other reflections increase and their widths become increasingly narrow as the annealing 
Figure 6.2. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction scans as a function of annealing 
temperature. The (hk0) indices for each constituent, SnSe2 and VSe2 in CdI2 structure 
type and SnSe in NaCl structure type, are provided. + marks reflections arising from the 
stage or substrate. 
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temperature is increased, implying a joint crystallization and crystal growth parallel to the 
substrate plane for all three constituents in this temperature regime. This scenario 
changes dramatically between 300 and 400 °C as only narrow reflections of SnSe and 
VSe2 are observed, while all reflections corresponding to SnSe2 vanish completely, 
indicating that the tin dichalcogenide layers become unstable under these annealing 
conditions. This is not unexpected, as SnSe2 decomposes to SnSe and Se(g) at 340 °C,20 
and, even with a constant partial pressure of selenium, SnSe2 is only stable below 470 °C, 
and at 530 °C, formation of phase-pure SnSe occurs.21 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on 
powdered precursors of the ferecrystal and show only a single event, a broad exothermal 
signal at approximately 145 °C (Figure 6.3). This behavior corroborates the change 
observed in the diffraction patterns between 100 and 200 °C as the temperature of the 
exothermal event correlates well with the appearance of additional superlattice peaks in 
the specular diffraction scans (see Figure 6.1) and the transformation of the precursor into 
Figure 6.3. DSC scan of a powdered precursor for (SnSe)1.15VSe2. A broad exothermal 
peak around 145°C is clearly visible. Temperatures above 220°C were omitted because 
no signal was observed. 
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the crystalline VSe2, SnSe and SnSe2 layers (see Figure 6.2). However, the DSC data do 
not resolve the individual crystallization events of the three constituents VSe2, SnSe2, and 
SnSe. This is not surprising considering that although the nucleation barriers for each 
constituent should be slightly different, XRD experiments reveal a joint crystallization 
event. The crystallization temperatures are probably too close to be resolved as individual 
exotherms. The DSC is featureless above 250 °C, even though XRD shows a dramatic 
change in the diffraction patterns between 300 °C and 400 °C. We expected to see an 
endothermic signal from the decomposition of SnSe2 and the evaporation of Se as well as 
an exothermic signal from the transformation into the (SnSe)1.15VSe2 ferecrystal. Since 
part of the superlattice has already formed at 300 °C and the amount of Se to evaporate is 
very small, the energy changes due to these processes are too small to be detected by 
DSC. These two events may also compensate each other, resulting in a total heat flow 
close to zero. In previous DSC experiments on MER-synthesized Fe-Si thin films it was 
demonstrated that the enthalpy of mixing is much larger than the crystallization enthalpy 
and usually results in a broad exothermal feature stretched over a large temperature 
range.22  
In order to gain detailed insight into the layered structure at an intermediate stage, 
HAADF-STEM images of the film cross section after annealing at 300 °C were collected. 
A representative image is shown in Figure 6.4. Individual layers of all three constituents 
can be identified within the superlattice. A close inspection of the images reveals the 
presence of layering sequences such as SnSe2-VSe2-SnSe2 (Figure 6.4a), where three 
consecutive CdI2 trilayers are present. Interestingly, the three layers show similar 
crystallographic orientation resulting in a 1T-stacking sequence, typical for both bulk 
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structures.15,16 This indicates that a templated growth of SnSe2 and VSe2 occurs in these 
regions of the superlattice similar to the VSe2 blocks in (SnSe)1.15(VSe2)n with n > 1.3 
The insertion of a SnSe layer, which does not have the same structure, results in a random 
orientation of adjacent VSe2 layers (Figure 6.4b). The presence of both layer sequences in 
adjacent regions of the same film clearly demonstrates that the preference of forming one 
or the other layer sandwiched between two VSe2 trilayers is most likely dictated by local 
composition rather than energetically favoring one of the two configurations. Indeed, 
both stacking sequences readily form and coexist after annealing for 20 minutes at 
300 °C.  
Comparing the TEM images collected after annealing at 300 °C to a fully 
assembled (SnSe)1.15VSe2 ferecrystal after annealing at 400 °C reveals differences in the 
appearance of the interfaces (Figure 6.5). At 300 °C (Figure 6.5a) some areas exhibit 
significant distortions/bending of layers, which is most likely induced by the thickness 
mismatch between the two stacking sequences of SnSe-VSe2 and SnSe2-VSe2. If the 
structure changes within a layer from SnSe2 to SnSe, a strain of up to 3% can be 
Figure 6.4. (a) HAADF-STEM image of the film annealed at 300°C. The magnified 
areas clearly reveal the presence of different stacking sequences, (b) SnSe2-VSe2-SnSe2, 
and (c) VSe2-SnSe-VSe2. 
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introduced, which can account for the asymmetry of the superlattice peaks and the 
broadening/weakening of the reflections observed below 400 °C (Figure 6.1). 
A careful analysis using all information presented in section 3 along with changes 
in the composition allows to shed some light onto the formation mechanism of the 
ferecrystalline compound (SnSe)1.15VSe2 from the thin film precursor. The data is 
summarized in Table 6.1. The change in film thickness as a function of temperature 
exhibits two major decreases between the as deposited film and annealing at 100 °C as 
well as between 300 and 400 °C (Figure 6.6a). At the same time there is only one the 
initial decrease of film thickness can be attributed to densification due to a partial 
crystallization of all layers. This is supported by the observation of reflections of the 
individual constituents emerging in the in-plane diffraction data (Figure 6.2).  The 
Se/(Sn+V)-ratio remains nearly constant with annealing temperature and exhibits a steep 
drop between 300 and 400 °C similar to the change in film thickness. At the same time 
the Sn/V ratio remains essentially unchanged indicating that only Se evaporates from the 
Figure 6.5. (a) HAADF-STEM image of a film annealed at 300°C highlighting areas 
with significant distortions and bending of individual layers, and (b) HAADF-STEM 
image of a film annealed at 400°C revealing an ideal stacking sequence with smooth, 
abrupt interfaces. 
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Table 6.1. Film thickness, c-axis lattice parameter along the superlattice direction, 
composition in at.%, and in-plane lattice parameters of the individual constituents 
after annealing at different temperatures. 
condition 
film 
thickness 
(Å) 
c (Å) Sn at.% 
V 
at.% 
Se 
at.% 
SnSe (Å) SnSe2 (Å) VSe2 (Å) 
as dep. 1245(5) 13.9(1) 6.3(1)* 20.5(1) 17.8(1) 61.7(1) n.a. n.a. n.a. 
100 °C 1154(5) 12.4(1) 20.7(1) 18.0(1) 61.3(1) 5.92(2) 3.78(2) 3.46(2) 
200 °C 1145(5) 12.33(5) 21.1(1) 17.9(1) 61.0(1) 5.94(2) 3.78(2) 3.46(2) 
300 °C 1142(5) 12.31(5) 21.0(1) 18.1(1) 60.9(1) 5.95(1) 3.79(1) 3.40(1) 
400 °C 1078(5) 12.01(3) 23.5(1) 19.7(1) 56.8(1) 5.93(1) n.a. 3.39(1) 
 
* The first value corresponds to the superlattice period, and the second value to the c-
lattice parameter of the transition metal dichalcogenides VSe2 and SnSe2; n.a. not 
applicable. 
Figure 6.6. (a) Film thickness calculated from XRR normalized to the as deposited film 
thickness, and Se/(Sn+V) and Sn/V ratios extracted from EPMA as a function of 
annealing temperature (the green dashed line corresponds to the Se/(Sn+V) ratio for 
(SnSe)1.15VSe2, (b) In-plane lattice parameters of all three constituents as a function of 
temperature, and intensity ratios of (220)SnSe/(110)VSe2 and (110)SnSe2/(110)VSe2. 
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film surface at 400 °C. A comparison to the ideal Se/(Sn+V)-ratio of 1.47 expected for 
stoichiometric (SnSe)1.15VSe2 (green dashed line in Figure 6.6a) reveals that initially 
there is a surplus of Se explaining the presence of SnSe2 within the superlattice. 
However, after annealing at 400 °C the ratio drops below this value, which can be 
explained considering two scenarios: (i) at the same time as the Se content decreases 
there is a significant increase of oxygen from 6 to 18 %, which can partially account for 
the off-stoichiometry, (ii) Se-vacancies in SnSe and/or VSe2. Considering the binary 
phase diagram, a significant phase width of SnSe can be ruled out,23 and it is highly 
unlikely that the Sn cations get fully reduced to metallic Sn in the annealing environment. 
However, the binary V-Se phase diagram exhibits a large solubility range from VSe2 to 
VSe at elevated temperatures,24 which allows the presence of a Se deficient 
dichalcogenide. In the open annealing environment both, oxide formation and 
substoichiometric VSe2, are most likely contributing to the observed change in 
composition. Neglecting the oxide formation and assuming stoichiometry for all SnSe 
layers, the average composition of the V-Se layers would be VSe1.68 after annealing at 
400 °C. 
Further evidence for a change in the composition of the VSe2 layers is provided 
by an evaluation of the in plane lattice parameters of all constituents (Figure 6.6b). 
Whereas the lattice parameters of SnSe and SnSe2 remain essentially constant over the 
whole temperature range investigated, the in plane lattice parameter of VSe2 decreases 
slightly between 200 and 300 °C. This points toward a change within the VSe2 structure, 
most likely due to a decrease in the Se-content. The intensity ratios of the two tin 
selenides compared to vanadium diselenide, calculated from the peak heights, allow an 
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estimation of the change in relative content of the constituents. As depicted in Figure 6.6b 
the (110)/(110) ratio decreases first, remains constant between 200 and 300 °C 
with a sharp drop to 0 at 400 °C, whereas the (220)SnSe/(110) ratio constantly 
increases with temperature. This trend points toward a constant increase of SnSe on the 
expense of SnSe2 based on the following reaction: SnSe2	(s)→	SnSe	(s)+Se	(g) (6.1) 
This reaction seems to happen at an extremely slow rate above 100 °C and shifts 
rapidly and completely to the reaction products at higher temperatures, driven in part by 
the open system annealing conditions, which allows Se to evaporate freely. Similar 
observations were also made in selenization studies of tin thin films, where in the 
presence of Se-vapor SnSe2 only forms below 470 °C.21 
This reaction also involves a change in the nominal oxidation state of Sn from 4+ 
to 2+. The evaluation of the absorption edge energy from XAS experiments performed on 
the K-edges of Sn, V, and Se provide a measure of the change in oxidation state for each 
element at a given temperature relative to the initial precursor (Figure 6.7).  
The edge energy of Se decreases until 300 °C, consistent with a decrease in the 
oxidation number as Se is incorporated as anion in all three constituents and should be in 
all cases Se2-. On the other hand, V and Sn increase in edge energy, which is consistent 
with an increasing oxidation state. Interestingly, the V edge energy remains constant 
between 200 and 400 °C. The total shift of +0.6 eV compared to the as deposited state is 
roughly half of the difference in edge energy between VO and V2O4 and can therefore be 
estimated to correspond to an increase in oxidation state by +1.25 In contrast to that the 
edge energy of Sn first increases indicating an increase in the oxidation state before it 
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decreases significantly at 400 °C. This decrease can be explained by the transformation of 
all SnSe2 to SnSe and the accompanying decrease in the average oxidation state of Sn.26 
It is interesting to note that the change of the absorption edge energy between the as 
deposited sample and the one annealed at 300 °C is much smaller than the change 
between 300 °C and 400 °C. This observation indicates that Sn is already oxidized in the 
as deposited film. 
VI.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
In summary we have investigated the formation of the ferecrystalline compound 
(SnSe)1.15VSe2 from a modulated thin film precursor. Diffraction data indicate that only a 
small fraction of the as deposited film is crystalline and that these crystallites are very 
disordered and/or have small coherent domains. Annealing initiates the simultaneous 
growth of three crystalline constituents, SnSe, SnSe2, and VSe2. By 200 °C, superlattice 
reflections are clearly visible. At 300 °C, different layering sequences involving all three 
constituents coexist pointing toward the existence of different minima in an energy 
Figure 6.7. Energy shift ΔE of the K-absorption edge shift for Sn, V, and Se as a 
function of annealing temperature relative to the as deposited precursor. 
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landscape, which can be readily accessed depending on the local composition. The 
SnSe/SnSe2 ratio decreases with increasing temperature. At 400 °C, Se evaporation 
causes a complete transformation of SnSe2 into SnSe and Se vapor, resulting in the 
formation of ferecrystalline (SnSe)1.15VSe2. Overall, this investigation showcases that 
metastable ferecrystalline compounds bear a high potential to produce a plethora of 
different heterostructures by controlling the reaction pathway via precursor composition 
and annealing conditions. 
So far, experimental methods have been used to probe the formation, structure 
and properties of thin films synthesized by the modulated elemental reactants method. 
However, not all properties can be explained using experimental methods, and electronic 
structure calculations are needed to provide insights into the behavior of materials. 
Chapter VII will introduce important methods and concepts for electronic structure 
calculations, which will be used in the remainder of this work. 
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CHAPTER VII 
BRIDGE: ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS 
VII.1.  The Hartree-Fock Method 
One fundamental goal of scientific inquiry is the explanation and discovery of the 
fundamental properties and processes that shape the universe around us. For atoms and 
sub-atomic particles, the discovery that properties do not exhibit a continuous spectrum, 
but instead adopt discreet (quantized) values, has led to the development of quantum 
mechanics with the time-dependent Schrödinger equation as its central tenet:1,2 Ψ( ⃗, 	) =  	 Ψ( ⃗, 	) (7.1) 
Where  is the Hamilton operator, Ψ( ⃗, 	) is the wave function of the particle, 
which depends on the particle’s position ⃗ and the time t, i is the imaginary number. This 
equation has the very important implication that wave functions can form stationary 
states in the form of standing waves, which are the atomic and molecular orbitals. The 
Schrödinger equation then becomes a time-independent eigenvalue problem with the 
energy E as the eigenvalue and the wave function as the eigenvector: Ψ( ⃗, 	) = Ψ( ⃗, 	) (7.2) 
The eigenvalues and wave functions can be found using the variational theorem. 
A trial function is used and the expectation value E is calculated using: 
 = ΨΨ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ (7.3) 
These wave functions are subsequently varied to minimize the energy. When the 
energy does not lower within a set threshold, the calculation is considered converged. For 
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the time-independent Schrödinger equation, the expectation value is always greater than 
or equal to the ground state energy (Hartree-Fock limit).3 
A major challenge is to find the correct Hamilton operator and the correct wave 
functions for the problem that is to be solved. The Hamilton operator in its most general 
form is:  =  +  + (⃗) + ⃗,  !⃗ " +  !⃗ " (7.4) 
With the kinetic energy operators  and  for the electrons and nuclei, 
respectively, and the operators   for the interactions between electrons (ee), electrons and 
nuclei (eN), and between nuclei (NN). ⃗ denotes the position of the electrons and  !⃗  the 
position of the nuclei. Since the motion of electrons and nuclei happen on different time 
scales, i.e. electrons are much faster than nuclei, the wave function can be described as 
the product of electron and nucleus wave functions. Another consequence of this 
approximation, which is called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,4 is that the kinetic 
energy of the nuclei can be set to zero and the NN interactions become a constant term 
that can be calculated using Coulomb’s law. The energy of a system then becomes:  = $(⃗) + %&' = $(⃗) + ( )*)+ *+*,+ (7.5) 
Where $(⃗) is the energy of the electrons, %&' is the energy of the nuclei, and )* 
and )+ are the charges of the nuclei A and B. Using the operator expression for the 
kinetic energy  = − /0 ∇0 and Coulomb’s law for the ee and eN interactions, the resulting 
electronic Schrödinger equation for a many-body system takes the form: 
 2− 12 ( ∇30 − ( )*3* 3,*3 + ( 1343,4 5 6⃗,  !⃗ " = 2( ℎ33 + ( 1343,4 5 6(⃗,  !⃗ ) = $(⃗)ψ⃗,  !⃗ " (7.6) 
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Where 6⃗,  !⃗ " is the electronic wave function. The first sum of the operator 
represents the kinetic energy of all electrons i, the second sum the interaction between all 
electrons i all nuclei A, and the third sum the interaction between all electron pairs ij. ℎ3 is 
a so-called one-electron operator: ℎ3 = − 12 ∇30 − ( )*3** (7.7) 
For a system with n electrons and orbitals :(;) at the space-spin coordinate ; ={⃗, =}, this wave function is typically expressed using a Slater determinant,5 which 
satisfies the anti-symmetry requirements of fermions: 
ψ⃗,  !⃗ " = |1 2 ⋯ @⟩ = 1√B! D:/(;/) :0(;/) ⋯ :%(;/):/(;0) :0(;0) ⋯ :%(;0)⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮:/(;%) :0(;%) ⋯ :%(;%)D (7.8) 
The expectation value for such a wave function is: HI = (ℎ3J + 12 ( KLJM 134 MJN − LJM 134 MJNO3,4  3 (7.9) 
The first term in the second sum is the Coulomb energy, and the second term is 
the exchange energy, which is an artifact of using a Slater determinant and is only non-
zero for orbitals with the same spin. The energy this expectation value represents is the 
total Hartree-Fock energy EHF, and can be decomposed into four components (not 
including the Coulomb repulsion of the nuclei): HI =  +  + QR&S + T (7.10) 
Where  is the kinetic energy of the electrons,  is the electron-nucleus 
attraction energy, QR&S is the Coulomb energy and T is the exchange energy. 
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VII.2.  Density Functional Theory 
The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems 
The Hartree-Fock method assumes that the wave function of the system can be 
described using a single Slater determinant. The consequence of this is an incomplete 
description of electron correlation, which describes the influence of the presence of 
electrons on the movement of another electron. There are two forms of electron 
correlation: The Fermi correlation, which describes the correlation due to the repulsion of 
electrons with the same spin, and the Coulomb correlation, which describes the 
correlation due to Coulomb repulsion. The Hartree-Fock method includes Fermi 
correlation through the exchange energy, but the Coulomb correlation cannot be 
described using a single Slater determinant. 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a computational method that includes both 
forms of correlation, and is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.6 Pierre Hohenberg 
and Walter Kohn have shown that (i) the external potential is a unique functional of the 
electron density , and that (ii) a universal functional for the energy [W] can be defined 
in terms of this density.  
Like the Hartree-Fock method, DFT uses the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
and treats the Coulomb potential from the nuclei as an external potential YZ(⃗), which 
results in the following Hamilton operator:  =  + [ + YZ (7.11) 
Where   and [ are the kinetic energy and the electron-electron interaction 
operators, respectively.   and [ only depend on the number of electrons N and are often 
called universal operators. YZ is the operator that describes the external potential. The 
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ground state Ψ\ thus only depends on the number of electrons and the external potential. 
Associated with this ground state is a ground state electron density B\(⃗): W\(⃗) = ⟨Ψ\|W]|Ψ\⟩ = @∫ |Ψ\(⃗, ⃗0, ⃗_, … , ⃗)|0a⃗0a⃗_ … a⃗ (7.12) 
From the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, it follows that the ground state energy is the 
energy at the ground state electron density W\(⃗): \ = [W\(⃗)] (7.13) 
The ground state energy can thus be found by minimizing the energy with respect 
to the electron density using the variational principle. Using the Hamilton operators in 
Equation 7.11, the energy can be expressed as a density functional: [W] = [W] + [[W] + YZ[W] (7.14) 
Kohn-Sham DFT 
The challenge is to find the appropriate functional for each interaction. YZ[W] 
can be explicitly written in terms of the electron density: YZ[W] = ∫ YZ(⃗)W(⃗)a⃗ (7.15) 
For the kinetic energy, on the other hand, functionals using only the electron 
density are difficult to find and result in large errors. Instead of using the electron density, 
the approach by Walter Kohn and Lu Jeu Sham uses a fictitious system of non-interacting 
electrons that have the same electron density as the real system.7 Using non-interacting 
electrons allows the system to be described as a single Slater determinant using one-
electron orbitals 63. The resulting Kohn-Sham (KS) equation is: b− 12 ∇0 + cc(⃗)d 63(⃗) = $363(⃗) (7.16) 
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Where cc is an effective potential consisting of the external potential and the 
electron-electron interactions. $3 is the eigenenergy of the KS orbitals. The KS equation 
can be solved by finding the set of orbitals that yields the lowest energy. The principle is 
demonstrated in Figure 7.1. 
Using these one-electron orbitals, the kinetic energy functional can now be 
calculated exactly: [W] = − 12 (⟨|∇0|⟩3 (7.17) 
Even though this kinetic energy is not the kinetic energy of the real system, the 
error arising from using this kinetic energy functional is much lower than the error from 
approximating the kinetic energy of the electrons in the real system. 
Figure 7.1. Flow chart for the self-consistency loop in Kohn-Sham DFT. 
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Exchange-Correlation Functionals 
The electron-electron interaction functional [[W] (see Equation 7.14) is composed 
of the classical Coulomb repulsion term QR&S[W] and the non-classical correlation term TQ[W], which includes Fermi (exchange) and Coulomb correlation. The Coulomb term 
can be written in terms of the electron density: 'R&S[W] = 12 e e W(⃗/)W(⃗0)/0 a⃗/a⃗0 (7.18) TQ[W], called the exchange-correlation (XC) functional, on the other hand, is 
unknown analytically and needs to be approximated. In the local density 
approximation (LDA), the functional depends only on the density where the functional is 
evaluated: TQfg*[W] = ∫ $TQ(W)W(⃗)a⃗ (7.19) 
Where $TQ(W) is the XC functional of the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) with 
density . For the HEG, the exchange part is known analytically. The correlation part is 
known for low and high densities and can be parametrized using quantum Monte Carlo 
methods – in this dissertation, the parametrization of Perdew and Zunger is used.8 
Structural, elastic, and vibrational properties are relatively accurate using LDA, 
but the relative energies (cohesive energies, phase stabilities) can be very unreliable. An 
improvement over LDA is the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), which also 
takes the gradient of the electron density into account: TQhh*[W] = ∫ $TQ(W, ∇W)W(⃗)a⃗ (7.20) 
There are many different GGA functionals with the most common functional 
being the functional by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE), which uses the HEG 
exchange with an enhancement factor for exchange and correlation.9 
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Strongly Correlated Electrons and the DFT+U Method 
Another consequence of using approximate XC functionals is the so-called self-
interaction error (SIE). The self-interaction term arises from the Coulomb interactions: i' = LJM 134 MJN (7.21) 
This term does not vanish for  = J, which is unphysical because an electron does 
not interact with itself. This term exists in the Hartree-Fock method as well, but gets 
cancelled out by the exact exchange term (see Equation 7.9). Since the exchange energy 
in LDA and GGA are approximate, however, this term does not cancel out in DFT. 
For materials with strongly correlated, i.e. less delocalized, electrons, this error 
can become fairly large. NiO, an antiferromagnetic charge transfer insulator, is one such 
example. GGA predicts NiO to be a semiconductor with a small band gap, and LDA even 
predicts NiO to be metallic.10–13 Both GGA and LDA predict that electronic transitions 
are of a → a character, but it is experimentally known that they are of k → a 
character.14–16 This is a direct consequence of the SIE. 
The LDA and GGA exchange functionals, by virtue of being mean-field 
approaches, average the self-exchange term U and the exchange term between different 
orbitals J. However, U is an order of magnitude larger than J in real systems, so this 
averaging artificially increases the orbital energies, which is especially prominent with d 
and f orbitals and the reason why the highest occupied states are Ni d states and not O p 
states. 
One way to correct this overestimation is to use the Hubbard model to add a 
screened intraatomic interaction. The Hubbard Hamilton operator is: 
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 = − (	34l4ml3 + 	34∗ l3ml4"34o + [(B]↑B]↓) (7.22) 	34 is the hopping integral between sites i and j,  is the spin, and U is a Coulomb 
repulsion term.17 This repulsion term, along with the J term mentioned earlier, is added to 
the KS Hamiltonian. The method is called LDA+U or GGA+U. This dissertation uses the 
Dudarev method,18 which only depends on an effective U term: [cc = [ − i (7.23) 
The total energy with the Dudarev approach becomes: 
gIrst = gIr + [cc2 ( 2( B]3o3 + ( B]34o B]43o34 5o (7.24) 
Where B] are atomic orbital occupation matrices. This means that a penalty 
functional is added that is driving the system away from partially occupied orbitals, i.e. 
towards an insulating state. It also means that energies cannot be compared unless [cc is 
the same. The choice of [cc needs to be carefully checked against experimental 
benchmarks. 
Hybrid Functionals 
Another approach to reduce the SIE are so-called hybrid functionals, which are 
more accurate in reproducing band gaps without the need to calibrate a value for U, but 
can be extremely expensive to compute and also introduce additional parameters. 
The HSE (Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof) functionals are examples of such hybrid 
functionals, which calculate the exchange energy using a mix of DFT functionals and the 
exact exchange from the Hartree-Fock method.19 The exchange energy for HSE 
functionals is calculated using: 
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THuv = wYHI,ux(y) + (1 − w)Yz+v,ux(y) + Yz+v,fx(y) (7.25) 
SR and LR denote short-range and long-range exchange interactions.  is the 
weighting factor for the short-range exchange, which is 0.25 for HSE functionals.  is a 
parameter used to screen the Coulomb potential using error functions erf (y) and is 
0.2 Å for HSE06 and 0.3 Å for HSE03. For the long-range exchange, a screened PBE 
exchange is used because the Fock exchange decays too slowly. 
The Projector Augmented Wave Method 
For a solid with periodic boundary conditions, the wave function is typically 
expressed as a Bloch function:  ~!⃗  = !⃗ (⃗) ⋅ 3!⃗ ⃗ (7.26) 
Where !⃗ (⃗) is a periodic function with the periodicity of the crystal, for example 
a periodic arrangement of atomic orbitals.20 This function is also periodic in reciprocal 
space when !⃗ (⃗) is described as a Fourier series: ~!⃗  = 3!⃗ ⃗ ( l!⃗ sh⃗3h⃗⃗h⃗ (7.27) 
The advantage of using Bloch functions is that calculations can be limited to the 
unit cell and the first Brillouin zone. There remains a significant challenge, however: 
while the wave function is easy to calculate between atoms and in the valence region, the 
wave function undergoes strong oscillations near the core (see Figure 7.2), which are 
expensive to compute. 
It would be computationally more efficient to transform this wave function into a 
smooth wave function in the near-core region, the augmentation region, and replace the 
oscillating potential with a smooth effective potential, the pseudopotential. To achieve 
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this, the Kohn-Sham orbital |6⟩ is transformed using a linear transformation operator * 
that is only non-zero within the augmentation region: 
|6⟩ = 1 + ( **  6 (7.28) 
This method is called the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.21 The 
pseudo wavefunction 6 can be decomposed into pseudo partial waves  : 6 = ( l3 3 (7.29)l3 = k363 (7.30) |k3⟩ is a projection operator where k33 = 34. The pseudo partial functions are 
related to all-electron partial waves |3⟩, which are typically solutions to the Kohn-Sham 
equation for isolated atoms, via the same transformation operator. 
The transformation operator can be written as:  = 1 + (|3⟩ −  "⟨k3|3 (7.31) 
Expectation values of an operator  transform accordingly: 
Figure 7.2. (a) Sketch of the radial part of the wave function of a Mg 3s orbital. (b) 
Sketch of the Bloch function of a 1-dimentional chain of Mg 3s orbitals at the X point. 
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 = 6m6 = 66 (7.32) 
Where the pseudo operator   can be written explicitly as:  =  + (k3⟩34   − 34"k43,4 (7.33) 
Figure 7.3 depicts the partial all-electron and pseudo function, and projector 
function of the Mg 3s orbital using the PBE XC functional. The projector function is only 
non-zero inside the augmentation region, which is 1.7 Bohr radii in this case. The pseudo 
partial function is much smoother than the all-electron function as it oscillates much less 
inside the augmentation region, but is otherwise identical to the all-electron function. 
This ensures an accurate description of the valence (i.e. bonding regions) while making 
the computation of the near-core regions much simpler. 
Figure 7.3. PAW partial and projector functions of the Mg 3s orbital. The augmentation 
region cut-off is depicted by the gray dashed line. r is given in atomic units. 
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Van der Waals Forces in DFT 
DFT does not include spontaneous fluctuations in electron densities, which are the 
source of van der Waals interactions. This leads to inaccurate results for materials with 
large van der Waals forces such as transition metal dichalcogenides. 
There are corrections that specifically introduce London dispersion forces. The 
energy resulting from these forces between atoms A and B is: *+3 ≈ − 32 ⋅ *+* + + ⋅ w*w+  (7.34) 
Where I and  are the ionization potentials and the dipole polarizabilities of atoms 
A and B, respectively, and R is the distance between these atoms. 
Multiple approaches exist to introduce these dispersions. This chapter will only 
briefly describe the methods used in this dissertation, which are Grimme’s DFT-D2 and 
DFT-D3 methods,22,23 the dispersion method by Tkatchenko and Scheffler,24,25 which all 
add a dispersion term 3 to the Kohn-Sham energy, and methods based on Dion’s 
DFT-DF method,26–28 which change the XC functional to account for dispersions. Each 
method has different levels of accuracy and efficiency, which also depend on the system 
that is investigated. Benchmarking against experimental parameters is essential to find 
the best correction method. 
Grimme’s DFT-D2 method uses a simple dispersion coefficient to add dispersion 
forces.22 The energy 3gIrg0 added to the total Kohn-Sham energy is: 
3gIrg0 = − 12 ( ( 34 34 , 34"4,33 (7.35) 
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The sum goes over all atoms and all translations of the unit cell until a cut-off 
radius (50 Å in VASP). The parameter 34 is the dispersion coefficient for the atom pair ij. 
The dispersion coefficients are parametrized for  = J and can otherwise be calculated as: 
34 = 3334 (7.36) 
For the damping function ,(34), Fermi-type damping is used: , 34" = =1 + exp −a b  34=x \34d − 1 (7.37) 
The parameter = is a global scaling factor and depends on the XC functional 
(0.75 for PBE). =x and d are constant scaling and damping factors (defaults are 1.0 and 
20 in VASP).  \34 is tabulated for  = J and can otherwise be calculated as:  \34 =  \33 +  \44 (7.38) 
A correction to this method, the DFT-D3 method,23 has a similar form: 
3gIrg_ = − 12 ( ( , 34" 34 34 + , 34" 34 34  43 (7.39) 
The C parameters depend on the local geometry around the atom. With the 
following damping functions: ,% 34" = =%1 + 6 b  34=x \34d (7.40) 
The parameters  are 14 (B = 6) and 16 (B = 8), and =% depend on the XC 
functional. The parameter  \34 is calculated differently than in the DFT-D2 method: 
 \34 =  3434  (7.41) 
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Grimme’s methods use damping functions and dispersion coefficients that are 
independent of the charge density. The method developed by Tkatchenko and Scheffler 
(DFT-TS) method is formally identical to DFT-D2,24,25 but uses the charge-density 
dependent effective atomic volume ¡3: 33,ru = ¡3033 (7.42)  \33,ru = ¢¡3£  \33 (7.43) 
The C parameters for  ≠ J are calculated using the polarizability of the atoms 
scaled by the effective atomic volume wru: 
34,ru = 233,ru44,ruw4ruw3ru 33,ru + w3ruw4ru 44,ru (7.44) 
A different approach is taken by the vdW-DF functionals by Dion et al.26 Instead 
of adding a dispersion term to the total Kohn-Sham energy, these functionals add a non-
local term Q%S to the LDA correlation functional using a response function: TQ[W] = Yhh*[W] + Qfg*[W] + Q%S[W] (7.45) '%S[W] = 12 ∫ ∫ W(⃗3)Φ⃗3 , ⃗4"W⃗4"a⃗3a⃗4 (7.46) 
The response function Φ(⃗3 , ⃗4) depends on the electron densities and gradients at ⃗3 and ⃗4, and on the distance between points ⃗3 and ⃗4. 
It was also found that the choice of the exchange functional is critical to 
accurately describe dispersion forces, and PBE is often not suitable for this task.26–28 In 
general, the GGA exchange energy is calculated using: Thh*[W] = ∫ W(⃗)$THvh(W)¦Y(=)a⃗ (7.47) 
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Where ¦Y(=) is the exchange enhancement factor with the reduced density 
gradient s as its argument: = = |∇W|2(3§0)/_W_¨ (7.48) 
The functional forms of ¦Y(=) are specific to the functional used and are 
summarized in Table 7.1. The vdW-DF method by Dion et al. uses revPBE.26,29 Klimeš et 
al. later introduced optimized versions of the PBE,9 B86b,30 and B8831 functionals called 
optPBE, optB86b, and optB88, respectively.27,28 
  
Table 7.1. Functional forms of the exchange enhancement factor ¦Y(=) and values of the parameters for different GGA functionals. PBE, revPBE and optPBE have the 
same functional form. 
Functional ¦Y(=) Parameters 
PBE 1 + © − ©1 + ª=0©  
© = 0.804 ª = 0.2195 
revPBE © = 1.245 ª = 0.2195 
optPBE © = 1.04804 ª = 0.175519 
optB86b 1 + ª=0(1 + ª=0)\. ª = 0.1234 
optB88 1 + ª=01 + ¬arcsinh (l=) ª = 0.22 ¬ = 1.2ª  l = ¢48§0£  
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VII.3.  Tight Binding and Linear Muffin-Tin Orbitals 
Traditional Non-Self-Consistent Tight Binding 
The Tight Binding (TB) method takes a very different and more simplistic 
approach to solving the Schrödinger equation. It assumes that electrons can only stay 
on (“are tightly bound to”) a lattice site. The wave function can then be constructed from 
the atomic orbitals (AOs) similar to the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) 
approach that is used to construct molecular orbitals: Ψ%~!⃗ , ⃗" = |B⟩ = 1√@ ( 3!⃗ r!⃗ ( ( l**³´*³⃗ − !⃗ "*³*r!⃗ (7.49) 
Where the sums go over all atoms A in the unit cell and over all unit cell 
translations !⃗ . Only the valence orbitals are used for the atomic orbitals ´*³. They will 
be abbreviated as |⟩ where i is an index over the orbital’s position and quantum numbers. 
The wave function can then be compactly written as: |B⟩ = ( l3%|⟩3 (7.50) 
The Hamilton operator \ with eigenenergies $µ is assumed to be of a non-
interacting one-electron system, i.e. it does not contain electron-electron interactions. The 
coefficients l3% can be determined by solving the Schrödinger equation which contains 
the Hamilton integral 34\ = \J and the overlap integral ¶34 = ⟨|J⟩ as matrix 
elements. 
Due to the strong electron localization, only on-site and nearest neighbor 
interactions are considered, which simplifies the problem even more. Despite these 
simplifications, TB can give very good qualitative results. For example, it correctly 
predicts that graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor with Dirac points at the K points.32,33 
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Cellular Methods and Linear Muffin-Tin Orbitals 
The cellular method is an approach by Wigner and Seitz34,35 that uses a one-atom 
cell (Figure 7.4a) and matches the atomic function inside the cell with the function of the 
neighboring cells, which is computationally demanding.36 The muffin tin (MT) method 
uses a simpler approach by using spherically symmetric atomic potentials ·r inside a 
cut-off radius ·r, and a constant potential outside of this radius.37 The orbitals resulting 
from this spherical potential are called muffin-tin orbitals (MTOs) and are sketched in 
Figure 7.4b. 
This approach is further simplified in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA).38 
Instead of an interstitial wave function, the MTOs are expanded until all interstitial space 
is filled without overlapping too much with each other (see Figure 7.4c). If this cannot be 
achieved, empty spheres are added to the crystal structure and are treated like MTOs 
without nuclei. 
A serious drawback of using MTOs is that the radial part of the wave function is 
energy-dependent. Thus, the secular matrix that needs to be diagonalized depends on the 
Figure 7.4. (a) Wigner-Seitz cells of a hexagonal array of atoms A. (b) Muffin tin 
orbitals (blue) around A with interstitial regions (white) inbetween. (c) Blown up muffin 
tin orbitals (blue circles) around A overlapping at the Wigner-Seitz cell boundaries. 
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energy that needs to be found, making the eigenvalue problem nonlinear and thus 
difficult to solve. The wave function can be linearized with a Taylor expansion: 6S() = 6S(\) + 6Mv¸ ( − \) + ¹( − \)0 (7.51) 
In the vicinity of E0 (which can, for example, be chosen as the Fermi energy), 6S(\) and its derivative do not depend on the energy, and the secular matrix can easily 
be diagonalized. These linearized orbitals are called linear muffin tin orbitals (LMTOs).38 
Second generation LMTOs use more localized basis sets that can be used for TB 
calculations as realized in the Stuttgart TB-LMTO-ASA code.39 
Overlap and Hamilton Populations 
Population analyses are an important tool to gain chemical insights. In the LCAO 
approach, the total number of electrons in a molecule is:  @ = ( ( ( µlµ,30µ3* + 2 ( ( ( ( µlµ,3lµ,4¶34µ3,4+ , ** (7.52) 
Where the sum goes over all atoms A and B, all atomic orbitals i and j, and all 
molecular orbitals m. f and c are the occupation numbers and mixing coefficients, 
respectively. In solids, c depends on ~!⃗  and must be integrated over reciprocal space. It is 
convenient to define a density matrix with the matrix elements: º34 = e ( µµ lµ,3∗ ~!⃗ "lµ,4~!⃗ " a~!⃗ (7.53) 
This allows one to write the total number of electrons for solids in a similar 
fashion as for molecules: @ = ( ( º343* + 2 ( ( ( Reº34¶34"3,4+ , ** (7.54) 
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The ~!⃗  dependence of the density matrix elements allows the number of electrons 
to be partitioned by energy: º34 = e º34()av¼ ⇔ º34() = ( µlµ,3∗ l%,3( − µ)µ (7.55) 
The number of electrons can then be written as: @ = e ( ( º33()3* av¼ + e 2 ( ( ( Re¾º34()¶34¿3,4+ , ** av¼ (7.56) 
This can be written in matrix form as: 
⎝⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎛ º//() º/0()¶/0 ⋯ ⋯ º/4()¶/4º0/()¶0/ º00() ⋮⋮ ⋱ º33()⋮ ⋱ ⋮º4/()¶4/ ⋯ ⋯ º44() ⎠⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎞
(7.57) 
The sum of the elements of the lower triangle (including the diagonal elements) is 
the atom projected density of states (DOS). 
The off-diagonal elements of this matrix provide interesting insights into bonding 
properties. Since the overlap integral ¶34 is positive for bonding and negative for 
antibonding overlap, the off-diagonal elements for a selected pair of atoms can indicate 
whether these atoms undergo a bonding or antibonding interaction. This overlap 
population-weighted DOS is called crystal orbital overlap population (COOP).40 Positive 
COOPs denote bonding and negative COOPs antibonding interactions. 
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Using COOPs has the drawback that the shape may depend on the basis set. This 
issue can be avoided by partitioning the energy instead of the number of electrons using 
the Hamilton integrals 34:  = e ( ( º33()33()3*v¼ a + e 2 ( ( ( Re¾º34()34()¿3,4+ , ** av¼ (7.58) 
These populations are called crystal orbital Hamilton populations (COHPs).41 
Compared to COOPs, the signs are reversed since 34 is negative for bonding and 
positive for antibonding interactions. To have bonding and antibonding interactions point 
into the same direction as with COOPs, –COHP is often plotted. 
COHPs require a short-ranged orbital-based basis set to only include the 
interactions between the desired atoms. LMTOs are such a basis set and are able to 
execute TB calculations, which can easily determine 34. For that reason, TB-LMTO-
ASA codes have been the tool of choice to calculate COHPs.However, the majority of 
DFT codes uses plane wave-based basis sets. To get COHP curves, the plane-wave 
functions 63~!⃗ " need to be projected onto local orbitals Æ such as Slater-type 
orbitals using a transfer matrix 3Æ~!⃗ " with the matrix elements:42,43 Æ3~!⃗ " = 63~!⃗ "Æ (7.59) 
This transfer matrix can be used to obtain a projected density matrix ºÆÇ3R4 and 
projected Hamilton integrals ÆÇR4: ºÆÇ3R4~!⃗ " = ÆÇ = Æ63~!⃗ "63~!⃗ "Ç = 3Æ∗ ~!⃗ "3Ç~!⃗ " (7.60) ÆÇR4 = ÆzÈÇ = ( $33 ÆÇ = ( $3~!⃗ "3Æ∗ ~!⃗ "3Ç~!⃗ "3 (7.61) 
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Where zÈ is the Hamilton operator of the plane waves. The projected COHP 
(pCOHP) can then be defined analogous to Equation 7.58: pCOHPÆÇ, ~!⃗ " = ( Re¾ºÆÇ3R4~!⃗ "ÆÇR4~!⃗ "¿$3~!⃗ " − "3 (7.62) 
VII.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
In this chapter, three methods of electronic structure calculations, Hartree-Fock, 
Density Functional Theory (DFT), and Tight Binding, have been introduced. DFT is the 
standard method for solids, but corrections are necessary to properly describe van der 
Waals forces and strong electron correlation. Linearized muffin tin orbitals provide a 
local basis set that enables the calculation of overlap and Hamilton populations. These 
populations provide valuable information on the bonding character in solids. 
DFT has not been used extensively to describe ferecrystalline compounds. In the 
following chapters, DFT calculations will be employed to describe low-dimensional 
materials and to help explain the behavior of these layers in ferecrystalline materials. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CHARGE DENSITY WAVE TRANSITION IN (PBSE)1+δ(VSE2)n  
COMPOUNDS WITH n = 1, 2, AND 3 
 
Portions of this chapter were published previously as Hite, O.K.; Falmbigl, M.; 
Alemayehu, M.B.; Esters, M.; Wood, S.R.; Johnson, D.C. “Charge density wave 
transition in (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n compounds with n = 1, 2, and 3” Chemistry of Materials 
2017, 29 (13), 5646 – 5653. O.K.H. was the primary author of this work, synthesized the 
compounds and performed structural and electrical characterizations. M.B.A. and M.F. 
assisted with sample preparations. M.F. also contributed to the diffraction analysis. M.E. 
performed all density functional theory calculations and wrote the Supporting 
Information of the publication. S.R.W. assisted with figure generation. D.C.J. was the 
principal investigator and provided editorial assistance. 
 
VIII.1.  Introduction 
The isolation of graphene1 and the discovery that its properties differ from those 
of bulk graphite has lead to a surge of research on single layer and very thin layers of 
quasi-two-dimensional systems such as h-boron nitride (h-BN)2,3 and transition metal 
dichalcogenides4 and their heterostructures5 in a search for emergent properties not 
present in the bulk constituents. For MoS2 a transition was observed from an indirect to a 
direct band gap semiconductor as the materials dimensions are reduced from bulk to a 
single sheet.6 It has been shown computationally that SnS, SnSe, GeS, and GeSe have 
increased band gaps as the number of layers is reduced from the bulk to monolayer.7 A 
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similar trend in band gaps is seen for h-BN, where the bulk 4.0 eV band gap increases to 
a 4.6 eV band gap in the monolayer.8 Emergent properties have also been observed in 
heterostructures,9–12 including ultrafast charge transfer in MoS2/WS2 consistent with a 
type II band alignment having spatially direct absorption, but spatially indirect 
emission.13 Other examples include long-lived interlayer excitons in a MoSe2-WSe2 
heterostructure with experimentally observed type II band alignment,14 and epitaxial 
single-layers of MoS2 on a Au(111) surface showing a dramatic change in their band 
structure around the center of the Brillouin zone.15   
The majority of the systems being investigated are semiconducting because 
isolation of single sheets of metallic systems has been challenging as they are not stable 
in air.11 There are a number of interesting properties in metallic systems, however, that 
are being explored as a function of thickness towards the 2D limit, including 
superconductivity, and charge density waves (CDW). It has been demonstrated that the 
onset temperature of superconductivity in 2H-NbSe2 decreases as the number of NbSe2 
layers is decreased.16–18 Studies on mechanically exfoliated TiSe2 have shown that as 
thickness of the exfoliated film is decreased the onset temperature of the CDW is 
increased.26 Others have shown that the onset temperature of the CDW in TaSe2 is 
decreased as the thickness of the mechanically exfoliated film is decreased.27 It was 
shown both computationally and experimentally, that the ferromagnetism of VS2 is 
enhanced as the VS2 approaches the monolayer limit.19,20 VSe2 exhibits a CDW transition 
in the bulk21 but there is disagreement on how this CDW changes as the number of VSe2 
layers are reduced in this n-type metal.22–25 The onset of the CDW in thin layers of VSe2 
prepared via liquid exfoliation transitions from 100 K21 in the bulk single crystal to 135 K 
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as thickness is reduced to 4-8 trilayers of VSe2.22 An opposite trend has been reported for 
micromechanically exfoliated nanoflakes, however, where the onset temperature 
decreases to 81 K at the lowest thickness measured, 11.6 nm.23 The thin nanoflakes are n-
type conductors, as is bulk VSe2, but the carrier concentration increases as the nanoflake 
thickness is decreased. These exfoliation techniques were not able to precisely control the 
thickness of the VSe2 flakes nor were they able to reach the monolayer limit. Studies of 
[(SnSe)1.15]m(VSe2)n  prepared by annealing designed precursors have shown that 
compounds with a single layer of VSe2 separated by m layers of SnSe are p-type metals 
with a CDW that depends on the thickness of SnSe and exhibit a dramatic change in 
electrical resistivity and charge carrier concentration at the CDW transition 
temperature.28 In contrast, increasing the VSe2 layer thickness to two or more layers 
results in low temperature n-type metals and the suppression of the pronounced effect in 
transport properties at the CDW transition temperature similar to bulk VSe2.25 These 
compounds grown at low temperatures from designed precursors have been called 
ferecrystals, from the Latin root fere- meaning “almost”, due to their extensive 
turbostratic disorder. The influence of surface contaminations and/or the substrate on the 
charge density wave transition has not been explored or discussed in the literature. 
 In order to explore the impact of neighboring layers on the CDW of VSe2 
heterostructures, we replaced SnSe with the isovalent PbSe in a sequence of 
(PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n  compounds. The compounds were prepared using modulated elemental 
reactant precursors and electrical properties were measured as a function of temperature. 
Diffraction data is consistent with n layers of VSe2 separating a single rock salt structured 
PbSe layer. The n = 1 ferecrystal is metallic with a positive Hall coefficient indicative of 
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p-type conduction, while for the n = 2 and 3 compounds, the Hall coefficient switches 
sign, indicating a change of the majority carriers to electrons equivalent to bulk VSe2.21 
Both the resistivity and Hall coefficient of the n = 1 compound increase as the 
temperature is lowered below 100 K, becoming a factor of 3.7 and 8 higher, respectively, 
by 20 K. This anomaly is very similar to the CDW transition observed in 
([SnSe]1.15)mVSe2 compounds. The temperature dependencies of the resistivity and Hall 
coefficient of the n = 2 and 3 compounds are very similar to bulk VSe2. There is a change 
in the slope of the resistivity and the Hall coefficient as a function of temperature at 
100 K, suggesting that a CDW similar to the bulk occurs if there is more than one VSe2 
layer. The different sign of the Hall coefficient and large changes in resistivity and Hall 
coefficient indicates, the electronic structure of (PbSe)1+δVSe2 with a single VSe2 layer is 
distinctly different than heterostructures with thicker VSe2 layers. The changes in 
properties when PbSe replaces SnSe, although only an isovalent substitution, indicates 
that the interactions between constituents can be used to tune the electrical properties of 
heterostructures. 
VIII.2.  Experimental and Computational Methods 
The ferecrystalline compounds, (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n where 1 ≤ n ≤ 3, were 
synthesized using the modulated elemental reactants (MER) technique.29 Precursors were 
prepared by sequentially evaporating elemental sources of Pb (99.995%, Alfa Aesar), V 
(99.8%, Alfa Aesar), and Se (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) on (100) oriented Si wafers in 
specific sequences for each compound in a custom built high-vacuum physical vapor 
deposition chamber, details provided elsewhere.29 Precursors were annealed at 250 °C for 
1 hour in a N2 glove box with a concentration of oxygen below 0.6 ppm. Methods used to 
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determine the optimal annealing temperatures for converting the precursors into the 
desired product are described in the literature.24 
Specular X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to determine the c-axis lattice 
parameter of the (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n compounds on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer 
equipped with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm), Göbel mirrors, and Bragg-Brentano θ-
2θ optics geometry. In-plane XRD of the n = 1 and 3 compounds were taken at the 
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratories (BM 33-C, λ = 0.12653 nm). 
In-plane XRD of the n = 2 compound was done on a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer 
equipped with Cu Kα radiation. 
Compositional analysis was performed with electron probe micro-analysis 
(EPMA) on a Cameca SX-100. Accelerating voltages of 7.5, 13, and 18 keV were used 
and overall composition was calculated as a function of the three accelerating voltages 
using the technique for thin films developed by Donovan et al.30 
Samples were prepared for High-angle Annular Dark-field Scanning 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) on a FEI Helios 600 dual-beam 
using a technique described by Schaffer et al.31 HAADF-STEM was taken on a FEI Titan 
80-300 FEG-TEM at the Center for Advanced Materials Characterization in Oregon 
(CAMCOR).  
Electrical resistivity and Hall measurements were determined using the van der 
Pauw technique32 in a temperature range of 20 - 295 K. Samples were prepared on fused 
Quartz crystal slides in a 1 cm × 1 cm cross geometry. Further details on how 
temperature-dependent resistivity and Hall measurements were conducted are described 
elsewhere.33  
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Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna ab 
initio simulation package (VASP).34-37 The interactions of the electrons with the ionic core 
were described using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.38,39 To describe 
exchange and correlation, the functionals of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) were used.40 
A cutoff energy of 500 eV was used to expand the wave functions. To reduce interactions 
between periodic images, vacuum of 25 Å was added between VSe2 monolayers and 
bilayers. For structural relaxations, a -centered 8×8×1 k-point mesh was used. 
Electronic properties were calculated using a 21×21×1 -centered grid. Since interactions 
between VSe2 layers are of van-der-Waals type, dispersion corrections were added using 
Dion’s method in the vdW-DF corrected optPBE functionals.41-44 
VIII.3.  Results and Discussion 
Precursors for each of the compounds (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n with n = 1 – 3 were 
prepared by depositing sequences of elemental layers where the elemental Pb|Se and V|Se 
bilayers were calibrated to match the composition of the desired product such that each 
Pb|Se bilayer formed two (001) planes of rock salt structured PbSe and each V|Se bilayer 
formed a single Se-V-Se dichalcogenide structured trilayer. The calibration was a three-
step process. The composition of the Pb|Se and V|Se bilayers were calibrated by 
preparing a set of samples with a fixed metal thickness and varying thicknesses of Se, and 
determining the composition with EPMA. The resulting graphs of Se:Pb and Se:V ratio 
versus Se layer thickness were interpolated to obtain the ratio of thicknesses that resulted 
in the respective desired compositions. To determine the thickness ratio between the Pb 
and V layers to obtain the targeted misfit parameter of 1.11, a set of samples were 
prepared by depositing Pb|Se|V|Se sequences where the thickness of the Pb|Se bilayer at 
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the previously determined Pb/Se thickness ratio was scaled while holding the thickness 
and thickness ratio of the V|Se bilayer constant. The change in composition as a function 
of the thickness of the Pb|Se bilayer was interpolated to find the thickness required to 
obtain the desired misfit parameter. The last step was to hold the Pb|Se, V|Se and 
Pb|Se/V|Se ratios constant while scaling the total thickness, using the quality of the 
resulting annealed sample diffraction patterns to determine the thickness such that each 
Pb|Se bilayer forms two (001) planes of rock salt structured PbSe and the V|Se layer 
forms a single Se-V-Se dichalcogenide structured trilayer. X-ray diffraction (XRD) scans 
were taken on the annealed precursors in order to determine the total thickness that yields 
maximum peak intensity and minimum peak FWHM in the resulting product, as 
described previously by Atkins et al.45 
Sequences with the nanoarchitecture of the desired products, for example the 
sequence of layers Pb|Se-V|Se-V|Se for (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)2, were repeatedly deposited until 
Figure 8.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n for n = 1 – 3 using Cu K 
radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm). Maxima can be indexed to 00l reflections of the respective 
compound, with the appropriate index given in the figure for the reflection at ~ 29° 2. 
Asterisks indicate substrate or stage reflections. 
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the desired total sample thickness of about 45 nm was reached. These precursors were 
annealed at 250 °C to self-assembly of the targeted products. This temperature was 
determined using the approach of Atkins et al.45 Figure 8.1 shows the specular XRD 
patterns of the n = 1 – 3 compounds. Each peak can be indexed to a 00l reflection of the 
(PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n compounds indicating crystallographically aligned layers with the c-
axis perpendicular to the substrate. Using Bragg’s Law, the c-axis lattice parameters were 
determined to be 1.225(1) nm, 1.835(3) nm, and 2.445(4) nm for n = 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively. The change in thickness as n is increased yields the thickness of a VSe2 
layer from the slope and the thicknesses of the PbSe layer from the intercept. The PbSe 
bilayer thickness of 0.617(5) nm is slightly thicker than the 0.607-0.612 nm found in a 
series of [(PbSe)1.14]m(NbSe2)n  compounds33 and the 0.61(1) nm found for the PbSe 
bilayer thickness in (PbSe)1+δ(TiSe2)n ferecrystals.46 The thickness of the VSe2 trilayer is 
0.610(2) nm, which is slightly thicker than the 0.596(1) nm reported for the VSe2 sub-unit 
in (SnSe)1.15(VSe2)n  compounds.13 A Rietveld refinement of the n = 1 out-of-plane XRD 
was performed to determine relative positions of the atomic planes along the c-axis. 
Figure 8.2 contains the fitted intensities along with a schematic of the atomic plane 
positions compared to those previously determined for (SnSe)1.15VSe2.14 The refinement 
revealed puckering of the PbSe layer, which separates the Pb and Se atomic planes from 
one another by 0.0367(2) nm. This puckering is typical for bilayers of rock salt structured 
constituents and has been seen previously in both SnSe and PbSe containing misfit 
layered compounds and ferecrystals.25,47 The magnitude of this puckering is within the 
range reported previously, 0.020 nm to 0.065 nm, in the relatively few atomic level 
structures that have been previously determined.48-54 It is larger than the puckering 
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observed in (PbSe)1.00MoSe2 (0.025(1) nm) and (PbSe)0.99WSe2 (0.021(1) nm) 
ferecrystals55 but smaller than the 0.062(5) nm found in the (PbSe)1.18(TiSe2)2 
ferecrystal.56 The extent of the puckering may be related to the amount of charge transfer 
between the constituents, as a negatively charged environment in the dichalcogenide 
layer would attract the positive Pb and repel the negative Se ions. The gap between the 
PbSe and VSe2 layers was found to be 0.300(5) nm which is very similar to the 0.306(5) 
nm observed in (SnSe)1.15VSe2.25 The distance between V and Se planes along the c-axis 
in VSe2 was found to be 0.153(2) nm, which is the same as the 0.154(2) nm reported for 
the (SnSe)1.15(VSe2) compound.25 
In-plane hk0 XRD scans were collected on all compounds (Figure 8.3), and the 
reflections in each scan can be indexed as either reflections from a hexagonal in-plane 
structure for VSe2 or reflections from a square in-plane structure for PbSe. The 
reflections for each constituent can easily be distinguished as relative intensities of the 
VSe2 peaks (for example the (110) reflection) proportionally increase relative to the PbSe 
Figure 8.2. Experimental, calculated and difference patterns from Rietveld refinement of 
the positions of atomic planes along the c-axis of (PbSe)1+δVSe2. The inset figures 
contain the interplane distances obtained for (PbSe)1+δVSe2 and those for (SnSe)1.15VSe2 
are presented for comparison.25 
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reflections (for example the (220) reflection) as the number of VSe2 layers increase. The 
in-plane a-axis lattice parameter for the VSe2 constituent remains the same within error 
and are 0.343(1) nm, 0.346(5) nm, and 0.339(1) nm for n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
These values are all within the uncertainty of the 0.334(8) nm28 and 0.341(1) nm24 
previously reported for (SnSe)1.15VSe2. The square in-plane a-lattice parameter of the 
PbSe constituent additionally remains the same with values of 0.605(1) nm, 0.604(3) nm, 
and 0.607(1) nm for n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. All of these values are slightly smaller 
than the 0.6122(3) nm reported for (PbSe)1.18TiSe256 and the 0.618(2) nm reported for in 
(PbSe)1.00MoSe2 and (PbSe)0.99WSe2. The small changes in the in-plane lattice 
parameters of the constituents result in a misfit parameter that varies as the thickness of 
the VSe2 constituent increases. The misfit parameter, (1+δ), was 1.11(1) for the n = 1 
compound, 1.14(2) for the n = 2 compound and 1.08(1) for the n = 3 compound. The 
Figure 8.3. Normalized in-plane X-ray diffraction patterns of (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n for n = 1 
– 3.  Scans are individually normalized to the highest intensity reflection. The numbers 
above the n = 3 scan reflections are the indices using hexagonal VSe2 and square PbSe 
(bold font).   
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values for the misfit fall within the range of misfit values reported in the literature (0.99 
to 1.29).50-52,57-70  
HAADF-STEM images of (PbSe)1.11(VSe2) show a regular repeating structure of 
a single plane of VSe2 separated by single planes of PbSe. A representative image is 
shown in Figure 8.4. The visible areas aligned along a zone axis support the interpretation 
of the XRD data, as zone axes consistent with a distorted rocksalt structure are observed 
for PbSe layers and zone axis images of the VSe2 layer are consistent with octahedral 
coordination of the vanadium atoms, which are situated between Se planes. The disorder 
in the orientation of the layers from layer to layer indicates that there is no long-range 
order. This is consistent with the XRD data, which show that there is long range order 
due to alternating VSe2 and PbSe layers along (00l), that each layer is crystalline with 
distinct (hk0) diffraction from each of the constituents, and that there is no common in-
plane axis between the constituents. The crystalline nature of each of the constituent 
Figure 8.4. HAADF-STEM images of (PbSe)1+δVSe2 contain alternating PbSe bilayers 
and VSe2 trilayers.  The different crystallographic orientations of the PbSe layers are a 
result of turbostratic disorder. The expanded image shows a PbSe layer with a [100] 
crystallographic orientation (top) and a [110] crystallographic orientation (bottom). The 
VSe2 layer is consistent with octahedral coordination of V. 
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layers with lack of long-range order between planes is a consequence of the mechanism 
of the self-assembly from the precursor.71 
Temperature dependent resistivity measurements were conducted on all samples 
and the data is plotted in Figure 8.5 along with data previously reported for bulk VSe2.21 
The absolute value of the room temperature resistivity and the temperature dependence of 
the resistivity above 150 K for all samples indicate that they are metallic. The magnitude 
of the resistivity systematically decreases as the percentage of the metallic constituent 
VSe2 is increased, which is consistent with conduction occurring primarily through the 
VSe2 layer as observed in the analogous  (PbSe)1.12(NbSe2)n compounds.33 The 
temperature dependence of the n = 3 sample is similar to that of bulk VSe2, with a 
slightly decreased temperature dependence suggesting weaker electron-phonon scattering 
compared to bulk VSe2. The temperature dependence of the n = 2 sample shows a further 
Figure 8.5. Temperature dependent resistivity of (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n for n = 1 – 3 and bulk 
VSe2.21 Resistivity normalized to room temperature resistivity for the n = 2 and 3 
heterostructures and bulk VSe2 is displayed in the inset to highlight the anomalies 
observed in the CDW of bulk VSe2. 
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decrease in the slope, suggesting even weaker electron-phonon scattering. The weaker 
electron-phonon scattering reflects the changes in phonon modes and phonon energies as 
the VSe2 block is reduced in thickness. The n = 2 and 3 heterostructures both show a 
change in slope of the resistivity that is very similar to that seen as a result of a CDW in 
bulk VSe2.  The temperature dependence of the n = 1 sample is distinctly different than 
bulk VSe2 and the n = 2 and 3 heterostructures, with the resistivity abruptly increasing at 
approximately 110 K as temperature is lowered. The resistivity ultimately reaches a value 
of more than 5 times higher at 20 K than would be extrapolated from the high 
temperature behavior. The change in resistivity of (PbSe)1.11VSe2 is very similar to that 
reported by Falmbigl et al. for (SnSe)1.15(VSe2),25 which has been attributed to a charge 
density wave (CDW) based on resistivity, Hall coefficient and heat capacity 
measurements.72 The overall increase in resistivity in the (PbSe)1.11VSe2 compound is 
approximately double that of the analogous SnSe compound, indicating that a higher 
percentage of the charge carriers are localized and/or that there is a significant difference 
in the change of the carrier mobility below the CDW. This may reflect structural 
differences at the interface between the constituents (in n = 1 the VSe2 and PbSe layers 
alternate and for the other compounds PbSe is separated by 2 or 3 VSe2 layers) or a 
different Fermi level caused by a difference in charge transfer between the SnSe 
(bulk Eg, 1.38 eV73) or PbSe (bulk Eg, 0.23 eV74) layer and the VSe2 layers. The 
difference in charge transfer could be a consequence of the different misfit parameters 
between the Sn and Pb compounds and/or due to different Fermi energies for the PbSe 
bilayer relative to the SnSe bilayer with respect to the monolayer of VSe2.75 A similar 
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increase in charge transfer was seen when substituting PbSe for SnSe in NbSe2 containing 
heterostructures.33  
Temperature dependent Hall measurements were conducted on all samples to 
provide further insight to the unusual resistivity behavior in (PbSe)1.11VSe2, and the data 
obtained is plotted in Figure 8.6 along with that measured for a single crystal of VSe2.21 
The Hall coefficient for a single crystal of VSe2 is negative along the entire temperature 
range, suggesting that electrons are the primary carrier, and has a change in slope at 
approximately 110 K that was attributed to a CDW.21 The n = 3 sample also has a 
negative Hall coefficient that decreases as temperature is decreased and has a change in 
slope at approximately the same temperature as the bulk single crystal. The n = 2 sample 
has a small positive Hall coefficient at room temperature but decreases with decreasing 
temperature with a slope similar to the bulk single crystal, becoming negative at ~ 230 K. 
It also has a change of slope at about 100 K. The change in sign of the Hall coefficient 
suggests that at least two bands are contributing to the electrical transport, which suggests 
Figure 8.6. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient for (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n n = 1 – 
3 and bulk single crystal VSe2.21 
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that the PbSe layer contributes to the conduction. And a similar result was found by 
Falmbigl et. al. investigating ([Sn1-xBixSe]1.15)1(VSe2)1 alloys.76 The temperature 
dependence of the resistivity and Hall coefficient suggest that the n = 2 and 3 compounds 
are very similar to the bulk, in contrast to the properties measured on liquid and 
mechanically exfoliated VSe2 thin layers.22,23 (PbSe)1.11VSe2, however, has a positive 
Hall coefficient over the entire temperature range and, like (SnSe)1.15VSe225 has an abrupt 
increase in the Hall coefficient at 110 K, the same temperature where the resistivity 
begins to increase. The Hall coefficient increases by about a factor of 8 as temperature is 
decreased to 20 K, and using the single conducting band approximation the change in 
carrier concentration shows that 1.06 holes per vanadium atom are localized over the 
CDW. This value is almost twice as large as of the analogous (SnSe)1.15VSe2, which was 
reported at 0.54 holes per vanadium atom.72 This calculated change in carrier 
concentration accounts for most of the change in resistivity. The changes in the Hall 
coefficient and resistivity of the n = 1 sample as a function of temperature are consistent 
with a CDW transition.  
Figure 8.7 contains the temperature-dependent single conducting band carrier 
mobility calculated using μ = RH/ρ for (PbSe)1.11VSe2 prepared in this study as well as 
those of bulk VSe2, (SnSe)1.15VSe2 and (BiSe)1+δVSe2.77 The single band mobility values 
for the n = 2 and 3 compounds were not calculated due to the change in sign of the Hall 
coefficient in the n = 2 compound, which indicates that more than a single band is 
involved in conduction. The room temperature mobility of the n = 1 compounds is very 
similar, suggesting that the VSe2 layers are the primary conductor in the compounds. 
While the changes in mobility of the holes in n = 1 compounds as temperature is lowered 
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are all much smaller than observed for the electrons in bulk VSe2, there is a larger 
increase in mobility as the temperature is lowered in (SnSe)1.15(VSe2) (a factor of 3) than 
in either (PbSe)1.11VSe2 or (BiSe)1+δVSe2 (a factor of 1.2). There is a small decrease in 
mobility at the onset of the CDW in both (PbSe)1.11(VSe2) and (SnSe)1.15(VSe2), which 
may be an indicator of CDW formation in these compounds as this feature is not seen in 
(BiSe)1+δVSe2. The differences in the changes in carrier concentration and mobility of 
carriers in (PbSe)1.11VSe2 compared to (SnSe)1.15VSe2 indicates that CDW formation is a 
complex process and is sensitive to the degree of charge transfer in these systems. 
The change in electrical resistivity and the sign of the Hall coefficient as the 
number of VSe2 layers in the repeat unit is increased prompted us to perform DFT 
calculations on both a single layer and a double layer of VSe2. The calculations were 
done using the bulk 1T crystal structure of VSe2, separating either the single layer or the 
double layers from one another by vacuum, and allowing the system to relax. The in-
Figure 8.7. Temperature-dependent single conducting band carrier mobility of 
(PbSe)1.11VSe2,  (SnSe)1.15VSe2,24 and (BiSe)1+δVSe2.77 The inset compares the mobility 
of the three compounds to bulk VSe2.21 
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plane lattice parameters are 0.337 nm for the monolayer and 0.338 nm for the bilayer, 
which is slightly smaller than in the ferecrystals, but consistent with prior theoretical 
results.78,79 The distance between the V and Se layers in the monolayer is 0.158 nm, 
which is consistent with experimental results. For the bilayer, the distances between the 
V and Se layers are slightly asymmetric: 0.158 nm for the Se layers adjacent to the 
vacuum, and 0.157 nm for the remaining layers. The distance between the two VSe2 
trilayers is 0.316 nm. Both the monolayer and the bilayer are ferromagnetic with a 
magnetization of 0.64 and 0.66 B/f.u., respectively. 
The band structures of a pristine VSe2 monolayer and bilayer (shown in 
Figure 8.8) are similar to those reported previously.78,79 The majority spin bands for the 
monolayer are metallic with a hole-like Fermi surface near the K point, whereas the 
minority spin bands are semimetallic with a valence band maximum at the  point and a 
conduction band minimum at the M point. The bilayer shows additional bands because of 
the additional VSe2 trilayer that are mostly degenerate with the bands of the other VSe2 
trilayer. However, near the  point the additional band is raised in energy for the band 
right below (majority spin) and above (minority spin) the Fermi level. Just like the 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8.8. Band structures of monolayer (a) and bilayer (b) VSe2. Solid blue lines 
denote majority spin and dashed red lines minority spin bands. 
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monolayer, the majority spin bands are metallic with a hole-like Fermi surface near the K 
point, and the minority spin bands are semimetallic with a valence band maximum at the 
 point and a conduction band minimum at the M point. The results suggest that VSe2 
monolayers and bilayers should have similar electrical properties with isovalent charge 
donors such as SnSe and PbSe. The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity 
and the Hall coefficient show similar behavior in [(PbSe)1.12]1[VSe2]1 and 
[(SnSe)1.15]1[VSe2]1, but the sign of the Hall coefficient is positive for 
[(SnSe)1.15]1[VSe2]n and negative for [(PbSe)1.12]1[VSe2]n (n > 1), indicating significant 
interactions with the VSe2 layer beyond simple charge transfer. Further research must be 
conducted to investigate the nature of these interactions. 
Unlike what was reported for MoS2 where the Mo has trigonal prismatic 
coordination,80 there are only very small differences in the band structure calculated for 
the single and double layer of VSe2 due to the octahedral local coordination of vanadium 
atoms and the 1T stacking. Changing the position of the Fermi level in either the single or 
double layer of VSe2 results in changes in the density of states, but the calculations do not 
indicate that one or the other have a distinct feature in the band structure that makes them 
more likely to have a charge density wave transition. Figure 8.9 contains a plot of the 
temperature dependence of the Hall coefficients of (PbSe)1.11VSe2, (SnSe)1.15VSe2,25 and 
(BiSe)1+δVSe2,77 all of which contain single VSe2 trilayers separated by a 
monochalcogenide bilayer, and the temperature dependence of the Hall coefficients of 
bulk VSe2.21 The compounds containing SnSe and PbSe are distinctly different from bulk 
VSe2 and the compound containing BiSe. However, resistivity and Hall data reported by 
Alemayehu et. al. for a series of (GeSe2)m(VSe2)n heterostructures71 indicates that CDW's 
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occur for a number of different n values, suggesting that a monolayer of VSe2 is not a  
necessary condition for the formation of a CDW. The observed differences in transport 
properties cannot be explained as only being due to a structurally isolated VSe2 
monolayer, as all of the ferecrystalline compounds contain isolated monolayers of VSe2 
and (GeSe2)m(VSe2)n contains isolated blocks of n VSe2 layers. The electronic structure is 
heavily influenced by the position of the Fermi level, which can be altered in ferecrystals 
without purposefully introducing local impurities in the VSe2 layers via charge transfer 
from the adjacent constituent, a phenomenon referred to as modulation doping. The 
observed differences in transport properties, however, cannot be explained solely by 
significant charge transfer between constituents, but that other factors like electron 
localization need to be taken into consideration. 
  
Figure 8.9. Hall coefficients for different (MSe)1+δ(VSe2) (M = Sn, Pb, Bi) ferecrystals 
and bulk VSe2.21 
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VIII.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
The compounds (PbSe)1+δ(VSe2)n with n = 1 – 3 were prepared from designed 
precursors. Diffraction and electron microscopy data indicate that the compounds consist 
of bilayers of PbSe separated from one another by n Se-V-Se trilayers. All the 
compounds are metallic, with discontinuities in the temperature dependence of their 
resistivity and Hall coefficients, suggestive of charge density waves. Both the carrier type 
and the charge density wave transition of the compound with n = 1 (holes, abrupt change 
in resistivity) were distinctly different than found for the n = 2 and 3 compounds 
(electrons, change in slope of resistivity). The increased change of the resistivity and Hall 
coefficient through the charge density wave transition for (PbSe)1.11VSe2 relative to 
(BiSe)1+δVSe2 and bulk VSe2 demonstrates the importance of the companion layer in 
controlling properties. The extent of charge transfer between constituent layers, the 
magnitude of the structural misfit at the interface between constituents, the magnitude of 
electron-electron correlation, and the degree of isolation of the single VSe2 layers from 
one another may all contribute to the magnitude and the transition temperature of the 
charge density wave. 
To understand the complex properties of VSe2 better, Chapter IX will present a 
more thorough computational investigation of VSe2 monolayers and bilayers. Especially 
the effect of electron correlation on their structures and properties will be studied 
intensely. 
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CHAPTER IX 
DYNAMIC INSTABILITIES IN STRONGLY CORRELATED VSE2 MONOLAYERS 
AND BILAYERS 
 
Portions of this chapters has been co-authored and submitted as Esters, M.; 
Hennig, R. G.; Johnson, D. C. “Dynamic Instabilities in Strongly Correlated VSe2 
Monolayers and Bilayers” and submitted to Physical Review B. 
 
IX.1.  Introduction 
The discovery of graphene has sparked heightened interest in studying and 
finding new two-dimensional (2D) materials.1-3 Apart from graphene, transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been intensely researched as potential candidates as 2D 
materials due to their layered structures. TMDs exhibit diverse physical and chemical 
properties, and reducing dimensionality may yield additional properties due to quantum 
confinement.4 Additionally, TMDs are chemically diverse, unlike graphene, which is 
chemically inert. Thus, while functionalization of graphene leads to the loss of some of 
its properties, functionalizing TMDs can enhance their properties or create new ones. All 
these factors make 2D TMDs particularly interesting for applications in electronic and 
sensing devices, and in catalysis and energy storage. As a result, a large amount of 
research has been done on 2D TMDs using theoretical and experimental methods such as 
the transition of MoS2 from an indirect to a direct semiconductor when reducing the 
dimensions from bulk and multilayers to a monolayer.4-16 Magnetic 2D materials are 
especially interesting due to their potential use in spintronic devices.17-23  The prediction 
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of magnetic TMD materials has been subject to extensive theoretical investigation, such 
as the systematic change in magnetic properties through strain,18,22,24-27 
hydrogenation,27,28 and chemical substitution.29  Moreover, pristine dichalcogenide 
monolayers of some first row transition metals (V, Cr, Mn, Fe) are predicted to have 
magnetic order.19,20,22,24,30-34 
Bulk VSe2 has been subject to extensive experimental studies due to its ability to 
intercalate ions35-39 and its charge density wave (CDW).40-46 Few-layer VSe2 nanosheets 
were successfully synthesized using liquid exfoliation. These nanosheets retain the CDW 
and the metallic properties of its bulk analog, but their magnetic properties were reported 
to be different: the sheets are ferromagnetic at room temperature, whereas bulk VSe2 
exhibits temperature independent paramagnetism.48-50 Isolated monolayers of VSe2 have 
not been synthesized yet. However, monolayers of VSe2 can be found in misfit layer 
compounds and ferecrystals, where they are sandwiched between monochalcogenides 
that crystallize in a rock-salt type structure.51-56 While the existence of CDWs is well 
documented in ferecrystals and absent in misfit layer compounds, presumably due to 
structural distortions, the magnetic properties have not been reported for any of these 
compounds. 
In recent years, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on 
single layer and few layer VSe2 where the V atoms were coordinated in a distorted 
octahedral (, 1T-polytype, Figure 9.1a) and a trigonal prismatic geometry (, 2H-
polytype, Figure 9.1b).24,30,34,57 These calculations predict the ground state of undistorted 
VSe2 layers to be the ferromagnetic 2H-polytype with a metal to 
semimetal/semiconductor transition when going from the bilayer to the monolayer.30,31,34 
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The dynamic stability, an important predictor of a charge density wave, was not reported. 
Strong electron correlation may play an important role in monolayer VSe2. Zhuang and 
Hennig have shown that the strength of electron correlation affects a variety of properties 
in VS2, such as the electronic structure and the stability of the 1T and 2H-polytype.32 
DFT+U calculations by Huang et al. on 2H-VSe2 monolayers have shown that electron 
correlation in 2H-VSe2 greatly influences the electronic structure.57 
This work presents DFT calculations to explore correlation effects in monolayer 
and bilayer VSe2. It will be shown that electron correlation has profound effects on the 
magnetic properties and electronic structure of the 1T-polytype. First, the van der Waals 
functionals and the Hubbard-U parameter will be benchmarked against the experimental 
structure. These parameters will be used to determine the magnetic ground state(s) of 
VSe2 monolayers and bilayers, and to examine the effect of the Hubbard parameter on the 
electronic structure. At last, it will be shown that the Hubbard parameter changes the 
dynamic stability and the presence of imaginary modes of ferromagnetic 1T-VSe2 while 
affecting only the amplitudes in the non-magnetic phase. The non-magnetic phase is able 
to reproduce the experimentally observed CDW supercell. Fermi surface nesting is likely 
the cause for the instabilities in non-magnetic 1T-VSe2 but plays no role in ferromagnetic 
1T-VSe2.  
Figure 9.1. Structures of monolayer VSe2 with (a) octahedrally coordinated V as in 1T-
VSe2 and (b) trigonal-prismatically coordinated V as in the 2H-VSe2 polymorph. 
Vanadium atoms are shown in dark green and selenium atoms are shown in light yellow. 
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IX.2.  Computational Methods 
All DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation 
package (VASP).58-60 The interactions between the ionic core and the valence electrons 
were described using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method using a cutoff energy 
of 500 eV.61,62 The 3p63d4s1 and the 4s24p4 states were used as valence electrons for V 
and Se, respectively. For the exchange-correlation functional, we compare results for the 
local-density approximation (LDA),63 the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)64 generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA), and the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid 
method with the standard exact-exchange mixing parameter of  = 0.25.65 For the 
Hubbard-U term, Dudarev’s approach was used to treat localized -orbitals in V, using 
the effective U parameter, Ueff = U – J, with U and J being the on-site Coulomb and 
exchange parameters, respectively.66 Since the interactions between individual VSe2 
layers is of van der Waals type, dispersion corrections were included for the GGA 
functionals using the method of Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS), Grimme’s DFT-D2 
method, and Dion’s method in the vdW-DF corrected optPBE, optB86b and optB88 
functionals.67-74  Brillouin zone integration was carried out using a -centered k-point 
grid with a high k-point density of approximately 60 k-points per Å-1.75 Atomic positions 
and lattice parameters were fully optimized until the forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å 
and the stresses smaller than 0.05 GPa. A vacuum of 30 Å was included for the 
monolayer and bilayer calculations to minimize interactions between periodic images. 
For total energy calculations, self-consistency was achieved with an energy convergence 
of 10-6 eV. The magnetic anisotropies were obtained by including spin-orbit interactions 
in a non-selfconsistent calculation using charge and spin densities from calculations 
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without spin-orbit interactions. Since magnetic anisotropies can be in the sub-meV 
regime, an energy convergence of 10-8 eV was used for these calculations. Band 
structures were visualized and VSe2 slabs were generated using the open source PYTHON 
packages PYMATGEN in conjunction with MPINTERFACES.76,77 Spin densities were 
visualized with the program VESTA.78 Fermi surfaces were calculated using the Wannier 
interpolation as implemented in the WANNIER90 code and visualized using XCRYSDEN.79,80 
IX.3.  Results and Discussion 
Stability of undistorted VSe2 layers with different coordination geometries 
Figure 9.2a shows the differences in formation energy, E, between VSe2 
monolayers in the octahedral (1T) and trigonal prismatic (2H) structure as a function of 
the Hubbard-U. E depends strongly on the exchange correlation functional, Ueff, and the 
van der Waals functional, similar to the findings for VS2.32 For all functionals, E 
exhibits a maximum value at intermediate values of Ueff. For the GGA functional, PBE 
and the van der Waals corrected GGA functionals vdW-optPBE, vdW-optB88, vdW-
optB86b, TS-GGA, and GGA-D2, the maximum occurs at a lower Ueff of 0.5 to 1.0 eV 
compared to a Ueff of 2.5 eV for the LDA functional. This is similar to the behavior and 
values observed for VS2. For most functionals, the maximum value for E agrees well 
with the value for HSE06 of 41 meV per formula unit (f.u.), except for the DFT-D2 and 
the Tkatchenko-Scheffler van der Waals functionals. For the GGA+U methods, the 2H-
structure is stable for Ueff below about 2 eV. For the LDA+U method, 1T is stable for Ueff 
below 0.5 eV and above 3.5 eV. These trends are similar for the bilayer and the bulk (see 
Figures B.2 and B.3 in Appendix B). Isaacs and Marianetti atrributed these changes in 
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energy for VS2 to an increased filling and ordering of the V d-orbitals in 1T-VS2, and we 
observe the same trends in the density matrix elements for VSe2.81 
The magnetization  of the 1T monolayer as a function of Ueff is pictured in 
Figure 9.2b. The magnetization of the 1T-polytype is very sensitive to Ueff, and for low 
Ueff, also to the choice of van der Waals correction. Using LDA, the magnetization 
gradually increases until it plateaus at 1.05 	 at Ueff = 3.5 eV. For PBE, the 
magnetization reaches a maximum of 1.15 	 at Ueff = 2.5 eV and then decreases to 
Figure 9.2. (a) Energy difference E between 1T and 2H-VSe2 monolayers as a function 
of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. Positive E indicates that 2H 
is more stable. (b) Magnetization m of monolayer 1T-VSe2 and (c) 2H-VSe2 as a function 
of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. (d) In-plane lattice 
parameters a of monolayer 1T-VSe2. The gray shades represent the range of experimental 
values found for ferecrystals. 
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unity. While LDA+U shows lower magnetization compared to the HSE06 functional, the 
magnetization of the GGA+U calculations coincide with HSE06 at Ueff = 1.5 eV, 
regardless of the van der Waals functional. PBE without dispersion correction, and the 
optPBE and optB88 functionals already coincide with HSE06 at Ueff = 1.0 eV. For 
2H (Figure 9.2c), the magnetization is at unity using HSE06 and PBE, regardless of Ueff 
and van der Waals functional, whereas LDA reaches the same value at Ueff = 1.5 eV. 
Since isolated monolayers of VSe2 have not been synthesized yet, finding a good 
benchmark to decide on an exchange-correlaction functional and a value for Ueff is 
challenging. However, ferecrystals contain monolayers of transition metal 
dichalcogenides and can be used as an approximation. The compounds 
[(MSe)1+]m[VSe2]1 (M = Pb, Sn) have a relatively constant a-axis lattice parameter of 
a = 3.42 Å, regardless of m, the thickness of the MSe layer.52-56,83 The in-plane lattice 
parameter a of the isolated VSe2 monolayers calculated with different functionals are 
shown in Figure 9.2d. For all functionals, the a-axis lattice parameter increases with 
increasing Ueff. As the figure shows, adding a Hubbard-U is necessary to reach the 
experimental in-plane lattice parameter. LDA agrees with experiments only at 
Ueff = 4.5 eV. optB86b, DFT-D2, and the Tkatchenko-Scheffler functionals need a 
moderately high Ueff of 2.5 eV whereas PBE, optPBE and optB88 only need 1 eV to 
agree with the experimental lattice parameters. HSE06 underestimates the 
-axis lattice 
parameters only slightly. It is clear to see that any functional can reproduce these lattice 
parameters with a high enough value of Ueff. 
For monolayers, one would expect van-der-Waals forces to be negligible, and the 
results should coincide well with the PBE functional without dispersion corrections, 
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which is only true for optPBE and optB88. Since optPBE showed much more stable 
convergence behavior and also gave a more accurate /
 ratio for the bulk (see 
Table 9.1), we decided that optPBE with Ueff = 1.0 eV is the most suitable functional. We 
will cross-check select results with calculations using the optB86b functional and 
Ueff = 2.5 eV, which also reproduces the experimental in-plane geometry well. 
It is important to note that PBE predicts bulk 1T-VSe2 to be ferromagnetic even 
though it exhibits temperature-independent paramagnetism in experiments, and should 
thus converge to a non-magnetic state. Using mean field theory, we estimated the Curie 
temperature of the bulk structure to be approximately 39 K and 17 K without a 
Hubbard-U and with Ueff = 1.0 eV, respectively, which is significantly below the charge 
density transition temperature of 100 – 110 K (see Table B.1 and the corresponding text 
in Appendix B).40-46 A ferromagnetic ground state is thus not inconsistent with 
experimental evidence since undistorted 1T-VSe2 is not stable in the temperature regime 
in which it would be ferromagnetic. 
Magnetic structure of 1T-VSe2 and 2H-VSe2 
There are various configurations of magnetic order possible for the single and 
bilayer 1T and 2H-polytypes of VSe2. Figure 9.3 shows the spin densities for the 
ferromagnetic (FM) and different antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations of VSe2 
Table 9.1. Lattice parameters of the relaxed bulk structure of 1T-VSe2 with Ueff = 
1.0 eV using standard PBE, vdW-DF-optPBE, and vdW-DF-optB88 functionals. 
 Experiment48-50 PBE optPBE optB88 
a (Å) 3.35 3.42 3.46 3.44 
c (Å) 6.10 6.84 6.30 6.13 
c/a 1.82 2.00 1.82 1.78 
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monolayers and bilayers. For the single layer polytypes, the striped AFM order in 
Figure 9.3c is considered. Four different AFM configurations are considered for the 
bilayer polytypes and illustrated in Figure 9.3d – g for the bilayer 1T-structure. They 
include configurations of parallel spins in each layer in Figure 9.3d, striped 
configurations where the stripes are oriented perpendicular in Figure 9.3e, oriented 
parallel in a staggered pattern in Figure 9.3f, and in an eclipsing pattern in Figure 9.3g. 
Equivalent patterns are considered for the bilayer 2H-structure. Due to the different 
stacking in the 2H-polytype, the AFM 3 and AFM 4 configurations are identical in 2H-
VSe2 bilayers. 
Figure 9.3. Spin densities for VSe2 layers. (a) 1T-VSe2 monolayer with ferromagnetic 
(FM) spin structure. (b) 2H-VSe2 monolayer with FM spin structure. (c) 1T–VSe2 
monolayer with antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin orientation. (d – g) 1T-VSe2 bilayer with 
AFM ordering (AFM 1 – AFM 4). For 2H-VSe2, AFM 3 and AFM 4 are identical. For 
AFM structures, light red and dark blue spin densities denote opposite spin orientations. 
The isosurface values are set to 0.01 e/
 where a0 is the Bohr radius. 
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Table 9.2 shows the energies of the various possible types of magnetic order in 
the single and bilayer 1T and 2H-polytypes (Ueff = 1.0 eV). Overall, the magnetic 
configurations are strongly favored, indicating the tendency of VSe2 layers to exhibit 
some form of magnetic order. Similar to the results of Wasey et al. using PBE-D2 
without a Hubbard-U,31 monolayer VSe2 is ferromagnetic for both polytypes. As 
illustrated in Figure 9.3, the spin densities around the V atom show 
 symmetry for the 
1T-polytype and 
  symmetry for the 2H-polytype (the  orbital). For bilayers, the 
energy of the anti-ferromagnetic order with ferromagnetic intra-layer (AFM 1) coupling 
is nearly identical to the ferromagnetic order whereas the structures with anti-
ferromagnetic intra-layer coupling (AFM 2 – AFM 4) have substantially higher energies. 
This suggests that there is a strong intra-layer exchange coupling and virtually no inter-
layer exchange coupling. The magnetic order of VSe2 multilayers could thus be 
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, or could show various disordered spin structures 
along the c-axis with ferromagnetic VSe2 sheets. The AFM energies for 1T-VSe22 are 
substantially lower than for 2H-VSe2, suggesting much weaker intra-layer exchange 
coupling in the 1T-structure. 
Table 9.2. Energy differences Emag in meV per formula unit with reference to the 
ferromagnetic order for the non-magnetic (NM) and anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) 
configurations using Ueff = 1.0 eV. For the bilayer, four and three different anti 
ferromagnetic cells can be created for the 1T and 2H-polytype, respectively. 
  Monolayer  Bilayer 
Polytype  NM AFM  NM AFM 1 AFM 2 AFM 3 AFM 4 
1T  97 25  94 2 25 24 25 
2H  157 106  148 -1 102 102 – 
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Effect of the Electron Correlation Strength on the Electronic Structure of VSe2 Layers 
Introducing the Hubbard-U parameter has profound effects on the structure of 1T-
VSe2 whereas the 2H-polytype remains virtually unaffected. Table 9.3 shows the 
structural and magnetic parameters of the relaxed monolayers and bilayers in their ground 
states. For 2H-VSe2, the lattice parameters increase only slightly by 0.1 Å when Ueff is 
increased to 1.0 eV and there is no change in lattice parameters when going from the 
monolayer to the bilayer. The distance between the Se and V planes also remain 
unchanged, and the magnetization is approximately unity regardless of Hubbard 
parameter, number of layers and magnetic structure. For V and Se, the magnitude of the 
magnetization increases only slightly as well. For 1T-VSe2, increasing Ueff to 1.0 eV 
leads to a “flattening” of the monolayer by increasing the in-plane lattice parameter and 
decreasing the distance between the Se and V planes. For the bilayer, the same trend can 
be seen, but there is also a small increase in the distance between VSe2 layers. 
The in-plane lattice parameters are in good agreement with the experimental 
values for ferecrystals, and are larger than in the bulk.48-56,82 The magnetization increases 
significantly from 0.6 – 0.7 	 to slightly above unity. This is mostly due to the strong 
increase of the magnetic moment of the V atom, which almost doubles. Although the 
magnetic moments of the Se atoms, which are oriented antiparallel to the moments the V 
atoms, increase as well, they are much smaller in magnitude. The energy of the 1T-
polytype decreases with respect to the 2H-polytype, but 2H is still the ground state. 
The band structures with Ueff = 1.0 eV of the ferromagnetic monolayers and bilayers and 
the AFM 1 bilayer structures are shown in Figure 9.4. Ferromagnetic 1T-VSe2 is a metal 
where the Fermi level consists of a minority-spin hole-like part centered around the 
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Table 9.3. Comparison of the structural parameters, and magnetic moments for 
isolated VSe2 monolayers and bilayers with and without the Hubbard parameter Ueff = 
1.0 eV. The structural parameters include the in-plane lattice parameter, a, the 
distance between the V and Se planes, d(V-Se), and the distance between the two 
VSe2 layers in the bilayer, d(VSe2-VSe2). The magnetic moments are given for the 
unit cell, m, and the contribution from the V and Se atoms, m(V) and m(Se), 
respectively. E denotes the energy difference between the 1T and 2H polytype 
(positive when 2H is more stable). 
Monolayer 
 Ueff = 0 eV Ueff = 1.0 eV 
Polytype 1T 2H 1T 2H 
a (Å) 3.370 3.363 3.441 3.375 
dV-Se (Å) 1.581 1.606 1.559 1.608 
m (B) 0.64 1.00 1.07 1.00 
m(V) (B) 0.69 1.00 1.27 1.10 
m(Se) (B) -0.05 -0.07 -0.13 -0.10 
E1T-2H (meV) 39 33          
Bilayer 
 Ueff = 0 eV Ueff = 1.0 eV 
Magnetic order FM AFM 1 FM AFM 1 
Polytype 1T 2H 1T 2H 1T 2H 1T 2H 
a (Å) 3.379 3.367 3.376 3.367 3.447 3.378 3.446 3.379 
d(V-Se) (Å) 
1.582 1.608 1.584 1.609 1.559 1.611 1.560 1.610 
1.574 1.601 1.574 1.601 1.553 1.607 1.554 1.605 
d(VSe2-
VSe2) (Å) 3.252 3.337 3.245 3.307 3.230 3.393 3.261 3.334 
m/f.u. (B) 0.66 0.98 0.00 0.00 1.07 1.00 0.00 0.00 
m(V) (B) 0.71 0.99 ±0.68 ±1.01 1.27 1.10 ±1.27 ±1.01 
m(Se) (B) -0.05 -0.07 ±0.05  0.07 -0.13 -0.10 ±0.13 ±0.10 
E1T-2H/f.u. 
(meV) 32 32 22 25 
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 point and a majority-spin electron-like part centered around the M point. Going from 
the monolayer to the bilayer doubles the number of bands, and the additional bands are 
degenerate with the bands of the monolayer, except for the highest occupied band near 
the  point where splitting can be observed. This splitting brings the highest occupied 
Figure 9.4. Spin-polarized band structures for 1T-VSe2 (left) and 2H-VSe2 (right) layers 
with Ueff = 1.0 eV. (a, b) Ferromagnetic monolayer; (c, d) ferromagnetic bilayer; (e, f) 
bilayer with AFM 1 structure. Solid blue lines correspond to majority and red dashed 
lines to minority spin bands. 
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band near the  point closer to the Fermi level compared to the monolayer, almost to the 
same energy as the bands at the K point. This has been observed in other TMDs when 
transitioning from monolayers to bilayers and is due to the introduction of anti-bonding 
intra-layer interactions.4,8,31,83-85 Whereas for example in MoS2, this phenomenon leads to 
a transition from a direct to an indirect semiconductor, the increase in energy is not 
sufficient to change the electrical properties in 1T-VSe2. The band structure of the 
antiferromagnetic 1T-VSe2 bilayer is essentially identical to the sum of two 
ferromagnetic band structures with opposite spins, providing further evidence that the 
electronic coupling between individual VSe2 layers is very small. Similar behavior is 
observed for the band structures of the 2H-VSe2 monolayers and bilayers. The FM 2H-
VSe2 monolayer is a semiconductor with an indirect gap between  and M and a slightly 
larger direct band gap at the K point. 2H-VSe2 remains an indirect semiconductor in the 
FM bilayer. The transition from semiconductor to metal reported in the literature31 does 
not occur when the Hubbard-U is included in the description. Similar to bilayer 1T-VSe2, 
the electronic coupling between the layers in 2H-VSe2 layers is very small. 
Crystal field theory predicts that the -orbitals in the 2H-polytype with  
symmetry around the V atom split into  and  orbitals, each doubly degenerate, and 
one 
  orbital. For the 1T-polytype, the V atom is coordinated in a  symmetry and 
should split into two sets of doubly degenerate  orbitals, and one 
 orbital. The 
orbital-projected band structures of the monolayers in Figure 9.5 show this splitting at the 
 point for both polytypes with the energies increasing from  ( + ) to  
( + ) and 
  (), and from both  orbitals ( + ) and ( + ) to 
 () for 2H-VSe2 and 1T-VSe2, respectively. Just as in VS2,32 the  and  orbitals 
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strongly hybridize with the Se orbitals whereas the 
  orbital only hybridizes to a small 
degree. At the Fermi level, the bands are predominantly of 
  ( point) and  (K point) 
character, which is consistent with the shape of the spin density shown in Figure 9.3b (the  orbitals are masked by the “ring" of the  orbital). While changes in Ueff have only 
negligible effects on the band structure on the 2H polytype, they have strong effects on 
the band structure of 1T-VSe2. Figures 9.5a and b show that these effects are mostly 
found at the M and the K point for the majority spin bands, and at the M point for the 
Figure 9.5. Orbital resolved majority spin (top) and minority spin (bottom) band 
structures of monolayer VSe2. (a) 2H-VSe2 with Ueff = 1.0 eV; (b) 1T-VSe2 with Ueff = 0 
eV; (c) 1T-VSe2 with Ueff = 1.0 eV. 
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minority spin bands. At the M point, the majority spin  band that consists of the  
and  orbitals is lowered in energy and crosses the Fermi level. Near the K point, a 
majority spin band with  and partial  character crosses the Fermi level for 
Ueff = 0 eV, whereas for Ueff = 1.0 eV, the band maximum is shifted below the Fermi 
level at the K point. This changes the character of the Fermi surface from hole-like at K 
for Ueff = 0 eV to electron-like at M for Ueff = 1.0 eV. The minority spin band structures 
show that at the M point, the  band, which is comprised of the V  and  orbitals, 
is raised above the Fermi energy. The same band is also raised in energy at the  point. 
Another consequence is that the minority spin bands that cross the Fermi level near the 
 point are of significantly less  character, and remain predominantly of Se  character. 
At the  point, the Se  orbital is also lowered in energy with respect to the  and 
 
orbitals. This explains the increased magnetization of 1T-VSe2 with increased Ueff. 
These changes can also be observed at the Fermi surfaces (Figure 9.6). Without a 
Hubbard-U, there are Fermi surface pockets around all high symmetry points. The 
majority spin bands form almost triangular shaped hole pockets around the K point. The 
surfaces at neighboring K points are almost parallel to each other, which may result in 
Fermi surface nesting. Fermi surface nesting is often cited as a cause for charge density 
waves, but this may not necessarily be the case, as we will discuss in the following 
section.86,87 The minority spin bands form cigar shaped electron pockets around the M 
point that point towards the Brillouin zone center where two circular hole pockets of the 
minority spin bands can be found. Increasing Ueff to 1.0 eV changes the Fermi surface 
dramatically. The hole pockets at the K point completely disappear, and the cigar shaped 
minority spin electron pockets get replaced by small oval majority spin electron pockets 
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that point towards the K points. The hole pockets at the  point increase in size, but 
overall, the size of the Fermi surface pockets decreases, reducing the intrinsic carrier 
concentration of the monolayer. Fermi surface nesting is not possible anymore for 
Ueff = 1.0 eV. 
For optB86b and Ueff = 2.5 eV (see Figure B.4 in Appendix B), the energy of the 
highest occupied majority spin band decreases further in energy at the K point due to an 
increased population of the  orbital. In turn, the minority spin band that is just below 
the Fermi level at the M point for Ueff = 0 eV is now completely above the Fermi energy. 
This decreases the size of the Fermi surface pockets, showing that the electrical and 
magnetic properties are sensitive to the value of the Hubbard-U and not just to the 
structure. The sensitivity of the carrier type and carrier concentration of the different spin 
channels suggest that not only strain engineering, but also charge screening can be used 
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to tune the electrical and magnetic properties of VSe2 layers. The latter could be achieved 
by using a suitable substrate or by incorporating VSe2 into heterostructures. For example, 
in the ferecrystalline alloy [(Sn1-xBixSe)1+][VSe2], the a-axis lattice parameter of the 
VSe2 monolayer increases systematically with increasing x, analogous to the trend 
observed in Figure 9.2d for increasing Ueff.88 
Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was introduced to determine the magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy energy (MAE) of the VSe2 monolayers. The out-of-plane MAE is shown in 
Figure 9.7. Here again, correlation has a strong effect on the 1T-polytype whereas the 
Figure 9.7. Angular dependence of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) 
with polar angle for monolayer VSe2. 0° points along the positive z axis. 
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2H-polytype is virtually unchanged. Without introducing the Hubbard parameter, 1T-
VSe2 is nearly isotropic. For Ueff = 1.0 eV, however, 1T-VSe2 monolayers show a large 
MAE of about 1.1 meV. This is consistent with the MAE obtained with the optB86b 
functional and Ueff = 2.5 eV where the MAE was 1.2 meV. For 2H-VSe2, the MAE only 
weakly dependents on Ueff. It is much smaller than the MAE of 1T-VSe2 with 0.46 meV. 
The 1T and 2H structure both exhibit an easy magnetization plane and belong to the 
family of XY magnets. This means that a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition could 
be observed at a critical temperature that can be estimated from a classical XY model as  = 0.89 	, where J is the exchange integral and kB the Boltzmann constant. The 
exchange integral J can be estimated from the energy difference of the FM and AFM 
configuration, Emag = 8J.  computes to 137 K for the 2H-polytype. For the 1T-
polytype,  is predicted to be 35 K for optPBE and Ueff = 1.0 eV, and 14 K for optB86b 
and Ueff = 2.5 eV (Emag = 11 meV), which is below the experimentally observed charge 
density wave (CDW) transition temperature of 100 – 110 K (onset).40-46,52-56 This means 
that the magnetic transformation in the 1T-structure is unlikely to be observable as the 
1T-polytype is unstable at such low temperatures. 
Dynamic Stability of VSe2 Layers 
VSe2 exhibits a charge density wave in bulk, nanosheets and ferecrystals. Density 
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) as implemented in VASP and the analysis program 
PHONOPY,91 was used to calculate phonon dispersion relations for the monolayer and 
bilayer structures. For these calculations, the structures were relaxed until forces on the 
ions were below 0.001 Å/s. Phonon dispersion curves were also calculated for the bulk 
1T-polytype (Figure B.5 in Appendix B). The soft modes for the bulk agree with the 
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charge density wave supercell found in experiments, confirming that our functional 
choice was reasonable.46,91-94 
The phonon dispersion curves of the ferromagnetic ground states were calculated 
using a 4 × 4 supercell and displayed in Figure 9.8. For Ueff = 0 eV, the monolayers of 
VSe2 are dynamically stable for both polytypes even though the Fermi 
surface (Figure 9.6) allows for nesting, showing that Fermi surface nesting does not 
necessarily lead to dynamic instabilities. Increasing Ueff to 1.0 eV, imaginary frequencies 
appear at the M point for the monolayer of 1T-VSe2 whereas the monolayer of 2H-VSe2 
remains dynamically stable. The bilayer shows the same trend with imaginary phonon 
frequencies at the M point for 1T-VSe2, suggesting that the dyamic instabilities in the 
bilayer have the same origin as in the monolayer. The soft node is at the q-point !" , 0$ 
and its symmetry equivalent points. The Fermi surface for Ueff = 1.0 eV shows no parallel 
surfaces along a vector that corresponds to these points, so Fermi surface nesting cannot 
be the cause for these imaginary phonon nodes. The soft mode corresponds to either a 
2 × 1 or 2 × 2 supercell, which is only half of what was found experimentally for bulk 
1T-VSe2.46,91-94 Using optB86b and Ueff = 2.5 eV (Figure B.6a in Appendix B) yields no 
imaginary phonon modes, which shows that the dynamic stability of spin-polarized 1T-
VSe2 is sensitive to the value of Ueff. 
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Figure 9.8. Phonon dispersion curves for spin-polarized 1T-VSe2 (left) and 2H-
VSe2 (right) layers. (a,b) Monolayer with Ueff = 0 eV; (c,d) monolayer with Ueff = 1.0 eV; 
(e,f) bilayer with Ueff = 1.0 eV; The non-zero acoustical phonons at the  point for the 
bilayer are likely due to numerical inaccuracies. 
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As elaborated in the previous section, the CDW transition temperature for 1T-
VSe2 is above the predicted magnetic transition temperature, so the structural instabilities 
may be better described using the non-magnetic sturcture. The phonon dispersion curves 
of the non-spin-polarized VSe2 layers are shown in Figure 9.9. The 1T polytype has a soft 
mode at !% , 0$ !" &$, which is consistent with a 4 × 4 supercell as observed for bulk 1T-
VSe2. Additional phonon modes with lower imaginary frequency appear at !' , '$ !" ($ 
and !) , )$ !) ($. The frequencies increase with increasing Ueff, indicating that stronger 
electron localization destabilizes the lattice more. Comparison with optB86b at 
Ueff = 2.5 eV confirms this trend (Figure B.6b). The node at " ( increases stronger in 
frequency with U than then node at ) (, but the node at " & remains the strongest. The 
positions of the soft mode minima are not significantly affected by Ueff. The 2H-polytype 
is not dynamically stable either with a minimum at ! , 0$ !" &$, suggesting that it 
distorts into a 3 × 3 or 3 × 1 supercell. Adding a Hubbard-U introduces additional 
instabilities at the M point, resulting in complex phonon spectra. However, since 2H-
VSe2 has not been synthesized yet and since it is predicted to have a fairly high magnetic 
transition temperature, it is unknown whether it would undergo this CDW transition from 
the non-magnetic state or if it would become ferromagnetic first, in which case would 
remain undistorted. 
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Figure 9.9. Phonon dispersion curves for non-magnetic 1T-VSe2 (left) and 2H-
VSe2 (right) layers. (a,b) Monolayer with Ueff = 0 eV; (c,d) monolayer with Ueff = 1.0 eV; 
(e,f) bilayer with Ueff = 1.0 eV 
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Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy revealed that bulk 1T-VSe2 shows 
partial Fermi surfaces nesting with a nesting vector of !% , %$.93,94 The Fermi surface of 
non-magnetic 1T-VSe2 monolayers (shown in Figure 9.10) is of similar shape as the in-
plane Fermi surface determined experimentally. Partial nesting can be observed inside the 
cigar-like electron Fermi surface pockets. The nesting vectors (gray arrows in 
Figure 9.10) have the coordinates !% , %$, which is consistent with a Fermi surface nesting 
mechanism. It can be concluded that the dimensionality does not affect the CDW vector 
in 1T-VSe2. 
  
Figure 9.10 Fermi surface of a non-spin-polarized 1T-VSe2 monolayer. The edges of the 
Brillouin zone are shown in black solid lines, and the edges of the irreducible Brillouin 
zone are shown in black dashed lines. Nesting vectors are shown in gray. 
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IX.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
It was shown using density functional theory including the Hubbard-U parameter 
that the ground state of two-dimensional VSe2 is ferromagnetic for monolayers and that 
for bilayers, the ferromagnetic and an antiferromagnetic configuration are energetically 
nearly degenerate due to weak magnetic interactions between the layers. The VSe2 
monolayers exhibit an easy magnetization plane and belong to the family of XY magnets, 
but the transition temperature for 1T-VSe2 is below the experimentally observed charge 
density wave (CDW) transition temperature. 1T-VSe2 displays a charge density wave in 
bulk, in few layer nanosheets and in ferecrystals. The ferromagnetic monolayers are 
dynamically stable with the exception of 1T-VSe2 for some U values. The non-magnetic 
layers are unstable with a 4 × 4 supercell and a 3 × 3 supercell for the 1T and 2H-
polytype, respectively. Within the ab-plane, non-magnetic 1T-VSe2 monolayers show 
partial Fermi surface nesting similar to the bulk compound, but Fermi surface nesting 
does not contribute to the instability of the ferromagnetic layers. 
The last two chapters investigated a transition metal dichalcogenide component of 
ferecrystals. The remaining chapters will move on to the rock salt component of the 
ferecrystal, which show interesting structural distortions. Chapter X will introduce SnSe 
and its thickness dependent structure. DFT is used to explain stabilities, and reveals that 
interactions with the transition metal dichalogenide and nucleation and growth kinetics 
are driving the stability of the individual polytypes. 
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CHAPTER X 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES AS A FUNCTION OF THICKNESS IN [(SNSE)1+]mTISE2 
HETEROSTRUCTURES 
 
Portions of this chapter are prepared to be submitted as Hamann, D. M.; Lygo, A. 
C.; Esters, M.; Merrill, D. R.; Ditto, J.; Sutherland, D. R.; Bauers, S. R.; Johnson, D. C. 
“Structural Changes as a Function of Thickness in [(SnSe)1+]mTiSe2 Heterostructures” in 
ACS Nano. D.M.H. and A.C.L performed the structural analysis and wrote the paper. 
M.E. performed the density functional theory calculations and assisted with writing and 
figure preparation. D.R.M. and D.R.S. synthesized the compounds and collected the 
structural and electrical data. J.D. performed collected the scanning tunneling electron 
microscopy images. S.R.B. contributed to data analysis. D.C.J. was the principal 
investigator. D.C.J. and S.R.B. also provided editorial assistance. 
 
X.1.  Introduction 
Two-dimensional (2D) materials continue to attract increasing attention as 
researchers discover emergent electronic properties in monolayers and heterostructures.1–
5 For example, transitions from an indirect to a direct band gap have been discovered in 
semiconducting TX2 (T = Mo, W; X = S, Se) compounds in going from a bilayer to a 
monolayer as interactions with the neighboring TX2 layer are eliminated.6–8 The 
properties of single layers are impacted by interactions with the substrate and/or adjacent 
layers, with the overlap of states and the band offsets suggested as being important 
factors.9–12 This has led to the concept of 2D layers acting as building blocks that can be 
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stacked in specific sequences, yielding heterostructures with desired properties.13 
Understanding how 2D layers interact with one another to yield emergent properties is 
critical to enable materials design for specific applications and is a current focus of the 
materials community. 
Less well investigated are structural modifications associated with changes in 
electronic structure as heterostructures are created. There are several reasons for this, 
including challenges obtaining structural information on small flakes, lack of structural 
information from common analytical techniques used to confirm layering, and the initial 
systems investigated being rigid layers with van der Waals gaps on both sides in the bulk 
(graphene, HBN, transition metal dichalcogenides, etc.) where only small distortions 
might be expected. Since there are a limited number of rigid structures with a limited 
subset of properties, researchers have begun to explore 2D layers of compounds with 3D 
structures. Structural changes are more pronounced in 2D layers of materials with bulk 
3D structures as the layers distort to stabilize dangling bonds at the interfaces. For 
example, bilayers of bulk rock salt structured constituents between dichalcogenide layers 
distort significantly, with the cations moving as much as 0.2 Å towards the anion layers 
in the dichalcogenide.14,15 As the thickness of rock salt layers is increased, the distortions 
evolve towards a bulk structure with a surface distortion.14,16 These structural distortions 
reflect changes in the free energy landscape as the ratio of atoms at the interface relative 
to the interior decreases. The properties of these heterostructures have been observed to 
systematically change as layer thicknesses are varied, reflecting the interactions between 
the layers.17–19 Understanding how structural distortions in 3D materials change as their 
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thickness approaches the 2D limit, and how these distortions impact their properties, is 
important to allow their use in design of heterostructures.  
This chapter investigates the structural changes in SnSe as a function of layer 
thickness in heterostructures with TiSe2 layers. The naming convention for these 
structures is [(SnSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]1 where m is the number of SnSe bilayers between the 
single layers of TiSe2. SnSe was chosen because bulk SnSe undergoes a structural change 
from the room temperature phase, α-SnSe (GeS structure, ), to the high temperature 
β-SnSe (TlI structure, Cmcm) structure.20 Von Schnering and coworkers investigated this 
phase transition in detail as a model system to test Landau theory predictions about 
symmetry-breaking changes in solids.21–23 They found that the distortion is second order, 
with the Sn and Se x-coordinates changing continuously between the distorted -SnSe 
structure and the undistorted β-SnSe structure. We probe how the SnSe structure is 
impacted by layer thickness. SnSe has been incorporated into similar heterostructures 
with several TSe2 layers (T: transition metal). TiSe2 was chosen as a second constituent 
because (SnSe)1.21TiSe2 prepared from modulated reactants exhibits a SnSe structural 
distortion due to its surface interaction with TiSe2, which also results regions of long 
range order.24 Since increasing the thickness of the SnSe constituent creates an interesting 
competition between the surface and bulk free energies of SnSe, how is this long range 
order affected? 
In-plane x-ray diffraction revealed that as the thickness of the SnSe layer is 
increased, the structure changes significantly from a rectangular in-plane unit cell when 
m = 1, to a nearly-square in-plane unit cell for m = 2 and 3, to a different rectangular unit 
cell that is related to the bulk -SnSe orthorhombic structure for m = 4. Scanning 
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transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images reveal a variety of stacking sequences 
in the SnSe layers as its thickness increases. Density functional theory calculations 
suggest that the structural changes cannot be explained by isolated SnSe layers, but are 
impacted by interactions between the constituent layers. Electrical transport 
measurements reveal independent changes in the signs of the Hall coefficient and 
Seebeck coefficient with increasing m and changes in temperature, reflecting the complex 
interactions between the layers. This suggests the interplay between constituent layers 
provides an opportunity to customize desired properties by adjusting the thickness and/or 
sequence of 2D layers. 
X.2.  Experimental and Computational Methods 
Precursors were synthesized in a high-vacuum physical vapor deposition system, 
with depositions occurring at pressures below 5 × 10-7 Torr. Tin (Alfa Aesar, 99.98%) 
and titanium (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) metals were deposited using electron beam guns, and 
selenium was deposited using an effusion cell.  A computer controlled pneumatic shutter 
system was used to control the sequence and thickness of the elemental layers.25 The rate 
of deposition and the thickness of the elemental layers were measured using quartz 
crystal microbalances, with rates maintained at 0.1 - 0.3 Å/s at the substrate. The 
elemental layers were deposited in a {Ti-Se-(Sn-Se)m} sequence, with the number of 
sequential Sn|Se repeats, m,  equal to the number of Sn-Se bilayers desired in the targeted 
compounds. The {Ti-Se-(Sn-Se)m} sequence was repeated to get a total film thickness of 
approximately 500 Å, a thickness convenient for thin film diffraction and electrical 
property measurements. Composition measurements used for the calibration of deposition 
parameters was performed using electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) using a method 
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described by Donovan et al.26 The precursors were annealed in an inert nitrogen 
environment (p[O2] ≤ 0.8 ppm) at 350 °C for 30 minutes to let the mostly amorphous 
precursors self-assemble into the desired products. 
The structure of the precursors and products were determined using x-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and electron microscopy studies. Specular XRD and x-ray reflectivity 
(XRR) were used to determine the compound’s superstructure and the total film 
thickness, respectively, using a Bruker D8 Discover. Constituent in-plane structures were 
characterized using an in-plane diffraction geometry on a Rigaku SmartLab 
diffractometer. All diffraction experiments were conducted using a Cu K radiation 
source. In-plane lattice parameters were refined with the Le Bail Method27 using the 
FullProf suite.28,29 High angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (HAADF-STEM) data was collected at Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory using a probe aberration-corrected FEI Titan 80-300 STEM.  
Electrical resistivity and Hall effect measurements were conducted using the van 
der Pauw geometry on a home-made closed-cycle helium low temperature system using 
samples deposited on fused silica. Seebeck measurements were made on bar shaped 
samples with copper-constantan thermocouples. In this experiment, one end of the 
sample was cooled and the voltage between the same material thermocouple leads was 
measured. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna ab 
initio simulation (VASP) package.30–32 The projector augmented wave (PAW)33,34 method 
was used to describe the interactions between the core and the valence electrons. 
Exchange and correlation were described using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 
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functionals in the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA).35 A cut-off energy of 
500 eV was used for all calculations. Calculations were carried out on isolated 
multilayers using a 15 × 15 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack36 grid for GeS- and TlI-structured 
layers, and a 11 × 11 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid for the other layers. To minimize 
interactions between periodic images, vacuum spacing of at least 20 Å was included 
between each multilayer. For bulk calculations, Monkhorst-Pack grids of 15 × 15 × 5, 
15 × 5 × 15, and 11 × 11 × 11 were used for the GeS structure, the TlI structure, and the 
NaCl structure, respectively. Self-consistency was achieved with an energy convergence 
of 10-6 eV. Atomic positions and in-plane lattice parameters were allowed to relax until 
the forces were smaller than 0.005 Å/eV and the stresses were smaller than 0.01 GPa. For 
α-SnSe, rock salt (NaCl structure, 3), and a staggered rock salt-related structure, 
(001) slabs of the bulk structures were used, and a (010) slab for β-SnSe. The calculations 
were carried out on two, three, and four bilayers of each polytype, and additionally on a 
single bilayer for the GeS and NaCl structures. 
X.3.  Results and Discussion 
X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
The modulated elemental reactants (MER) approach was used to prepare the 
targeted [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds.37,38 The deposition parameters required to prepare 
layered amorphous precursors that closely resemble the targeted structure in both local 
composition and layer thickness were determined using an iterative approach. This 
approach involves preparing a series of precursors of the sequence {n × [Ti|Se] + m × 
[Sn|Se]} with varying m and n values, measuring their compositions via EPMA, 
measuring the thickness of the repeating amorphous sequence via XRR, and interpolating 
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to obtain desired compositions and thicknesses as described previously.39 Once the 
deposition was calibrated, precursors for each of the targeted [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 
compounds were prepared by depositing  the {[Ti|Se] + m × [Sn|Se]} sequence the 
required number of times to obtain the desired total thickness. An annealing study was 
conducted to determine optimum annealing temperatures and times to transform the 
designed precursors into the targeted compounds. The line widths and intensities of the 
reflections in specular XRD were used to assess the quality of the samples. A temperature 
of 350 °C for 30 minutes was selected as the optimum annealing conditions to crystallize 
the desired products. These conditions were the same as those used previously for 
(SnSe)1.2TiSe2.40 
The specular XRD patterns of the annealed precursors are shown in Figure 10.1. 
Only (00l) reflections are observed in the patterns, indicating that the c-axis of the 
targeted compounds is perpendicular to the Si substrate. All reflections are narrow, sharp, 
Figure 10.1. Specular x-ray diffraction scans of [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds (m = 1-4). 
The intensity is plotted on a log scale to enhance weak reflections. Miller indices are 
provided for select reflections and asterisks indicate reflections from the Si substrate. 
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and can be indexed to a single family of planes suggesting that a single repeating 
structure is formed. The calculated c-axis lattice parameters for the products are 
summarized in Table 10.1. As the number of SnSe bilayers deposited in the precursor 
increases, there is a systematic increase in the c-axis lattice parameter of 5.79(1) Å per 
bilayer of SnSe in [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2. This result is consistent with the 5.77(5) Å and 
5.806(2) Å increase in the c-axis lattice parameter per SnSe bilayer reported for 
[(SnSe)1+δ]m[NbSe2]n and [(SnSe)1+δ]m[MoSe2]n based compounds, respectively.17,41 
Extrapolating this relationship to m = 0, the thickness of the single TiSe2 layer is 6.25(3) 
Å in each compound, which is thicker than the c-axis lattice parameter of bulk TiSe2 
(6.008 Å)42 and the thickness per TiSe2 layer in (PbSe)1+δ[TiSe2]n (6.03 – 6.04 Å) 
obtained from the change in c-axis lattice parameter as n is varried.18,43,44 The larger 
value reflects the different species interacting across the van der Waals interface. A single 
TiSe2 layer has two TiSe2-SnSe interfaces that are mismatched and hence cannot nest 
together. The increased TiSe2 thickness in the [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds reflects the 
influence that interactions of different constituent layers have on each other. 
 In-plane diffraction patterns were collected to characterize the basal plane 
structures of the constituent layers and are shown in Figure 10.2a. All observed 
Table 10.1. Lattice parameters, and misfit parameters for [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 
compounds. 
m SnSe a (Å) 
SnSe 
b (Å) 
TiSe2 
a (Å) 1 +  c (Å) 
1 6.1036(6) 5.9787(4) 3.56(1) 1.203(9) 12.04(1) 
2 4.2320(7) 4.2887(7) 3.60(5) 1.24(7) 17.84(1) 
3 4.2487(4) 4.3126(4) 3.56(1) 1.198(7) 23.64(1) 
4 4.2401(4) 4.3196(5) 3.56(1) 1.196(8) 29.42(2) 
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reflections can be indexed to either a hexagonal unit cell for TiSe2 or a rectangular unit 
cell for SnSe, except for reflections marked with a cross. The extra reflections at 48° in 
the m = 2-4 patterns and at 90° for m = 2, 4 patterns are consistent with (110) and (300) 
Figure 10.2. (a) In-plane diffraction pattern of the [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds where 
1 ≤ m ≤ 4. The reflections are indexed to either SnSe or TiSe2, with a single impurity 
peak being indexed to SnSe2 (denoted with a + symbol). (b) Expansion of the high-angle 
region emphasizing the change in the SnSe reflections at approximately 61° and 69° that 
occurs as m is increased from 1 to 4. (c) Expansion of a higher angle region that 
highlights the reflection differences between the m = 1 and m ≥ 2 in-plane diffraction 
patterns. 
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SnSe2 reflections and are likely the result of a slight excess of Sn and Se in the precursor. 
The in-plane lattice parameters for each constituent were refined using a full pattern Le 
Bail27 fit and are summarized in Table 10.1. The results of the fits can be found in 
Figures C.1 – C.4 in Appendix C. The larger errors in the TiSe2 lattice parameters relative 
to the SnSe lattice parameters result from overlapping reflections, with only the (110) 
reflection of TiSe2 being distinct from reflections of SnSe. The hexagonal TiSe2 
reflections yield a-axis lattice parameters of 3.56(1) Å, except for the m = 2 compound 
which has an a-axis lattice parameter of 3.60(5) Å. The larger error for the m = 2 
compound is a consequence of the overlap of the TiSe2 (110) reflection with the (110) 
SnSe2 reflection (Figure 10.2a). These a-axis lattice parameters are within error of each 
other and are consistent with those previously reported for other ferecrystals containing 
TiSe2 layers and for the binary TiSe2 compound.18,43–47 The in-plane structure of TiSe2 is 
thus independent of the thickness of the SnSe layers. 
Surprisingly, the in-plane diffraction patterns for SnSe change considerably as m 
increases. Splitting, merging, and shifting of reflections indicate that the symmetry and 
lattice parameters change dramatically as m is varied. Figure 10.2b contains an expanded 
view of a high angle region containing several reflections to highlight the changes in the 
in-plane unit cell of SnSe as m is increased. The m = 1 compound has two reflections 
occurring at 60.6º and 62.2° that can be indexed as the (400) and (040) reflections in a 
distorted rock salt structure. In contrast, the m = 4 compound has a single reflection at 
61.3° that can be indexed as the (220) consistent with a distorted -SnSe or -SnSe 
structure. The shifts in reflection positions for the m = 1 and m = 4 patterns require 
different unit cells and indexing. This is most visible at higher angles (Figure 10.2c). At 
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higher angles between 85° and 110°, the patterns for the m = 2 and m = 3 compounds 
have reflections at the same angles as for m = 4. Because of the similarity in the 
diffraction patterns, the m = 2 and 3 compounds can be indexed in the same manner as 
the m = 4 compounds. When looking at the reflection around 69°, the m = 1 and 4 
compounds are clearly rectangular as indicated by the splitting of the peak. Although no 
splitting is observed for the m = 2 and 3 compounds, a line width broadening of the h ≠ k 
reflections compared to the h = k reflections is present suggesting the basal plane is 
rectangular for these compounds as well. 
Changes in the structure of SnSe layers with thickness have previously been 
reported for both misfit layer compounds and ferecrystals. In misfit layer compounds, 
bilayers of SnSe adopt a distorted NaCl structure, where the Sn atoms move towards the 
dichalcogenide and the Se atoms are displaced away from it.44 There are additional 
distortions due to the structures adopting a common in-plane lattice parameter in one 
direction. In turbostratically disordered polymorphs of misfit layer compounds 
(ferecrystals), the structure of the SnSe layer changes with thickness. SnSe layers have a 
square or are approaching a square in-plane unit cell as one approaches m = 1 while 
thicker SnSe layers trend towards the bulk low temperature structure (-SnSe). This trend 
is observed for the m ≥ 2 compounds reported herein, with m = 1 deviating significantly. 
As reported previously, however, (SnSe)1.21TiSe2 prepared via the low temperature self-
assembly of a layered precursor is the only example of a compound that forms large 
domains with ordering between the constituent layers prompted by a lattice match 
between SnSe and TiSe2.24 The m = n = 1 compound is best described as a misfit layer 
compound with a large number of rotational defects present, likely at the grain interfaces 
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formed from several distinct nucleation events. The changes in structure as m is increased 
reflect the increased importance of surface free energy in thinner layers. 
In contrast to the m = 1 compound, the SnSe layer in the m = 4 compound has an 
in-plane structure that is closest to the bulk, reflecting a decrease in the surface to volume 
ratio of the SnSe layer. The structure is indexed to a rectangular in-plane unit cell and the 
a and b lattice parameters are similar to those measured for the bulk as a function of 
temperature, as previously observed in the [(SnSe)1+δ]m[TaSe2]n and [(SnSe)1+δ]m[MoSe2]n 
systems.39,48 The lattice parameters for the compounds with m = 2 and 3 are smaller than 
those reported for the bulk. If the m ≥ 2 compounds possessed the GeS or a different 
SnSe bulk structure, the (100) reflection would be extinct. Its presence indicates the 
existence of small distortions that change the atomic positions within the ab-plane. The 
large difference between the lattice parameters for m = 1 and m ≥ 2 results from 
redefining the unit cell from a face centered unit cell to a primitive unit cell which is 
caused by a shift in atomic positions, as shown in Figure 10.3. The redefinition of the unit 
cell results in a change in the formula units per cell from 4 to 2 which, despite the change 
in lattice parameters, results in misfit parameters 1+ (the ratio of the in-plane packing 
density between the two constituents) ranging from 1.20 to 1.24 that are within error of 
each other. There is no evidence that long range order occurs in the m ≥ 2 compounds. 
This suggests that the energetic cost of distorting the interior of the SnSe layer to achieve 
a lattice match is higher than the energy gain resulting from a more coherent interface 
with TiSe2. In the m = 1 case, however, there are no interior atoms to compete with the 
surface stabilization gained by the tetragonal distortion.  
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Electron Microscopy Images 
HAADF-STEM was collected to further probe the layering, in-plane structure, 
and connectivity between the layers of the compounds. Representative images are shown 
in Figure 10.4. The two constituents are distinguished by the different contrasts in the 
image, with the SnSe layers appearing brighter and the TiSe2 appearing darker. The 
interfaces between the different constituents are atomically abrupt and smooth, reflecting 
the extent of local diffusion during the self-assembly process, which corrects for local 
variations in either thickness or composition. Where zone axes are observed for the 
darker TiSe2 layers, they are those expected for a CdI2-structured TiSe2 with octahedrally 
coordinated Ti. The SnSe layers are consistent with a distorted rock salt structure in 
agreement with in-plane diffraction data. Figure 10.4a shows that the sequence of layers 
is consistently repeated throughout the entire film in agreement with the diffraction data. 
Figure 10.3. Schematic of shifting atomic positions of the SnSe constituent of 
[(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 causing a redefinition of the in-plane unit cell from the m = 1 
compound to the m ≥ 2 compounds.  
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The images of the m = 1, m = 2, and m = 3 compounds, Figures 4b, 4c, and 4d, 
respectively, show that the targeted structures were prepared. Small regions with 
substitutional defects, where TiSe2 replaces a portion of an SnSe bilayer, can be found.49 
These types of substitutional defects have been observed previously in ferecrystalline 
Figure 10.4. HAADF-STEM images of [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds (m  3). (a) An 
image of (SnSe)1.20TiSe2 showing the consistent alternation of the two constituent 
structures throughout the entire film. The bright layers correspond to SnSe while the 
darker layers correspond to TiSe2. (b) Enlarged image of [(SnSe)1.20]1TiSe2 showing the 
local atomic structure. Repeating orientations in some areas of the film support previous 
reports of regions of long range coherence. (c) A magnified image of [(SnSe)1.24]2TiSe2 
showing the pairing of the SnSe layers. Multiple orientations for the same constituent are 
observed throughout the film demonstrating the turbostratic disorder present in all 
compounds.    (d) An expanded image of [(SnSe)1.20]3TiSe2 showing the disorder between 
the different bilayers of SnSe. 
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compounds and are an artifact of the self-assembly and correlated with small deviations 
in precursor composition from that of the targeted compound.50,51 Small regions of SnSe2 
are observed at the surface and the film/substrate interface in some films (Figure C.5 in 
Appendix C), explaining the low intensity SnSe2 reflection observed in the in-plane 
diffraction. This surface SnSe2 is thought to form as excess Sn and Se migrate out of the 
sample as the superstructure self-assembles.  
The HAADF-STEM images provide the information about the alignment between 
constituent layers at the atomic level that is lacking in the diffraction data due to the 
turbostratic disorder. Consistent with prior observations and the previously discussed in-
plane diffraction, regions with long range order and regions of rotational disorder are 
observed in the m = 1 compound (Figure 10.4b).24 In the m ≥ 2 images no long-range 
order between constituent layers is observed. Extensive rotational disorder between SnSe 
and TiSe2 layers supports the structural non-alignment of the constituents suggested by 
the independent in-plane lattice parameters. The rotational disorder in the m ≥ 2 
compounds is consistent with previous reports of analogous SnSe containing compounds 
synthesized from the modulated elemental reactants approach.39,48 
The STEM images reveal several structural changes and stacking sequences in 
SnSe layers that are not expected from the bulk structure. The SnSe layers in compounds 
with m ≥ 2 distort, forming pairs of atomic planes referred to in the following as bilayers.  
A similar distortion into pairs of layers was observed for thin PbSe layers and 
rationalized as an interplay between volume and surface free energy.14 The spacing 
between bilayers is larger than the spacing within them, consistent with distorted -SnSe 
(GeS structure) or -SnSe (TlI structure) and in contrast to the equally spaced atomic 
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planes in a rock salt structure (Figures 4c and 4d). Where zone axes are observed for the 
SnSe layers, most of the layers stack on top of one another with the cations alternating 
with the anions in a face centered arrangement, which is consistent with a distorted rock 
salt structure but also with the (100) zone axis of -SnSe and -SnSe. Occasionally, the 
bilayers stack with the cations aligned above each other as found along the (010) axis of 
the bulk -SnSe structure and the (001) axis of the bulk -SnSe structure, evident in 
areas highlighted in Figure 10.5. This unexpected stacking arrangement may reflect the 
mechanism of formation, as the crystallographic alignment of the two constituent 
NaCl (rock salt) TlI (-SnSe) 
2 nm 
Figure 10.5. An expanded HAADF-STEM image showing two different SnSe 
orientations within the same layer of [(SnSe)1+δ]3TiSe2. 
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structures suggests that the layers template off of each other,52 or it may reflect the 
competition between the bulk SnSe structure and a NaCl structured SnSe.  
Density Functional Theory Calculations on Isolated SnSe Layers 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out on isolated multi-
layers (1 ≤ m ≤ 4) using four different SnSe structures, as shown in Figure 10.6, to probe 
the observed structure changes as m is increased. Figure 10.7a shows the evolution of the 
lattice parameters as a function of the number of bilayers. The GeS structure is the only 
GeS (-SnSe) TlI (-SnSe) 
NaCl staggered 
Figure 10.6. Relaxed structures of two SnSe bilayers for the different polytypes used in 
the DFT calculations viewed along the [010] axis. Sn atoms are blue and Se atoms are 
red. 
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structure type where the lattice parameters change significantly with thickness. The 
lattice parameters trend towards the calculated lattice parameters of the bulk structure 
(a = 4.56 Å, b = 4.21 Å) as thickness is increased. This is consistent with DFT 
calculations published elsewhere,53 and with the experimental data for SnSe layers as a 
function of thickness in ferecrystals with a variety of dichalcogenide layers.54 The lattice 
parameters for the GeS and NaCl-structured bulk structures are larger than the 
experimental bulk and thin film lattice parameters (GeS: a = 4.450 Å, b = 4.153 Å21; 
NaCl: a = 5.99 Å55) as expected from GGA. The calculated bulk TlI structure on the 
other hand has smaller lattice parameters (a = 4.301 Å, b = 11.808 Å, c = 4.293 Å) than 
experimentally determined in bulk β-SnSe (a = 4.310 Å, b = 11.705 Å, c = 4.318 Å, 
825 K).21 The staggered variety converges to a rectangular basal plane, even when started 
as a square lattice. The structure distorts along the c-axis where the Se atoms are distorted 
into the vacuum region with respect to the Sn atoms, except for the single bilayer where 
Figure 10.7. (a) In-plane lattice parameters of the different SnSe polymorphs as a 
function of the number of bilayers. Closed markers and open markers denote a-axis and 
b-axis lattice parameters, respectively. The lattice parameters for the NaCl and staggered 
structures are given in their primitive lattices. The experimental lattice parameters for m = 
1 were normalized to give a better comparison to the lattice parameters for m > 1. (b) 
Total energy differences per formula unit ΔEGeS of the polymorphs with respect to the 
GeS (-SnSe) structure as a function of the number of bilayers. 
a. b. 
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the Sn atoms are distorted into the vacuum region. The degree of distortion increases with 
increasing number of bilayers from 0.01 Å to 0.04 Å. Layers adjacent to the vacuum 
region show larger distortions than layers adjacent to other SnSe layers. The trends of the 
distortion with m are consistent with structural refinements of SnSe layers observed in 
[(SnSe)1+฀]m[(NbSe2)]n and [(SnSe1+)]m[(MoSe2)]n,48,56 although the magnitude is 
smaller than observed experimentally.  
Total energies were also calculated for each of the structures for different 
thicknesses as shown in Figure 10.7b. The GeS structure has the lowest total energy per 
formula unit (f.u.) for all investigated numbers of bilayers. The TlI structure is 
15 – 17 meV/f.u. higher in energy than GeS, and this energy difference is nearly 
independent of the number of bilayers. The energy differences to the NaCl structure and 
its staggered derivative systematically increase relative to the GeS structure as the SnSe 
thickness is increased. However, for one bilayer the energy difference between the GeS 
and the NaCl structure is only 3 meV/f.u., indicating that both structures are almost 
equally stable. It is known that in ferecrystals, compounds with SnSe monolayers can, 
depending on the adjacent transition metal dichalcogenide, adopt square (V, Mo, Ta) or 
rectangular (Ti, Nb) basal planes.54 [(SnSe)1+δ]1TiSe2 is the lone example of samples 
grown with the modulated elemental reactants technique where epitaxy occurs, and this is 
a result of an accidental epitaxial relationship between SnSe and TiSe2. To probe the 
energy penalty for creating the rectangularly distorted NaCl lattice, additional 
calculations were performed. Calculations with a rectangular NaCl starting structure 
lattice converged to a square structure. However, relaxing only the atomic positions and 
the in-plane lattice parameters while keeping the a/b ratio fixed at the experimentally 
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determined ratio yields a rectangular structure with a total energy that is only 3 meV/f.u. 
larger than the undistorted NaCl structure. The relaxed lattice parameters, 6.169 Å and 
6.047 Å for the a-axis and the b-axis, respectively, are in good agreement with the 
experimental lattice parameters for (SnSe)1.20TiSe2. Any surface stabilization by forming 
a commensurate interface with the TiSe2 layers is not included in these calculations, so 
the small energy difference in our calculations suggest that a single SnSe bilayer can 
easily distort to form a commensurate lattice with TiSe2. However, additional interactions 
must be present that raise the energy of the GeS structure above the energy of the NaCl 
structure. 
For m > 1, the energy of the NaCl structure per formula unit increases 
significantly, so it is not energetically favorable to achieve a lattice match with the TiSe2 
layers. Instead, the symmetry of the in-plane lattice is consistent with the GeS or TlI 
structure with a steadily increasing a-axis lattice parameter and a nearly constant b-axis 
lattice parameter. This behavior is consistent with the DFT results of GeS-structured 
SnSe layers, albeit with a much smaller slope. The values of the experimental lattice 
parameters on the other hand are more consistent with the TlI structure. The transition 
from the GeS to the TlI structure is second order, and the observed (100) reflection in the 
inplane diffraction pattern should be extinct in either structure, suggesting that neither 
structure describes the in-plane symmetry completely. The interactions with the TiSe2 
layers that raise the energy of the GeS structure above the energy of the NaCl structure 
for m = 1 could also raise the energy of the GeS structure to a value similar to the energy 
of the TlI structure for m > 1, resulting in a competition between these two structure 
types. It is thus plausible that the actual structure is an interpolation between the GeS and 
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the TlI structure, which cannot be determined conclusively without including the 
interactions between the TiSe2 and SnSe layers. More experimental evidence is needed to 
determine the exact structure the SnSe layers adopt for m = 2 and 3. These results in 
combination with experimental data suggest that the interactions between the TiSe2 and 
SnSe layers destabilize the GeS structure in a way to allow competition between the GeS 
and TlI structure. 
The HAADF-STEM image of [(SnSe)1.20]3TiSe2 (Figure 10.4d) shows SnSe 
layers that are inconsistent with any zone axis of a single SnSe structure, but instead 
appear to show a single -SnSe unit cell with half of another -SnSe unit cell shifted by 
half a lattice constant. DFT calculations on these shifted unit cells show only a small 
energy difference between them and undistorted -SnSe with three bilayers (see 
Appendix C Figure C.6 and Table C.1). This suggests that there is little penalty to grow 
these layers with or without this defect, so the structure of SnSe with three bilayers may 
depend entirely on nucleation and growth kinetics 
Electrical Transport Properties 
The structural changes with thickness produce changes in the electronic structure, 
which will impact the trends in transport properties of these compounds. Temperature 
dependent resistivity data collected on the title compounds are shown in Figure 10.8. The 
resistivity of the m = 2, 3 and 4 compounds are all larger than the previously reported 
m = 1 compound.40 The highest resistivity measured is for the m = 2 compound, with 
subsequent increases in m resulting in lower resistivity. This behavior is opposite to that 
observed previously for [(SnSe)1+]mNbSe2, where an increase in the thickness of SnSe 
resulted in a systematic increase in resistivity.44 This difference reflects the impact of 
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structural changes with thickness of the SnSe layer on the electronic properties of these 
materials. At low temperatures, the resistivity increases as temperature is decreased for 
all compounds, where the overall magnitude of this upturn decreases with increasing m. 
The increase in resistivity is not exponential as expected for a traditional semiconductor 
and is not pronounced enough to suggest a metal-insulator transition.57 The much weaker 
temperature dependence is consistent with a metal or heavily doped semiconductor where 
carrier localization is occurring at low temperatures, but the possibility of the upturn 
being the result of a charge density wave in the TiSe2 layer cannot be ruled out.58,59 
Hall effect measurements (Figure 10.9) were collected to provide additional 
information about the electronic properties. For all compounds, the Hall coefficient 
changes only slightly with temperature in an approximately linear fashion, which is 
inconsistent with semiconducting behavior. This suggests the low temperature upturns in 
resistivity are caused by a change in mobility with temperature or a more complex two-
Figure 10.8. Temperature dependent resistivity measurements of the [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 
compounds with m = 1 – 4. Measurements of two different m = 1 samples are plotted to 
show reproducibility of their behavior.   
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carrier behavior. Surprisingly, the Hall coefficient varies systematically with m and 
changes sign as m is increased. The Hall coefficient for the m = 1 compound is negative 
and stays constant with temperature, as expected for a simple metal, indicating electrons 
are the majority carrier. The Hall coefficient for the m = 2 compound decreases as the 
temperature is lowered, switching sign at approximately 160 K, indicating a change in the 
majority carrier type from holes to electrons. The m = 3 compound has a positive Hall 
coefficient at all temperatures and the m = 4 compound has a larger positive Hall 
coefficient at all temperatures. The positive room temperature Hall coefficients suggest 
holes are the majority carriers. The changes in the magnitude of the Hall coefficient as m 
increases and as temperature is decreased, combined with the resistivity data discussed 
previously, suggests that the average carrier mobility significantly increases as m is 
increased and varies with temperature.  
Room temperature Seebeck coefficients () were measured for all the compounds 
to gain more information about the change of carrier type as m and temperature are 
Figure 10.9. Temperature dependent Hall coefficients for [(SnSe)1+ δ]mTiSe2 compounds. 
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varied. The results are summarized in Table 10.2. Like the Hall coefficient, the Seebeck 
coefficient also changes sign as m is increased. The sign of the Seebeck coefficient agrees 
with the sign of the Hall coefficient for m = 1, 3, 4, indicating agreement in majority 
carrier type. The m = 2 compound, however, displays a positive Hall coefficient and a 
negative Seebeck coefficient, which indicates that both carrier types contribute to the 
observed conductivity. This is consistent with the change in the Hall coefficient as a 
function of temperature. It is useful to compare this data to the analogous 
[(PbSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n  compounds where m = n.60 For all PbSe thicknesses, upturns in 
resistivity are observed at low temperatures, similar to those seen for the 
[(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 (m = 2-4) compounds. Unlike the [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds, the 
[(PbSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n  compounds decrease in resistivity prior to the upturn. However, the 
[(PbSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n compounds do not display a change in the sign of the Hall 
coefficient or Seebeck coefficient with PbSe thickness as is seen with increasing SnSe 
thickness. A donor-acceptor behavior between the PbSe and TiSe2 layers and subsequent 
establishment of a space-charge region near the interface was used to describe the 
transport in the the [(PbSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n compounds. In that case, the relative position of 
the Fermi level should remain unchanged as m and n are simultaneously increased. Here, 
Table 10.2. Room temperature transport properties for [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds. 
m ρ (T = 295 K) (µΩm) RH (cm3/C) α (µV/K) 
1 (A) 15 -0.0044 -75 
1 (B) 12 -0.0034 -77 
2 24 0.0064 -28 
3 21 0.0206 3 
4 19 0.0322 22 
c 
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since the amount of SnSe is increasing relative to TiSe2, the position of the equilibrium 
Fermi level is changing with m along with the SnSe structure and convoluting the cause 
of the sign change in the Hall and Seebeck coefficients. However, the results within this 
work suggest the structural changes in SnSe should persist with increasing TiSe2 layer 
thickness. Thus, an additional series of ferecrystals with simultaneously increasing m and 
n might be used to decouple whether the observed behavior is due to moving the Fermi 
level within a composite compound, or if it is due to a fundamental change in the band 
structure of the material, likely due to structural distortions within the SnSe or due to 
differences in surface and bulk states that become less prominent as m increases. For a 
better comparison to the [(PbSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n compounds and to understand the role of 
nanoarchitecture, studying a series of [(PbSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n where m is increased while n 
is held constant at 1 or a series of [(SnSe)1+δ]m[TiSe2]n where m = n would be required.  
Historically, the band structures of these compounds has been discussed under a 
rigid band approximation, with SnSe bands and TiSe2 bands only slightly perturbed by 
the interface and the charge transfer between them.61 However, the complex carrier 
properties in our compounds are inconsistent with that simple band model.62–64 Since the 
DFT, XRD, and STEM data indicate that the structure of the SnSe constituent is changing 
with thickness, a rigid band model is certainly not appropriate. This complex electronic 
behavior agrees with the theoretical calculations on the structure of SnSe as a function of 
thickness. The complex variation of the structure and electrical properties indicate that 
these compounds cannot be thought of as simple composites where the properties of the 
individual constituents can be summed to obtain the properties of the intergrowth. Charge 
transfer is likely a function of structure and as the SnSe structures change with thickness, 
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there is no surprise that different carrier properties are observed.  If this is the case, the 
unique temperature dependent electrical data could be a result of temperature dependent 
structural changes. Further studies are needed to correlate the temperature dependent 
transport properties to structural changes. 
X.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
Three new [(SnSe)1+δ]mTiSe2 compounds were synthesized from modulated 
elemental reactants. Control of the nanoarchitecture by systematically increasing the 
number of SnSe layers in the repeating unit was observed via specular x-ray diffraction. 
As the SnSe block thickness is increased, the basal plane structure evolves from 
rectangular (m = 1) to a structure that is related to orthorhombic GeS (m = 4) with the 
m = 2, 3 compounds having a nearly square variation. This evolution toward the bulk 
structure reflects that the energetic cost of distorting interior atoms to form an epitaxial 
interface with TiSe2 increases with decreasing surface to volume ratio, which is consistent 
with DFT calculations. 
For SnSe blocks with m = 3, shear defects are observed within the same repeating 
unit. DFT calculations showed that the energies of different defect structures and the 
undistorted structure of -SnSe are very close in energy, suggesting that the existence of 
these defects depend on nucleation and growth kinetics. 
The compounds also display unexpectedly complex electrical properties, with 
resistivity decreasing as the thickness of the SnSe layer is increased, and the carrier type 
changing as m and temperature are varied. The evolving structure and electrical 
properties suggest the interactions between constituents are complicated and the 
previously used models based on rigid bands and charge transfer between the constituents 
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is not appropriate for these compounds. Further investigations into this behavior are 
necessary to fully understand the cause of the upturn at low temperatures in the resistivity 
and the change in carrier type with increasing number of SnSe layers. 
This chapter used DFT to explain the stabilities of different polytypes, but also 
revealed that ferecrystals do not behave as simple composites and that an isolated layer 
model has limitations in what it can describe. In Chapter XI, DFT is used to corroborate 
experimental evidence in BiSe-containing ferecrystals. Specifically the flexibility of its 
in-plane lattice will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER XI 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN 2-D BISE BILAYERS AS n INCREASES IN 
(BISE)1+(NBSE2)n (n = 1 – 4) HETEROSTRUCTURES 
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XI.1.  Introduction 
Heterostructures of mono- and few-layer films have recently captured significant 
scientific attention.1,2 While most of the attention has been paid to heterostructures 
incorporating graphene,3 other materials, such as boron nitride4,5 and transition metal 
dichalcogenides,6–8 are seeing increasing interest. Despite the increased interest, many 
challenges remain in overcoming synthetic hurdles and in understanding the structure and 
properties of low-dimensional materials.9 Complicating this territory, simulations and 
experiments indicate that the structure and properties of low-dimensional materials can 
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be strongly affected by their local environment.10–12 Understanding how and why low-
dimensional materials respond to changes in their local environment will be critical to 
advance this field. The modulated elemental reactants (MER) technique is a means of 
making kinetically stable, turbostratically-disordered heterostructures.13 The MER 
method does not require lattice matching or epitaxy between constituents, allowing the 
synthesis of designed heterostructures of varied composition and nanoarchitecture.14–16 
This synthetic flexibility readily permits investigations of how a constituent structure 
depends on layer thickness, the ratio of constituents, and the identity of adjacent layers. 
Recently, we used the MER method to prepare a (BiSe)1+δNbSe2 heterostructure, 
which can also be called a turbostratically-disordered misfit compound.17 The analogous 
Bi-containing fully-ordered crystalline misfit layer compounds have structures in which 
the two constituents are either fully commensurate, such as for (BiS)1.07TaS2 and 
(BiSe)1.09TaSe2,18,19 or much closer to fully commensurate than what is usual for misfit 
layer compounds,20 such as for (BiS)1.11NbS2.21 This phenomenon was attributed to a 
structural modulation occurring in the BiX (X = S or Se) bilayers, first called by Wulff et 
al. an “antiphase boundary”,22 which is characterized by periodic Bi-Bi bonds and X-X 
non-bonds along one in-plane axis. The Bi-Bi bonds are about the same length as 
observed in Bi metal, 0.31 nm, while the X-X non-bonds are significantly longer than is 
typically observed in X-X bonding interactions. These compounds also exhibit minimal 
or no charge transfer between constituents, which was initially unexpected because 
trivalent rare earth cations do show significant charge transfer.23 The lack of charge 
transfer resulted in speculation that electrons are localized in Bi-Bi bonds at the antiphase 
boundaries.20 The correlation of the BiX structural modulation with commensurate 
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superlattices and the lack of charge transfer led Pervov and Makhonina to speculate that 
interlayer coherency strain may drive the formation of the structural modulation.24 
However, we still observed the characteristic structural modulation in the BiSe bilayers 
of the turbostratically-disordered (BiSe)1+δNbSe2 misfit layer compound, even though the 
turbostratic disorder results in minimal interlayer strain.17 This suggests that the structural 
modulation may depend more on the local electronic environment of the BiSe bilayers 
than on a specific structural relationship between the constituent layers.  
In this chapter, we test this idea by exploring whether changing the BiSe bilayer 
electronic environment through increased number of NbSe2 layers in (BiSe)1+δ(NbSe2)n 
heterostructures affects the structure of the BiSe bilayers and the resulting electrical 
transport properties. For consistency with prior misfit compound literature, we refer to 
the BiSe layers as “bilayers” because they are a two-atom thick double layer of atoms.20 
Although the NbSe2 layers are three-atom thick sandwiches, we refer to them as 
“monolayers” as is currently done in the literature. Our specular and grazing incidence in-
plane X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of the MER-prepared samples indicate that 
the BiSe bilayer basal plane structure converts from rectangular for n = 1 to square for 
n = 2 – 4, and the magnitude of puckering distortion in the (001) planes doubles. The 
structure of the BiSe bilayer is also influenced by the structure of the precursors 
(composition or layer thickness) for constant n, although the c-axis lattice parameter and 
value of δ are not significantly affected. Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations 
indicate there is only a small energy difference between the basal planes of BiSe being 
either square or rectangular. Small perturbations to the BiSe environment may then 
influence which structure is adopted in the kinetically trapped compound, providing a 
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rationale for the rectangular basal planes observed in the n = 2 – 4 compounds with 
different stoichiometry or layer thickness.  
High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(HAADF STEM) confirms that these compounds have the targeted layering schemes and 
are turbostratically disordered. The HAADF-STEM images also indicate that the 
frequency of the BiSe antiphase boundaries are significantly reduced in the n = 2 – 4 
samples relative to the n = 1 sample. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) show that the Bi 
peaks are broadened towards lower binding energies for the n = 1 compound relative to 
the n = 2 compound, suggesting a change in the Bi coordination environment for n = 1 
relative to n = 2.  
Electrical resistivity and Hall coefficients measured from 20 to 295 K indicate 
that the compounds exhibit p-type electrical conduction with minimal temperature 
dependence. Assuming a single rigid band model, the measured carrier concentrations at 
50 K for the n > 1 compounds are greater than would be expected based on the measured 
carrier concentration for the n = 1 compound. Assuming the amount of doping is the 
same value and constant for the BiSe layer in the n = 2 – 4 compounds, the higher 
measured carrier concentrations suggest a reduction in the amount of charge transfer 
between constituents for the n = 2 – 4 compounds relative to the n = 1 compound, which 
correlates with the reduction in antiphase boundaries for n > 1. However, the structural 
refinements and XPS data indicate there is no significant change in interlayer charge 
transfer with n, suggesting the kinetic synthesis method employed may account for the 
variation in carrier concentration. Assuming no change in interlayer charge transfer then 
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implies that factors other than the presence of antiphase boundaries may play a role in 
determining interlayer interactions in BiSe-containing misfit compounds. 
XI.2.  Methods 
Precursors targeting (BiSe)1+δ(NbSe2)n with n = 1 – 4 were prepared using the 
Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) technique.14,25 Similar deposition parameters to 
those previously reported17 were used and total film thicknesses of 35-40 nm were 
obtained by varying the number of repeating layers deposited in the precursors. The 
precursors for each sample were deposited simultaneously onto cleaved Si pieces for 
diffraction experiments and quartz slides for electrical measurements. The precursors 
were annealed at 350 °C for 30 minutes in N2 (< 1 ppm O2).  
The superlattice structure of each compound was assessed through specular X-ray 
reflectivity (XRR) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) scans acquired on a Bruker D8 Discover 
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The compounds on both the quartz and silicon 
substrates were confirmed to be the same using XRR and XRD. Rietveld refinements of 
the c-axis XRD scans on silicon substrates were performed using the Fullprof software 
package.26 The in-plane structure of each sample was determined from grazing incidence 
XRD scans acquired using a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The 
in-plane lattice parameters were determined from the reflection positions using least-
squares regression in the WinCSD program.27 The sample compositions were measured 
using a Rigaku ZSX-II X-ray fluorescence (XRF) instrument, which was calibrated for 
similar-thickness films containing a range of Bi, Nb, and Se contents by using standard 
thin film samples whose compositions were determined using electron probe 
microanalysis.28 
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Selected samples were also characterized via high angle annular dark field 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF STEM) using an aberration-
corrected FEI Titan S/TEM operating at 300 keV at Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory. Specimens for HAADF STEM imaging were prepared using an FEI Helios 
600 DualBeam FIB/SEM instrument. A procedure was followed similar to the wedge-
prep method described by Schaffer et al.,29 with final thinning performed using 2 keV 
Ga+ ions. Interplanar spacings were determined from HAADF images by Gaussian peak 
fitting intensity profiles from several off-zone axis repeat units and averaging the results. 
X-ray photelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out in a UHV 
chamber at a pressure of 3 × 10-9 mbar. Monochromated Al-Kα radiation (photon energy 
hν = 1486.6 eV) was provided by a SPECS XR 50 M X-ray source equipped with a 
SPECS FOCUS 500 crystal monochromator. For analysis and detection of the 
photoelectrons a SPECS Phoibos 150 MCD-9 hemispherical analyzer (HSA) with nine 
channeltrons was used. The binding energy was referenced to the Au 4f core level at 
84.00 eV. Samples were cleaved under flow of nitrogen inside the loadlock of the XPS 
system and immediately transferred into the UHV analysis chamber. The temperature-
dependent film resistivities and Hall coefficients were measured using the van der Pauw 
method.30 The measurements were conducted using a custom-built, LabVIEW-controlled 
system with a He closed cycle cryostat capable of reaching 10 K. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations on isolated BiSe slabs were 
performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).31-34 Electron-ion 
interactions were described using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.35,36 A 
cutoff energy of 500 eV was used for the plane wave basis set. For the exchange and 
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correlation, the local density approximation (LDA)37 and the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)38 were employed. In order to 
minimize interactions between periodic images, a vacuum spacing of 30 Å was included 
between single BiSe-bilayers. Brillouin zone integration was carried out with the 
Monkhorst-Pack method,39 using a 15 × 15 × 1 k-point mesh, which was sufficient to 
converge total energies within less than 1 meV/atom. Spin orbit coupling (SOC) was 
included in all calculations. The 5d106s26p3 states of Bi and the 3s24p4 states of Se were 
treated as valence states. 
XI.3.  Results and Discussion 
Structure of the (BiSe)1+(NbSe2)n Compounds 
We made numerous precursors targeting the n = 1 – 4 compounds in the 
(BiSe)1+δ(NbSe2)n series and annealed them using the same conditions that were 
determined to be optimal for the n = 1 compound.17 After annealing the samples, their 
out-of-plane and in-plane structures were characterized using XRD and their 
compositions measured using XRF. Table 11.1 provides a summary of the structural and 
composition data obtained from selected samples. All reflections observed in the specular 
XRD patterns for all samples (11.1a) can be indexed as 00l reflections, indicating strong 
crystallographic alignment of the layers. The c-axis lattice parameter of the compounds 
increases by 0.640(1) nm with n, consistent with the expected repeat unit thickness 
increase by the addition of monolayers of NbSe2.40,41 
The strong crystallographic alignment of the compounds with the substrate is also 
supported by the grazing incidence in-plane XRD scans of the same samples (Table 
11.1b), in which only (hk0) reflections from each constituent species are observed. The 
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a) b) 
Figure 11.1. (a) Specular XRD patterns obtained for the samples in Table 11.1, labeled 
as “1, n”. Select 00l reflections are labeled in the figure. (b) In-plane XRD scans of  the 
samples in Table 11.1. The legend notation is (1, n), where n in the number of NbSe2 
monolayers in the c-axis of the unit cell. Reflections arising from planes in the BiSe 
bilayers are marked in bold green font, and those from planes in the NbSe2 monolayers 
in italicized black font. The vertical black line at ~41° 2 highlights the disappearance 
of the (200) shoulder from the (020) reflection for samples with n > 1. 
Table 11.1. Summary table of X-ray diffraction and composition measurements from 
samples with n = 1 – 4, including the off-stoichiometry compounds. 
Sample n BiSe basal plane 
BiSe 
a (Å) 
BiSe 
b (Å) 
NbSe2 
a (Å) c (Å) 
XRD 
1 +  
XRF 
n×Bi/Nb 
1a 1 Rect. 4.45(2) 4.23(2) 3.47(1) 12.081(1) 1.11(2) 1.12 
2a 2 Square 4.24(2)  3.47(1) 18.447(1) 1.16(2) 1.14 
2b 2 Rect. 4.40(3) 4.19(3) 3.367(3) 18.6(3) 1.13(2) 1.11 
2c 2 Rect. 4.47(2) 4.22(2) 3.47(3) 18.58(2) 1.11(3) 0.95 
3a 3 Square 4.24(1)  3.47(1) 24.682(2) 1.16(1) 1.13 
3b 3 Rect. 4.46(3) 4.21(3) 3.46(2) 25.14(5) 1.10(3) 0.91 
4a 4 Square 4.24(1)  3.47(1) 31.230(2) 1.16(1) 1.12 
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in-plane unit cell dimensions determined from the indexed in-plane data indicate the 
lattices of the components are entirely incommensurate, which is consistent with other 
compounds prepared using the modulated elemental reactants technique.42 Surprisingly, 
the BiSe basal plane changes symmetry as n is increased from 1 to 2, as is most easily 
seen in the loss of the (200) shoulder on the (020) BiSe reflection at approximately 42° 
2θ (marked in Figure 11.1b by the vertical black line) and the loss of distinguishable 
(310) and (130) BiSe reflections at 66 and 70° 2θ, respectively. Using the primitive 
setting described by Falmbigl et al.,42 the BiSe a-axis lattice parameter for samples with n 
> 1 is approximately 0.424(1) nm. This is slightly greater than the 0.421 nm reported for 
bulk BiSe, but is within the range of a-axis lattice parameters reported for BixSey 
compounds for which x ≈ y (0.416 – 0.427 nm).43 In BiSe-containing misfit layer 
compounds, the lattice parameters are typically reported in a face-centered setting. 
Converting literature values from a face centered setting to the primitive setting yields a-
axis parameters ranging from 0.436(2) – 0.4464(4) nm and b-axis parameters ranging 
from 0.4220(1) to 0.441(3) for compounds with Ti, Nb, and Ta as the transition metal.44-
46 The change in symmetry with increasing thickness of NbSe2 reported here is similar to 
what was observed by Otero-Diaz and coworkers,47 who made (BiS)1+δ(NbS2)n misfit 
compounds with n = 1, 2, or 3. They observed a change in the in-plane structure in the 
BiS bilayers from orthorhombic for n = 1 to monoclinic for n = 2, but did not further 
refine the structure of their compounds. In the only other set of BiSe-containing 
turbostratically disordered misfit compounds reported, the (BiSe)1+δ(TiSe2)n series, the 
basal plane was rectangular for all compounds with a = 0.456 nm and b = 0.424 nm.48,49 
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The NbSe2 in-plane structure does not significantly change as the value of n is 
increased, even though the BiSe symmetry changes. The NbSe2 a-axis lattice parameter 
for all of the samples was around 0.347(1) nm, consistent with the 0.346(1) nm reported 
by Alemayehu et al. for the (SnSe)1.16(NbSe2)n series of turbostratically disordered misfit 
compounds.41 We observe a broadening of the NbSe2 (110) reflections as n increases, 
which may be due to a reduction in NbSe2 crystallite size with increasing n, also observed 
by Alemayehu and coworkers.41 The reduction in BiSe basal plane area from n = 1 to 
n = 2, 3, and 4 leads to a larger misfit ratio, 1.16(1), than was reported for the n = 1 misfit 
compound.17,45 
During synthesis of the compounds reported here, we also observed experimental 
evidence that the BiSe bilayer structure depends on the compound stoichiometry. 
Compounds with n × Bi/Nb atomic ratios less than the desired 1.10 maintained 
rectangular basal planes as n was increased beyond 1 (see Figure D.1 in Appendix D and 
Table 11.1). Despite being significantly off-stoichiometry in some cases, these 
compounds formed with structural misfit ratios close to 1.10, indicating that there must 
be either inclusions or extra layers distributed throughout the samples.50,51 An n = 2 
compound with the right stoichiometric ratio of Bi to Nb, but too thick of precursor 
layers, also formed with a rectangular BiSe basal plane with a misfit ratio of 1.13(2), 
intermediate between the on- and off-stoichiometry compounds. These results suggest 
that the BiSe bilayers may be able to accommodate an excess or deficiency of material by 
forming a rectangular structure 
To gain structural information about the position of atomic planes along the c-axis 
of the on-stoichiometry compounds as n increased across the rectangular to square 
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transition, we conducted Rietveld refinements of the specular diffraction scans.  
Figure D.2 and Tables D.1 and D.2 in Appendix D contain the refinement plots and 
summary tables of the refinement statistics. The refinement results are illustrated 
schematically in Figure 11.2 and are consistent with the layered structures installed in the 
precursors. As is typical for misfit layered compounds, the BiSe bilayers are distorted 
from an ideal rock salt structure such that the Bi and Se planes are no longer coincident 
with one another on the (001) faces of the bilayer. This distortion is commonly referred to 
as a “puckering” effect and is typically on the order of 20 - 60 pm.52 In the n = 1 
heterostructure, the puckering distortion is 27(2) pm, consistent with the 29 nm reported 
by Petříček et al.19 and Zhou et al.45 for the crystalline (BiSe)1.09NbSe2 misfit layer 
compound. Just as the in-plane structures change when n increases from 1 to 2, the 
puckering distortion is also different for the n = 2 – 4 heterostructures, doubling in 
magnitude to approximately 52 pm. The spacing between planes of Bi atoms in the BiSe 
bilayer is the same in all 4 compounds, approximately 0.3 nm, so the increase in 
puckering effectively pushes the inner planes of Se atoms closer together. This also 
decreases the intra layer Bi-Se distance along the c-axis by 23 pm, suggesting a stronger 
Figure 11.2. Schematic illustration of Rietveld refinement results showing c-axis atomic 
plane spacings (drawn to scale). The dashed blue lines represent planes of Se atoms; the 
solid red lines are planes of Nb atoms, and the dashed green lines are planes of Bi atoms. 
The dimensions to the right of each schematic are given in nanometers. 
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bonding interaction between these atoms. The interlayer gap distance between the BiSe 
and NbSe2 layers is maintained at approximately 0.292(1) nm for all of the compounds. 
The constant interlayer gap distance suggests a consistent magnitude of interaction 
between the two constituents despite the structural changes.23 
Structural changes also occur within the blocks of NbSe2 layers as n is increased 
due to the asymmetric environment along the the c-axis. In bulk 2H-NbSe2, the layer 
environment is symmetric and the Se – Nb interplanar spacing within a monolayer is 
0.1666 nm.53 In the (BiSe)1+δ(NbSe2)n compounds, the interplanar Se-Nb distance ranges 
between 0.158-0.166 nm, and for the n = 3 and 4 compounds the Se – Nb interplanar 
spacing is asymmetric about the Nb planes. For the n = 3 compound, the Se – Nb plane 
spacing adjacent to the BiSe constituent, is 0.161(1) nm while the distance to the Se plane 
on the other side of the Nb plane is 0.158(1) nm. For the n = 4 compound, the Se – Nb 
plane spacing adjacent to the BiSe constituent is 0.166(1) nm while the the inner Se – Nb 
plane spacing is 0.161(1) nm. The asymmetry reverses for the inner pair of NbSe2 layers 
in the n = 4 compound, with the outer plane spacing 0.158(1) nm vs 0.162(1) nm for the 
inner plane spacing. Asymmetries have been reported previously, with Auriel and co-
workers54 reporting significantly larger asymmetries in the Se – Nb spacings in the 
(PbSe)1.12(NbSe2)2 misfit layer compound. The van der Waals gap between NbSe2 layers 
increases with increased distance from the BiSe layers, reaching a maximum of 0.332 nm 
between the middle two NbSe2 layers in the n = 4 compound. This is significantly larger 
than the interlayer gap distance, 0.2939 nm, between NbSe2 layers in the bulk 2H 
polytype.53 The increased interlayer gap distance between adjacent NbSe2 layers suggests 
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that the presence of BiSe perturbs the adjacent NbSe2 monolayer, influencing its structure 
and relationship with the other NbSe2 layers. 
To further probe the structure of the title compounds, HAADF STEM images of 
the samples with n = 2, 3, and 4, and are shown in Figure 11.3. The images provide 
confirmation of the layering schemes for each sample determined from the XRD data: 
single BiSe bilayers interleaved with n NbSe2 layers. The images also indicate the 
presence of turbostratic disordering of the layers, with different layers having different 
crystallographic orientations, characteristic of compounds prepared using the MER 
technique.15 In addition to the turbostratic disorder occurring from layers of one 
Figure 11.3. Representative HAADF-STEM images from (BiSe)1+δ(NbSe2)n samples 
with n = 2, 3, and 4 from left to right. All images have the same magnification 
represented by the scale bar in the center panel. Brighter regions correspond to increased 
scattering of the primary beam, primarily due to greater effective atomic mass in that 
area. Thus, the Bi-containing layers (labeled with bold text in green boxes) appear 
brighter than the Nb-containing layers (labeled with italic text in red boxes). Selected 
zone axes (relative to a face-centered setting) are labeled for several of the layers. The 
small inset in the right panel shows a schematic depiction of an antiphase boundary 
(indicated by the red arrow) observed in a BiSe bilayer oriented along the [110] zone axis 
for the n = 4 sample. 
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constituent to layers of the other, disorder is also present from monolayer to monolayer 
within the NbSe2 layer blocks of the n = 3 and 4 samples. NbSe2 is known to form 
multiple polytypes,40 and this stacking disorder is consistent with reports of other MER-
prepared films containing compounds with trigonal prismatically coordinated transition 
metals that form 2H polytypes.41,55 Consistent with the global structure of the compounds 
determined from the Rietveld refinements discussed earlier, the HAADF-STEM 
determined spacing between Nb planes (0.64(2) nm in the n = 3 compound) is greater 
than the spacing between the Nb and Bi planes (0.44(1) nm in the n = 3 compound). 
Within error, this difference is the same as the 0.176 nm difference determined from the 
Rietveld refinement of the same sample and supports the hypothesis that the BiSe layer's 
interaction with the adjacent NbSe2 monolayer influences its structure and its relationship 
with the other NbSe2 layers. 
The HAADF STEM images provide insight into the frequency of the antiphase 
boundaries in the BiSe bilayer, which cannot be determined from hk0 in-plane XRD 
scans. The antiphase boundaries are visible in [110] zone axis-oriented grains (relative to 
a face-centered lattice for consistency with prior literature reports), shown schematically 
in the rightmost panel of Figure 11.3.54 In the n = 1 samples, approximately 75% of the 
resolved [110]-oriented BiSe grains contained antiphase boundaries. In the n = 2, 3, and 4 
samples, the rate of antiphase boundary occurrence dropped to roughly 5-15%. This 
decrease in the occurrence of antiphase boundaries correlates with the structural changes 
observed using XRD techniques. 
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Analysis 
The drastic reduction in antiphase boundaries observed in the HAADF STEM 
images and the structural changes determined from XRD suggest that the Bi bonding 
environment is different in samples with n = 1 relative to those with n = 2 or larger. To 
probe the electronic states directly, XPS measurements were made. The small changes in 
the peak shape of the Se and Nb spectra (see Figure D.3 in Appendix D) can be attributed 
to a change in the ratio of Se bound in NbSe2 relative to Se bound in BiSe and a change 
of the environment of the NbSe2-layers (no longer symmetrical) on increasing n from 1 to 
2. There are more significant changes in the Bi spectra. Since the Bi 4f doublet overlaps 
with the Se 3p doublet, we focused our analysis on the Bi 5d doublet (Figure 11.4). Both 
peaks show a broadening towards lower binding energies for n = 1 relative to n = 2, 
consistent with an increase in the number of Bi atoms having Bi-Bi bonds relative to Bi-
Figure 11.4. Bi 5d core level spectra of the n = 1 (bottom) and n = 2 (top) compounds. 
The spectra were fitted using two Voigt doublets. 
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Se bonds in the n = 1 compound (see Figure D.4 in Appendix D). In order to analyze the 
spectra in more detail, they were both fitted with two doublets consisting of two Voigt 
lines separated by the spin-orbit coupling, which amounts to 3.06 eV, and a branching 
ratio of 0.65. The Lorentzian broadening was 0.44 eV for all components. The fitted 
Gaussian widths were around 0.86 ± 0.10 eV. As a boundary condition, the Gaussian 
width of the peaks was kept roughly the same for both spectra. A Shirley background was 
used. Two components of identical peak shape were used for fitting each doublet. The 
binding energy of the Bi 5d3/2 component representing Bi atoms in Bi-Se bonds (green) is 
the same within error for both compounds, 24.93 eV in the n = 1 compound and 24.99 eV 
for n = 2. These values are greater than our binding energy measurement of elemental 
bismuth (23.88 eV, which is within the 23.4-24.3 eV range of literature values).56 The 
component assigned to the atoms at the antiphase boundary (with Bi-Bi bonds, blue) is 
also the same within error for both the n = 1 and n = 2 compounds, shifted by 0.51 eV 
towards lower binding energies. 
In a very simplified approximation, assuming only simple initial state effects, we 
can estimate the expected chemical shift to be 1/5 of the energy difference between 
elemental bismuth and BiSe, as one of the 5 Bi-Se bonds is substituted by a Bi-Bi bond. 
This yields an estimated expected shift of 0.22 eV (= (24.99-23.88)/5), which is less than 
what we experimentally observe. Although this seems to indicate that the observed shift 
of 0.51 eV is not only caused by simple initial state effects, it goes in the correct 
direction. Moreover, the ratio of the area of each doublet used to fit the spectra divided by 
the total area provides an estimate of the percentage of atoms with Bi-Bi bonds (ABi-Bi / 
Atotal). We estimate 22% Bi atoms are involved in Bi-Bi bonds in the n = 1 compound and 
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5% in the n = 2 compound. This agrees with the analysis of the HAADF-STEM images 
(see Table 11.2), which also indicated a drastically reduced number of grains containing 
antiphase boundaries (and thus number of Bi atoms involved in Bi–Bi bonds) upon 
increasing n from 1 to 2. 
Electrical Transport Properties 
The structural changes caused by increasing n influence the electrical transport 
properties of the compounds as well. The measured temperature-dependent in-plane 
electrical resistivity of samples 1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a are plotted in Figure 11.5. The 
resistivity of all of the samples are a factor of 2-3 higher than for previously measured 
[(SnSe)1+δ]1(NbSe2)n compounds and similarly have only a weak temperature 
dependence.41 For the n = 1 compound, the resistivity increases slightly with decreasing 
temperature. For the n > 1 compounds, the resistivity initially decreases slightly with 
decreasing temperature, then increases as the temperature is decreased below about 
150 K. The increase in resistivity at low temperatures is typical for turbostratically-
disordered misfit compounds and has been attributed to carrier localization.47,48 The 
magnitude of the resistivity does not vary systematically as n is changed, but drops 
Table 11.2. Summary statistics for the HAADF STEM image analysis of n > 1 
compounds. “ABs” stands for antiphase boundaries. The [110] zone axis orientation is 
relative to an fcc lattice. 
n no. of [110] grains with ABs 
no. of [110] grains 
without ABs 
% of [110] grains 
with ABs 
2 6 21 22 
3 6 33 15 
4 2 41 5 
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approximately in half as n is increased from 1 to 2 and then increases slightly as n is 
increased to 3 and then again to 4. Assuming the NbSe2 layers are responsible for the 
majority of charge carrier conduction, as found for [(SnSe)1+δ]m(NbSe2)n and 
[(PbSe)1+δ]m(NbSe2)n compounds, this result is counterintuitive. Conductivity suppression 
due to charge density wave formation is predicted to occur for monolayer NbSe2 relative 
to the bulk.59 This effect could explain the decreased resistivity in the n = 2 compound 
relative to n = 1, but the magnitude of suppression here is much smaller than would be 
expected were that the case. Petříček and co-workers19 suggested that the antiphase 
boundaries in Bi-containing misfit compounds stabilized the Bi in the BiSe bilayers as a 
mixture of Bi0 and Bi3+, leading to less charge transfer than expected if all the Bi atoms 
were trivalent. For the compounds with n > 1, for which far fewer antiphase boundaries 
are present, we might then expect to see more charge transfer leading to p-type carrier 
depletion and increased resistivity of the NbSe2 layers. However, resistivity also depends 
Figure 11.5. Temperature-dependent electrical resistivity measurements for the n = 1 − 4 
samples. 
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on the carrier mobility. Alemayehu et al.41 found that increasing n in (SnSe)1.16(NbSe2)n 
misfit compounds decreased the carrier mobility and suggested this was caused by both 
decreased grain sizes and disruption of polytypic order in the NbSe2 layers. The HAADF 
STEM images for the samples with n = 3 and 4 (Figure 11.2) indicate the presence of 
multiple NbSe2 layer stacking arrangements within each NbSe2 block, suggesting that the 
increased resistivity for the n = 3 and 4 compounds might also result from a mix of 
polytypes and small grain sizes decreasing mobility. We also note that both the c-axis 
structural refinements and the HAADF STEM images revealed increased gap distances 
between adjacent NbSe2 layers relative to bulk NbSe2, suggesting less interaction 
between layers than would be expected. However, increased charge transfer from BiSe 
due to fewer antiphase boundaries could also explain the resistivity data. 
In order to determine whether changes in the carrier concentration or in the carrier 
mobility are the cause of the resistivity changes, we measured the temperature-dependent 
Hall coefficients (Figure 11.6). The Hall coefficients for all samples are positive, 
suggesting p-type majority charge carriers consistent with conduction through the NbSe2 
layers, as was previously observed in other NbSe2-containing misfit compounds.41,52,60 
The Hall coefficients decrease systematically as n increases. For the compounds with 
n = 2 – 4, the room temperature Hall coefficients are similar to bulk NbSe2, 4 – 
5 × 10-4 cm3/C),61 but the n = 1 compound's Hall coefficient is a factor of 2 larger. The 
Hall coefficients also increase slightly with decreasing temperature, suggesting that the 
carrier concentration decreases as the temperature decreases. 
The systematic change in Hall coefficient with m and n has been reported 
previously in [(SnSe)1+δ]m(NbSe2)n and [(PbSe)1+δ]m(NbSe2)n ferecrystals41,52,60 and has 
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been explained via charge donation from the monochalcogenide bilayers to the NbSe2 
layers. In bulk NbSe2, the Nb  conduction band is half-filled, leading to approximately 
one hole per Nb atom.61 If the monochalcogenide donates electrons to NbSe2, then the 
number of holes should decrease as the thickness of the monochalcogenide (m) increases 
holding n constant and increase as the thickness of the dichalcogenide (n) increases 
holding m constant. Assuming a single rigid parabolic band model is valid at 50 K where 
thermally activated defects may provide less contribution to the measured Hall 
coefficient, the Hall coefficient and structural data can be used to calculate that there are 
0.41, 0.85, 0.81, and 1.14 h+/Nb atom as n increases from 1 to 4. For the n = 1 sample, 
the carrier concentration is about 0.5 holes/Nb, which in this model suggests that the BiSe 
bilayer donates about 0.5 electrons per Nb atom. If the amount of charge donated by BiSe 
remains constant, the n = 2 compound is predicted to have 0.75 holes per Nb, as there are 
twice the number of NbSe2 layers to divide the electrons from BiSe. Experimentally, the 
Figure 11.6. Hall coefficients measured as a function of temperature for samples with 
n = 1 − 4. The scatter in the n = 4 sample measurements may have been due to thermal 
fluctuations during the measurement. 
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calculated carrier concentration for the n = 2 compound, 0.85 per Nb, is larger than that 
of the n = 1 compound and is close to the predicted value. Based on the n = 1 compound, 
a carrier concentration of about 0.83 holes per Nb is predicted for the n = 3 compound, 
which is again close to the experimental value of 0.81. The predicted value for the carrier 
concentration of the n = 4 compound is 0.88 holes per Nb, while the experimental value, 
assuming a single band, is 1.14. Interlayer charge transfer from the BiSe constituent 
qualitatively explains the reduction in the NbSe2 charge carrier concentration as holes are 
filled in by donated electrons. However, this is obviously a simplified picture as the 
charge donation would create holes in the BiSe layer that could also contribute to the 
conductivity and the rigid band interpretation ignores changes in the BiSe band structure 
as its structure changes.  
Samples 1a - 4a were prepared from precursors with compositions and initial 
layer thicknesses close to that of the targeted heterostructure compounds, but these 
compounds form over a relatively wide range of composition ratios and thicknesses, and 
the electrical properties vary depending on the composition and structure of the initial 
precursor. An investigation of the electrical properties of multiple n = 1 compounds 
indicated that varying defect concentrations resulting from the kinetic synthesis of the 
compounds also causes variation in the absolute magnitude of the temperature dependent 
electrical transport measurements.17 Other n = 1 samples with similar resistivity values 
showed variation in their Hall coefficients, indicating that mobility varies with carrier 
concentration. Some of the n = 1 compounds in the previous study have lower resistivity 
and Hall coefficient values than the n = 1 compound measured in this study, similar in 
magnitude to the n = 3 sample discussed above. This suggests that the changes in carrier 
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concentration we observe here as a function of varying the thickness of the NbSe2 layer 
may be due in part to differences in defect concentrations between samples. Taken in 
conjunction with the refined c-axis structures of the compounds, which indicated a 
constant BiSe – NbSe2 gap distance as n increased, and the lack of a significant shift 
between the Bi core levels for the n = 1 and n = 2 compounds, this suggests that there is 
no significant change in charge transfer with n. This is surprising given the large change 
in antiphase boundary frequency and the subsequently anticipated effect on interlayer 
charge transfer in these compounds. 
Flexibility of the BiSe Lattice 
Given the large variation in the structure of the BiSe layer observed 
experimentally, we carried out density-functional theory calculations using the local-
density approximation (LDA) and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized-
gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation functional to determine the ground 
state of isolated BiSe bilayers. The results of calculations testing starting geometries with 
square and rectangular basal planes, excluding both puckering and antiphase boundaries, 
and allowing the atomic positions and in-plane lattice parameters to relax to find the most 
stable structure, are presented in Table 11.3. As the antiphase boundary crystal structure 
is not yet understood for these compounds, we seek only to understand the apparent 
structural flexibility of these layers through the calculations. The experimental in-plane 
lattice parameters are reproduced well by the LDA functional when a square starting 
geometry is used, whereas using the PBE functional leads to overestimated lattice 
parameters, as is common for generalized-gradient approximations. A striking difference 
is obvious when comparing the results with a rectangular starting geometry: LDA 
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converges to a rectangular basal plane in which the in-plane lattice parameters are 
underestimated, which is expected from LDA due to overbinding, while the PBE 
functional converges to an almost square basal plane geometry, for which the differences 
in a and b are likely within error. Even though puckering was not included in the starting 
geometries, the relaxed structures show out-of-plane distortions with Se puckering to the 
inside of the bilayer, as was observed experimentally. The puckering, given in Table 11.3 
as d(Bi-Se), is virtually unaffected by the starting geometry and the choice of exchange-
correlation functional, but differs from experimental results. While the theoretical 
distances between Bi and Se layers are close to the experimentally-determined 27(2) pm 
for n = 1, they are significantly smaller than the 52(2) pm observed experimentally for the 
n = 2 – 4 compounds. The large deviation suggests that interactions with the NbSe2 layers 
contribute to the enhanced puckering within the BiSe bilayers. 
Table 11.3. Results of structural relaxation calculations of the BiSe bilayer as a 
function of exchange-correlation (XC) functional and starting geometry. d(Bi-Bi) 
represent the c-axis distance distances between the Bi planes and d(Bi-Se) is the 
puckering distance. Etotal is the total energy after relaxation. 
XC 
functional 
starting 
geometry 
a 
(nm) 
b 
(nm) 
d(Bi-Bi) 
(nm) 
d(Bi-Se) 
(pm) 
Etotal/f.u. 
(eV) 
LDA 
square 0.422 --- 0.306 21 -9.742 
rectangular 0.438 0.406 0.306 21 -9.746 
PBE square 0.436 --- 0.303 16 -8.540 
rectangular 0.439 0.433 0.303 16 -8.539 
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Surprisingly, the calculated total energies, and thus the formation energies of the 
BiSe bilayers with either square or rectangular in plane structures are nearly degenerate 
and lie within only a few meV/formula unit, which may explain the ability of BiSe to 
form different lattice geometries. In order to investigate the flexibility of the BiSe lattice, 
calculations were performed over a range of starting in-plane lattice parameters. At each 
starting position, the lattice parameters were held fixed and only the ionic positions were 
allowed to relax. As discussed above, antiphase boundaries were not incorporated into the 
BiSe layer structure for these calculations. The total energy per formula unit relative to 
the minimum total energy is displayed in Figure 11.7 for calculations using (a) LDA and 
(b) PBE. The contour plots show that there is a wide range of lattice parameters where 
the difference in total energy is less than 5 meV/formula unit. Especially using PBE, 
there is a significant variation in the in-plane lattice parameters that are separated in 
energy by less than 2 meV/formula unit, which results from the fact that PBE functionals 
are much less localized than in LDA. These results suggest that a BiSe bilayer is quite 
flexible and can easily adopt many different lattice geometries such that even small 
Figure 11.7. Total energies per formula unit relative to the minimum total energy for the 
(a) LDA and (b) PBE functional. The dashed lines represent square basal plane 
geometries and were added as a guide for the eye 
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changes in the local environment can affect the lattice geometry. These calculations, 
however, do not explain the experimental lattice parameters of the BiSe bilayers or why 
the experimental structures contain varying densities of antiphase boundaries when the 
fraction of NbSe2 trilayers present in the repeat unit is changed. Clearly, more 
experiments and theoretical work are needed to better understand the effects of local 
environment on these kinds of 2D material structures. 
The structural flexibility of the BiSe bilayers has interesting implications for the 
field of multiple-constituent heterostructure design. Although significant research effort 
has been devoted to understanding the properties of thin Bi2Se3 films (a promising 
topological insulator and thermoelectric material),62-64 little is known about BiSe. As 
material properties are strongly dependent on structure, selection of an appropriate local 
environment could enable tuning of the BiSe bilayer properties. Furthermore, a 2D 
bridging layer could prove useful when trying to form epitaxial heterostructures out of 
structurally dissimilar materials. For example, a recent attempt to make an epitaxial 
heterostructure out of topologically insulating Bi2Se3 with superconducting NbSe2 led to 
the unexpected formation of a BiSe interfacial layer.65 We hypothesize that the structural 
flexibility of BiSe bilayers and their intentional incorporation during heterostructure 
design and synthesis may provide an important avenue to creating new 2D 
heterostructures out of lattice-mismatched materials.  
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XI.4.  Conclusions and Bridge 
We prepared a series of turbostratically-disordered (BiSe)1+δ(NbSe2)n 
heterostructures with n = 1 - 4 using modulated elemental reactants and found that the 
structure of the BiSe bilayers changes from a rectangular basal plane when n = 1 to a 
square basal plane when n is greater than 1. The heterostructures formed over a 
significant range of compositions and thicknesses of the layers in of the precursors, with 
little variation in the diffraction patterns of the crystallographically aligned products or in 
the values of δ, suggesting the variations in local composition were accommodated via 
inclusions. Neither constituent appears to have distorted its structure in order form an 
epitaxial relationship with the other. Surprisingly, the in-plane structure of the BiSe 
bilayer can change from square to rectangular as a result of variation in the precursor. 
Refinements of the c-axis structure of the same samples show a doubling in the degree of 
puckering in the BiSe bilayers when n is increased from 1 to 2, although the BiSe – 
NbSe2 gap distance maintains a constant value. From HAADF STEM images, 
compounds with n = 1 compound have significantly more antiphase boundaries in the 
BiSe bilayers than do the compounds with n > 1. This is consistent with information from 
XPS measurements, which also indicate that there are more antiphase boundaries in the 
n = 1 sample than there are in the n = 2 sample. The temperature-dependent electrical 
resistivity of the samples decreases when increasing n from 1 to 2, as expected, but then 
the resistivity increased for the n = 3 and 4 samples. The magnitude of the resistivity 
change is also influenced by carrier mobility, which is decreased by disorder in the 
stacking arrangement of the conducting NbSe2 layers. The temperature-dependent Hall 
coefficients decreased significantly relative to n = 1 for the n > 1 samples, suggesting that 
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the number of holes increased significantly upon increasing n beyond 1. The increase is 
slightly greater than would be expected from assuming a constant amount of interlayer 
charge transfer and could be correlated with the reduction in antiphase boundary 
frequency. However, variability due to the kinetic synthesis method may also account for 
the variation in Hall coefficients, as the c-axis structure refinements and XPS data both 
suggest no significant changes in interlayer charge transfer occur. The results clearly 
demonstrate that modifying the local electronic environment of the BiSe bilayers by 
varying nanoarchitecture, composition, and layer thickness of the precursor result in 
substantial changes in the bilayer structure. DFT calculations suggest that the energy of 
the BiSe bilayer lattice is relatively insensitive to structural variations, so small changes 
in the local environment could easily change the ground state structure of the BiSe 
bilayers. However, more work is needed to understand how the structural changes impact 
layer interactions and material properties. The structural flexibility of the BiSe layer may 
be useful in designing multiple constituent heterostructures as an interlayer between 
structurally dissimilar constituents and is a new and unexpected emergent property of a 
2D layer. 
Chapter XII will expand the computational investigation of BiSe layers to 
multilayers and antiphase boundaries. It will be shown that Bi-Bi bonds are bonding, that 
BiSe layers become less stable with increasing thickness, and that charge is localized in 
antiphase boundaries. 
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CHAPTER XII 
STABILITY OF BISE LAYERS IN FERECRYSTALLINE COMPOUNDS 
XII.1.  Introduction 
Since the discovery of the three-dimensional (3D) topological insulator (TI) 
BixSb1-x,1,2 compounds containing bismuth have received considerable scientific 
attention. 3D TIs have a bulk band gap, but also exhibit Dirac-like states near the surface 
and are predicted to exhibit quantum Hall (QH) and quantum spin Hall (QSH) effects, 
making them promising candidates for spintronic applications and as materials for 
quantum computations.3–5 The bismuth chalcogenides Bi2X3 (X = Se, Te), were soon 
afterwards predicted and discovered to show Dirac surface states.6,7 
The Bi-Se system is a phase-rich binary system where about a dozen stable binary 
phases have been characterized.8 These phases can be described as an infinitely adaptive 
superlattice phase between elemental Bi and Bi2Se3 where Bi bilayers are stacked 
between Bi2Se3 quintuple layers as shown in Figure 12.1a for BiSe.9,10 The stability of 
this structure type was attributed to bonding Bi-Bi bonds from the Bi bilayers.11 The 
bismuth bilayers themselves are predicted to have QSH states,12–17 which sparked 
experimental and theoretical investigations into the properties of BixSey compounds, 
predicting the monoselenide BiSe to be semimetallic or a weak topological insulator, 
depending on the spin-orbit coupling strength.18,19 
When the dimensionality is reduced, however, BiSe adopts a very different 
structure. The misfit layer compounds (BiX)1+[TX2]n (T = Ti, V, Cr, Nb, Ta; X = S, Se; 
0.08 ≤  ≤ 0.23) contain single BiX bilayers that crystallize in a NaCl-like structure with 
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a rectangular basal plane (Figure 12.1b).20–31 For T = Cr, even a monoclinic distortion has 
been observed.24 In ferecrystals (turbostratically disordered members of the misfit layer 
compound family), the axes of the transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) and the BiSe 
layer are incommensurate. It was found that the symmetry of the basal plane is reduced 
compared to a NaCl-like lattice as shown in  Figure 12.1c.32–37 The lattice in ferecrystals 
Figure 12.1. (a) Crystal structure of bulk BiSe as viewed along the b-axis. (b, c) 
Structure of the BiSe layer in (b) misfit layer compounds and (c) ferecrystals as viewed 
along the c-axis. (d) Two examples for an antiphase boundary (APB) as viewed along the 
b-axis. Bi atoms are purple, Se atoms are orange. The unit cell edges are shown in black. 
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shows a large tolerance to distortions, and square and rectangular basal planes were found 
for the same family of compounds.37 The synthesis of MLCs with thicker BiSe layers has 
been challenging. Heideman et al. noted that precursors deposited to form 
[(BiSe)1+]m[NbSe2]n ferecrystals did not form as a single phase film for m = 2 and 3.38 
For 4 ≤ m ≤ 15, single phase superlattices were found, but no in-plane structures or 
compositions of the final compounds were reported. Lygo et al. (manuscript in 
preparation) found that attempting to synthesize [(BiSe)1+]2[TiSe2]2 results in 
disproportionation into [(BiSe)1+]1[TiSe2]1 and that a precursor designed to form 
[(BiSe)1+]3[TiSe2]3 forms mixed phases containing [(BiSe)1+]1[TiSe2]1 and Bi2Se3. A 
precursor designed to form [(BiSe)1+]3[TiSe2]1 forms a single phase 
[(BiSe)1+(Bi2Se3)(BiSe)1+]1[TiSe2]1 superlattice. 
Compared to SnX and PbX, BiX has an additional valence electron that it could 
donate to the TMD layer, and transport properties of MLCs containing TiX2 point to the 
donation of one electron from the BiX to the TiX2 layer.23,31,33  However, MLCs 
containing TaX2 and NbX2 show the same electrical transport behavior as the SnX and 
PbX analogs, indicating that little or no charge transfer occurs.22,39 It was found that for 
TaX2 and NbX2, the NaCl structure rearranges to periodic Bi-Bi pairings called antiphase 
boundaries (APBs) with modulation wavelengths of 34 – 38 Å. Examples of such APBs 
are shown in Figure 12.1d. It was hypothesized that they localize charge inside the BiX 
layer.20,21,25,27  
For ferecrystals, APBs were found with all transition metals and even in alloyed 
BiSe layers such as in [(Sn1-xBixSe)1+]1[TSe2]1 (T = Ti, Nb; x ≥ 0.5).34–37,40,41 The 
modulation wavelength varies considerably with different TMDs inside the ferecrystal 
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between 15 Å and 35 Å. Another difference between ferecrystals and MLCs is that APBs 
are not found in every BiSe layer. The abundance of APBs depends on the transition 
metal in the TMD but also on the TMD thickness where thicker TMD layers decrease the 
abundance of observed APBs.37 Hadland et al. (manuscript in preparation) synthesized 
ferecrystals containing MoSe2 where BiSe does not show APBs. Instead, MoSe2 
crystallizes in its octahedrally coordinated (1T) polytype alongside its trigonal 
prismatically coordinated (2H) polytype, whereas in other ferecrystals, the 2H polytype 
forms exclusively. 
The diverse behavior of BiSe layers raises a host of questions about the stability 
of BiSe layers in ferecrystalline compounds, such as why ferecrystals with two BiSe 
bilayers are only metastable and why ferecrystals with three BiSe layers do not form at 
all. Moreover, the role and the properties of APBs needs to be explored, especially why 
different TMDs cause the formation of APBs with different periods and abundances. 
This chapter will use density functional theory (DFT) to investigate some of these 
questions. First, it will be shown that Bi-Bi bonds stabilize the bulk BiSe compound 
whereas the NaCl structure has antibonding interactions at the Fermi level. Crystal orbital 
Hamilton population (COHP) analysis will then be used to show that BiSe layers in the 
structure found in ferecrystals will become more antibonding with increasing number of 
layers. It will also be shown that APBs stabilize the BiSe structure and localize charge 
with exactly one electron per Bi-Bi bond. This charge localization leads to a lower 
binding energy in XPS spectra. Electronic structure calculations on transition metal 
dichalcogenide (TMD) layers reveal different capabilities for accepting charge, which 
explains the different abundances of APBs in different ferecrystals. 
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XII.2.  Computational Methods 
Density functional theory calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio 
simulation package (VASP).42–44 Within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), 
functionals by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) were employed to describe exchange 
and correlation.45 A cutoff energy of 500 eV and -centered k-point grids with a density 
of at least 50 k-points per Å-1 were used for all calculations.46 Projector augmented 
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were employed, considering the 5d106s26p3 and 3s23p4 
electrons valence electrons for Bi and Se, respectively.47,48 Spin-orbit coupling was 
introduced in all calculations. Self-consistency was achieved with an energy convergence 
of 10-6 eV. Atomic positions and lattice parameters were allowed to relax until the forces 
on the ions were below 0.0025 eV Å-1. 
For isolated layers, a vacuum spacing of at least 20 Å was used to minimize 
interactions between periodic images. Transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers were 
calculated using the HSE06 hybrid method of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof with the 
standard exchange-mixing parameter  = 0.25.49 
Crystal Orbital Hamilton Populations (COHPs)50 were calculated using the linear 
muffin-tin orbital atomic sphere approximation (LMTO-ASA) as implemented in the 
Stuttgart LMTO-ASA code.51,52 Only bonds shorter than 4 Å were considered. For bulk 
structures, the results were cross-checked with projected COHPs (pCOHPs) as 
implemented in the Local-Orbital Basis Suite Towards Electronic-Structure 
Reconstruction (LOBSTER) code.53–56 COHPs and band structures were plotted using a 
modified version of PYMATGEN.57 
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XII.3.  Results and Discussion 
Bulk BiSe 
Since the interactions between layers are of van-der-Waals type, PBE 
overestimates the c-axis lattice parameter in BiSe.10 To account for these dispersion 
forces, the structure of BiSe (space group 31, no. 164) was calculated using the van-
der-Waals methods DFT-D2,58 zero damping DFT-D3,59 and DFT-D3 with Becke-
Johnson (BJ) damping60 by Grimme et al., the van-der-Waals method by Tkatchenko and 
Scheffler (TS),61,62 the PBE functional revised for solids (PBEsol),63 and the local density 
approximation (LDA).64 The results are summarized in Table 12.1 along with 
experimental values.9–11 The value calculated for PBE without corrections has a larger a-
axis lattice parameter and a smaller c-axis lattice parameter calculated by Lind et al. who 
did not include spin-orbit interactions, which is the reason for the deviations.10 There is a 
Table 12.1. Structural Parameters for bulk BiSe using different functionals. a and c 
are the a-axis and c-axis lattice parameters, respectively, and V is the volume of the 
unit cell. 
Functional a (Å) c (Å) c/a V (Å3) 
PBE 4.281 23.673 5.530 376 
DFT-D2 4.284 22.614 5.279 359 
DFT-D3 4.267 22.760 5.334 359 
DFT-D3 BJ 4.228 22.585 5.342 350 
TS 4.284 22.606 5.277 359 
PBEsol 4.218 22.551 5.347 347 
LDA 4.191 22.214 5.300 338 
Experiments 4.238(8) 22.52(1) 5.314 346.8(5) 
 4.2320(7) 22.715(6) 5.367 352.33(3) 
 4.212(1) 22.942(8) 5.447 352.5(2) 
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wide range of experimental lattice parameters, especially with respect to the c-axis lattice 
parameter, which makes a comparison with DFT results challenging. PBEsol and the 
DFT-D3 method with zero or BJ damping reproduce the experimental values well. Of 
these functionals, DFT-D3 with BJ damping agrees best with the experimental unit cell 
volume and will thus be used for the remainder of this section. 
Since ferecrystals and MLCs crystallize in a NaCl-like structure, bulk BiSe was 
also calculated in the NaCl (space group 3, no. 225) structure using standard PBE 
functionals. The calculated lattice parameter is 6.21 Å, which is larger than what was 
reported for thin films (5.99 Å).65 
The band structures of BiSe in both structure types are shown in Figure 12.2a. In 
the NaCl (3) structure type, BiSe is metallic with multiple Fermi level crossings 
along the high symmetry paths in the irreducible Brillouin zone. In the experimental 
structure, spin-orbit coupling opens small band gaps.10,19 With 52 meV, the smallest band 
gap is 10 meV larger than reported by Majhi et al. who used uncorrected PBE and fixed 
the c-axis lattice parameter to an experimental value.19 This difference is well within the 
error of the PBE functional. 
To investigate the stability of each phase, crystal orbital Hamilton 
populations (COHPs) were calculated using the Stuttgart LMTO-ASA code,51,52 which 
uses linear muffin-tin orbitals (LMTOs), and LOBSTER, which projects PAW 
wavefunctions onto localized orbitals,53–56 and are shown in Figures 12.2b and c, 
respectively. Positive COHP values correspond to antibonding states (left hand side of 
the plot), negative values to bonding states (right hand side of the plot). 
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In the NaCl structure, the Bi-Se bonds have occupied antibonding states near the 
Fermi level EF, making this structure type inherently unstable for Bi-Se. In the 31 
structure, there are no occupied states at the Fermi level (see Figures 12.2b and c on the 
right, and Figure 12.2d for a key of the different Bi–Se bonds). Below the Fermi level are 
mainly antibonding Bi–Se states, but also bonding Bi–Bi states stemming from the Bi 
bilayer. Table 12.2 shows the Bi–Se and Bi–Bi bonds and their integrated COHP values 
31 3 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Figure 12.2. (a) Band structure of bulk BiSe in the 31 and 3 structure. (b, c) 
COHP curves calculated with (b) LMTO and (c) LOBSTER. Negative values in the plot 
correspond to antibonding states, positive values bonding states. (d) BiSe structure with 
color coded Bi-Se bonds. 
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at the Fermi level (ICOHP(EF)). More negative ICOHP(EF) values point to stronger 
bonds. The Bi–Se bond strength correlates with the length of the bond where the bond 
strength decreases with increasing bond length. The Bi–Bi bond is the strongest bond in 
the bulk phase. Crystal orbital overlap population analysis using extended Hückel 
methods by Gaudin et al. have identified the Bi–Bi bond as the stabilizing factor in the 
bulk structure.11 This is corroborated by the COHP calculations presented here. On the 
other hand, these strong Bi–Bi bonds are missing in the NaCl structure, which explains 
why BiSe does not crystallize in this structure type, but adopts are more complex 
structure instead. 
Both the LMTO and the LOBSTER code produce the same qualitative results. The 
shapes of the curves are similar, and the bonds have same order with respect to their 
ICOHP(EF) values. The different absolute values are due to the different basis sets that 
are used in each implementation, and do not change the qualitative interpretation of the 
COHP curves. 
Table 12.2. Bond length d and ICOHP values at the Fermi level EF calculated using 
the LMTO and the LOBSTER code. 
Bond d (Å) ICOHP(EF) LMTO (eV) ICOHP(EF) LOBSTER (eV) 
Bi1–Se1 2.88 -1.28 -2.18 
Bi1–Se2 3.10 -0.48 -1.14 
Bi2–Se2 3.05 -0.74 -1.30 
Bi2–Se3 2.92 -1.19 -1.97 
Bi3–Se3 3.38 -0.05 -0.48 
Bi–Bi 3.07 -1.72 -2.24 
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Stability of BiSe Multilayers 
Structural relaxation calculations on two (1L), four (2L), six (3L), and eight (4L) 
BiSe bilayers were performed using the unit cell shown in Figure 12.1c.32 The basal 
planes converged into a square lattice with a lattice parameter of 4.36 Å for all layer 
thicknesses. In ferecrystals, BiSe can adopt both square and rectangular basal planes, and 
it was shown that the total energy of the lattice is not very sensitive to distortions.37  
Figure 12.3 shows the interplanar distances in the relaxed structures. In all layers, 
puckering can be observed where the Bi atoms are distorted to the outside of each bilayer. 
The puckering distance for the 1L structure, 0.14 Å, is smaller than the puckering found 
Figure 12.3. Relaxed structures of BiSe with two (1L), four (2L), six (3L), and eight (4L) 
bilayers as viewed along the b-axis. The inter-planar distances are given in Ångström. Bi 
atoms are purple, and Se atoms are orange. 
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in ferecrystals (0.19 – 0.51 Å).34–37 One the other hand, the distance between two Bi 
planes (3.01 Å), agrees well with values found in ferecrystals (~ 3.0 Å). For the 2L 
structure, the distance between Bi planes inside a bilayer is much smaller than between 
bilayers with 3.04 Å and 3.20 Å, respectively. This difference decreases with increasing 
amount of bilayers, which was observed experimentally for PbSe in the ferecrystals 
[(PbSe)1+]m[MoSe2]n.66 If 2L, 3L, 4L structures of BiSe could be synthesized, the same 
trend would be expected. However, these structural trends provide no explanation for the 
different stabilities of the BiSe layers. 
To gain further insight into the electronic structure of BiSe layers, orbital 
projected band structures were calculated and are shown in Figure 12.4. Like the NaCl 
bulk structure, BiSe layers are metallic with Fermi level crossings between all high 
Figure 12.4. Orbital projected band structures of BiSe in the 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L 
structures. The dot size is scaled by the contributions of each orbital. 
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symmetry points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. Between the  and the X point, the 
Bi p bands hybridize with both the Se s and p bands near the Fermi level. Near the M 
point, the Bi p bands hybridize with both Se bands for the 1L and 2L structures, whereas 
for the 3L and 4L structures, the bands Bi p bands near the Fermi level only hybridize 
with the Se s bands. 
The changes in the band structure from adding additional bilayers are most 
pronounced near the  and the M point. At the  point, additional bands appear right 
above the Fermi level for the 2L and 4L structure, creating small Fermi surface hole 
pockets around the  point. At the M point, two bands become degenerate above the 
Fermi level. As the number of bilayers increases, these degenerate bands decrease in 
energy and in Se p character. For the 2L and 3L structures, Fermi surface pockets at the 
M point are created, which disappear again for the 4L structure as this band is just below 
the Fermi level. These degenerate bands may be responsible for dynamic instabilities 
through Fermi surface nesting, and future research needs to investigate the Fermi surface 
and phonon spectra of these layers. However, while these dynamic instabilities may 
predict stable distorted 2L and 3L structures, they would not explain why the 2L structure 
decomposes at low temperatures into 1L structures or why 3L structures do not form at 
all in ferecrystals and MLCs. 
BiSe crystallizes in a NaCl-type structure in ferecrystals, and COHP calculations 
for bulk BiSe in the NaCl structure showed that there are occupied antibonding states 
near the Fermi level, which is why BiSe crystallizes in a trigonal structure instead. To 
investigate whether a similar rationale can be applied to the BiSe layers, COHPs were 
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calculated for each structure (see Figure 12.5). For 1L BiSe, there are occupied 
antibonding states at the Fermi level, similar to what was found for the NaCl-structured 
bulk. The out-of-plane Bi–Se bond is considerably weaker with ICOHP(EF) = -0.61 eV 
compared to the in-plane bond with ICOHP (EF) = -2.05 eV. This means that isolated 1L 
BiSe is not stable. In order to form in ferecrystals and MLCs, it can donate charge to the 
transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) layer until the Fermi level is outside the 
1L 2L 
3L 4L 
Figure 12.5. COHP curves for 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L BiSe. “Bi-Se i.p.” represents the in-
plane Bi–Se bonds, “Bi-Se o.o.p.” (1L) the out-of-plane Bi–Se bonds, and “Bi-Se vac” 
means the Bi–Se bond adjacent to the vacuum (2L – 4L). “Bi–Se intra” and “Bi–Se inter” 
are Bi–Se out-of-plane bonds inside and between BiSe bilayers, respectively. Only one 
representative COHP curve for each type of bond is shown. 
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antibonding regime (approximately 1 eV lower). The integrated density of states (DOS) 
calculated at EF and EF – 1 eV are 21 and 20 electrons per formula unit (f.u.), i.e. to 
depopulate the antibonding states at the Fermi level, BiSe would have to donate one 
electron to the TMD layer, which is what is found for MLCs containing TiX2 
layers.23,31,33 Another possibility is to introduce Bi–Bi bonds, which are bonding in bulk 
BiSe, via antiphase boundaries. 
2L, 3L, and 4L BiSe show four types of bonds with distinct COHPs: the in-plane 
Bi–Se bonds (“Bi-Se i.p.”), the out-of-plane Bi–Se adjacent to the vacuum region (“Bi-Se 
vac”), out-of-plane Bi–Se bonds within a BiSe bilayer (“Bi-Se intra”), and out-of-plane 
Bi–Se bonds between BiSe bilayers (“Bi-Se inter”). Of these bonds, only the bonds 
between bilayers are not antibonding near EF. The bond between bilayers is bonding for 
2L BiSe, but it is also the bond with the lowest ICOHP(EF) value of -0.32 eV. With 
increasing number of bilayers, the distance between the bilayers decreases and the bonds 
between bilayers become increasingly less bonding at the Fermi level. This trend could 
point to why 2L BiSe forms at low temperature, but not 3L and 4L BiSe. However, since 
the bonding between the bilayers is so weak, 2L BiSe eventually disproportionates into 
two 1L BiSe layers. 
In order to leave the antibonding regime, integrated DOS at EF and EF – 1eV 
show that each structure has to donate one electron per f.u. to leave the antibonding 
regime just like for 1L BiSe. There are two possible reasons for why this does not happen 
in ferecrystals and MLCs: first, the number of antibonding interactions is larger inside, 
say, 3L BiSe than inside 1L BiSe; second, and more likely, 3L BiSe would have to 
donate three electrons per [(BiSe)1+]3[TSe2]3 unit, which would lead to highly charged 
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layers. Decomposing into [(BiSe)1+]1[TSe2]1 on the other hand has a more even charge 
distribution and thus exerts less stress onto the crystal. [(BiSe)1+]2[TSe2]2 would then 
present a middle ground where the electrostatic and thermal stress through annealing 
would lead to disproportionation into [(BiSe)1+]1[TSe2]1. For [(BiSe)1+]3[TSe2]1, there 
may not be enough acceptor states available to donate charge into, so the complex 
superlattice [(BiSe)1+(Bi2Se3)(BiSe)1+]1[TSe2]1 with APBs forms instead. 
Charge Localization in Antiphase Boundaries 
BiSe is known to form antiphase boundaries (APBs) in ferecrystals and misfit 
layer compounds (MLCs). Two examples of such APBs are shown in Figure 12.6. DFT 
calculations were performed on BiSe layers containing APBs with varied periodicity. In 
this chapter, the different APB structures will be distinguished using the number of Bi-Se 
pairings  before each APB. Figure 12.6a shows an APB structure with five Bi-Se 
pairings ( = 5) and Figure 12.6b shows an APB structure with six Bi-Se pairings ( = 6) 
Figure 12.6. Two examples for an antiphase boundary (APB) as viewed along the b-axis 
with (a) 5 and (b) 6 Bi-Se pairings before each APB. Bi atoms are purple, Se atoms are 
orange. 
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before each APB. Figure 12.7a shows the energy difference ΔE1L per formula unit 
between the APB structures and 1L BiSe as a function of . The APB structure becomes 
more stable than a BiSe layer without APBs with  = 2. Maximum stabilization is 
Figure 12.7. (a) Energy per formula unit relative to 1L BiSe without APBs. Points below 
the dashed line indicate that the APB structure is more stable. (b) Normalized a-axis 
parameter a* and b-axis parameter of the APB structures. The dashed line corresponds to 
the in-plane lattice parameter of 1L BiSe. (c) Bi-Bi and Se-Se distances d in the APB. 
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achieved at  = 3 with 63 meV/f.u. Afterwards, ΔE1L increases and converges towards the 
energy of the structure without APBs as the APB density decreases. At  = 8, the energy 
difference is still 20 meV/f.u., which shows how important APBs are for the stability of 
the BiSe layers. Figure 12.7b shows the in-plane lattice parameters of the APB structures. 
The a-axis lattice parameters are normalized to one BiSe unit cell. For  = 0, the basal 
plane is nearly square with large lattice parameters of 9.33 Å (a* = 4.67 Å) and 4.60 Å, 
respectively. a* increases until  = 2 and then asymptotically decreases to the lattice 
parameter of the structure without APBs. The b-axis lattice parameter drops to 4.24 Å at 
 = 1 and then asymptotically increases to the lattice parameter of 1L BiSe. The 
maximum for a* does not coincide with the minimum of ΔE1L, so the area of the basal 
plane is not strongly correlated to stability. Good correlation can be found with the Bi-Bi 
distances inside the APB (Figure 12.7c). For  = 2, ΔE1L is below zero where the Bi-Bi 
distance is 3.13 Å and stays relatively constant afterwards. This distance is close to the 
distance found in Bi metal, which was also found in APBs in MLCs.25 The Se-Se 
distances show some variation and do not seem to affect the stability of the structure. 
A closer look at the APB structures reveals several in-plane distortions. The 
interatomic distances for the  = 5 APB structure are shown in Figure 12.8a. The Bi-Bi 
distance is 3.12 Å, and the Bi-Se distances adjacent to these Bi atoms is fairly large with 
3.44 Å. The other Bi-Se distances in this layer are of average length with 2.97Å and 
3.09 Å. The Se-Se distance in the layer below is very large with 3.91 Å. The adjacent Bi-
Se distance is shorter than average with 2.89 Å, which is followed by a larger Bi-Se 
distance of 3.21 Å. The remaining distances are of average length with 3.02 Å. A bird’s 
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eye view of the structure (Figure 12.8b) reveals the in-plane distortions in the APB 
structures, which are similar to the distortions observed in MLCs.21,25,27,29 Despite these 
distortions, the APB structures exhibit symmetry with mirror planes along the a- and b-
axes. The same structural trends can be observed for all APB structures. Another example 
is shown in Figures 12.8c and d for  = 6. APB structures with even  also have a mirror 
plane along the a-axis and a 2 axis along the b-axis. 
It was hypothesized that APBs localize charges that would otherwise be donated 
to the TMD layers in the ferecrystal and MLC.20,21,25,27 Mitchson et al. conducted x-ray 
Figure 12.8. (a)  = 5 APB structure as viewed along the b-axis with interatomic 
distances given in Ångström. (b) The  = 5 structure as viewed along the c-axis. (c)  = 6 
APB structure as viewed along the b-axis with interatomic distances given in Ångström. 
(d) The  = 6 structure as viewed along the c-axis. 
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photoelectron spectroscopy measurements on [(BiSe)1+][NbSe2]n to investigate this 
hypothesis. It was found that for n = 1, the Bi 5d doublet attributed to Bi in the Bi-Se 
bonds broadened, and added an additional peak 0.51 eV lower in binding energy to the 
peak fit. This peak was assigned to the Bi atoms at the Bi-Bi atoms, but the observed shift 
in binding energy was larger than expected and it was concluded that initial state effects 
were not exclusively responsible for the shift. Using the initial state approximation as 
implemented in VASP,67 DFT was used to determine the energy levels of the 5d electrons. 
The results are shown in Table 12.3. For most APBs, the binding energy shift agrees 
remarkably well with the experimentally determined shift of 0.51 eV. Transmission 
electron microscopy images on [(BiSe)1+][NbSe2]n ferecrystals showed APBs with  = 5, 
for which the DFT calculations predict a binding energy shift of 0.54(4) eV towards 
lower binding energies, which is within the error of the experimental value. The shift can 
thus be traced back to initial state effects. 
The shift to lower binding energies indicates an increased oxidation state of the Bi 
atoms. To analyze the charge distribution in APB structures, a Bader charge analysis was 
conducted on each structure.68–70 As Table 12.3 shows, the Bi atoms inside the APBs 
contain more electrons than the Bi atoms outside the APBs. For  ≥ 2, the number of 
electrons at the Bi atoms inside the APBs is 0.5 electrons higher than the at the Bi atoms 
outside the APBs, i.e. one electron is localized in each Bi–Bi bond. The number of 
electrons in these Bi atoms is close to 15, indicating nearly neutral Bi atoms, which is 
consistent with the Bi-Bi distances in the APBs being close to metallic bismuth. The 
Bader charges of the remaining Bi atoms and the Se atoms are close to the charges found 
for the BiSe layer without APBs (14.31 and 6.68, respectively), and indicate that Bi and 
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Se only exchange at most one electron, contrary to prior estimations which estimated Bi 
to be trivalent.11 The Bader charges indicate that the bonds between Bi and Se are 
partially ionic and partially covalent, which is consistent with the hybridization between 
Bi p and Se s and p orbitals found in the band structure of 1L BiSe (Figure 12.4). These 
findings are not surprising since the electronegativities of Bi and Se are close to each 
other (2.55 and 2.02, respectively, on the Pauling scale).71 
Electronic Structure of Transition Metal Dichalcogenide Monolayers 
While the findings in the prior sections can explain the necessity to donate charge 
and the charge localization of APBs, they cannot explain the differences in APB 
formation for different TMDs. In order for BiSe to donate charge, the TMD must have 
empty states that can accept these electrons. Density of states (DOS) were calculated for 
Table 12.3. Bi 5d core energy levels 	
  of Bi atoms outside and inside an APB, 
binding energy shift ,	

 , and Bader charges of Bi atoms outside and inside the 
APB and of the Se atoms. Standard deviations are given where available. Neutral Bi 
atoms have 15 and neutral Se atoms 6 electrons with the employed pseudopotentials. 
 	
  (eV) no APB 	
  (eV) in APB Δ,	

  (eV) Charge Bi no APB Charge Bi APB Charge Se 
1 -25.51 -25.20 -0.31 14.15 14.56 6.57(2) 
2 -25.61 -24.99 -0.61 14.09 14.65 6.62(6) 
3 -25.59(4) -24.98 -0.61(4) 14.15(1) 14.67(1) 6.64(6) 
4 -25.53(4) -24.97 -0.57(4) 14.19(3) 14.69 6.64(6) 
5 -25.52(4) -24.99 -0.54(4) 14.22(4) 14.69(1) 6.64(5) 
6 -25.48(7) -24.97 -0.51(7) 14.23(3) 14.69(2) 6.65(6) 
7 -25.44(7) -24.94 -0.50(7) 14.25(5) 14.68(1) 6.65(5) 
8 -25.42(8) -24.96 -0.46(8) 14.24(4) 14.68(1) 6.66(6) 
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monolayers of TiSe2, NbSe2, and MoSe2 for the 1T and 2H polytypes using the HSE06 
hybrid functional. The DOS diagrams are shown in Figure 12.9. Monolayer 1T-TiSe2 is a 
small band gap semiconductor with a band gap of 0.09 eV. 2H-TiSe2 is a semiconductor 
with a band gap of 1.41 eV. 1T- and 2H-NbSe2 are both metallic as is 1T-MoSe2. 
Monolayer 2H-MoSe2 is a semiconductor with a band gap of 1.94 eV. 
Table 12.4 shows these band gaps and the Fermi levels of the monolayers 
alongside 1L BiSe. TiSe2 crystallizes in the 1T structure in bulk, ferecrystals, and MLCs. 
1T 2H 
TiSe2 
NbSe2 
MoSe2 
Figure 12.9. Density of States (DOS) of monolayer TiSe2, NbSe2, and MoSe2 in the 1T 
and 2H structure. 
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The Fermi level of monolayer 1T-TiSe2 is approximately 2 eV below 1L BiSe. Assuming 
a rigid band model, BiSe can donate charge into the TiSe2 layer, which has many states 
available to accept the electron. The Fermi level of NbSe2, which crystallizes in the 2H 
structure, is also lower than the Fermi level of BiSe, but does not have as many states 
available to accept electrons as TiSe2 due to the band gap above the Fermi level. This 
explains why the abundance of APBs in ferecrystals containing NbSe2 is much higher 
than for ferecrystals containing TiSe2, as the electrons that cannot be accepted by the 
NbSe2 layer need to be localized using APBs. With increasing NbSe2 thickness, more 
empty states become available and the abundance of APBs decreases. MoSe2, which 
crystallizes in the 2H structure, presents a peculiar case as it also forms 1T-MoSe2 when 
BiSe is present. For BiSe to donate charge, the large band gap of 2H-MoSe2 needs to be 
overcome. However, the next available empty state is at EF + Eg = –1.35 eV, which is 
slightly above the Fermi level of BiSe. However, the 1T polytype has many states 
available that BiSe can donate charge into. This could be the reason for the 1T phase and 
the lack of APBs being observed in ferecrystals containing BiSe and MoSe2. 
These considerations do not explain the differences between MLCs and 
ferecrystals. One possibility is that the lattice match in MLCs prevents mixed layers of 
BiSe with and without APBs. This will be subject to future research.  
Table 12.4. Band gaps Eg and Fermi energies EF for monolayer TiSe2, NbSe2, and 
MoSe2 in the 1T and 2H structures. The results for 1L BiSe are added for comparison. 
 TiSe2 NbSe2 MoSe2 BiSe 
 1T 2H 1T 2H 1T 2H 1L 
Eg (eV) 0.09 1.41 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.94 0.0 
EF (eV) -3.43 -4.81 -3.06 -3.78 -2.08 -3.29 -1.40 
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XII.4.  Conclusions 
BiSe exhibits a diverse set of structures and electronic properties in ferecrystals 
and misfit layer compounds (MLCs). In bulk, it crystallizes in a trigonal structure, 
whereas it crystallizes in a NaCl-like structure in ferecrystals and MLCs. With some 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), antiphase boundaries (APBs) are present in the 
BiSe layer. 
Crystal orbital Hamilton populations (COHPs) show that Bi–Se bonds are 
antibonding, which destabilizes the bulk NaCl structure. The trigonal bulk structure is 
stabilized by Bi–Bi bonds. These antibonding properties are also found in isolated BiSe 
multilayers. To leave the antibonding regime, BiSe layers need to donate one electron per 
formula unit (f.u.), which experimentally is only observed for 1L BiSe, likely due to the 
amount of charge thicker layers would have to transfer. 
The introduction of antiphase boundaries (APBs) significantly stabilizes the BiSe 
lattice with up to 63 meV/f.u. The length of the Bi–Bi bonds in the stable APB structures 
are comparable to the Bi-Bi distances in bismuth metal. The Bi 5d core level shifts in the 
APB structures calculated using the initial state approximations are in excellent 
agreement with experimental values. Bader charge analysis revealed that APBs localize 
charge in the BiSe layer with one electron per APB. The bonds inside BiSe are partially 
covalent and ionic, which is consistent with the hybridization of Bi p and Se s and p 
orbitals observed in orbital projected band structures. 
Density of states of isolated TMD layers revealed the different capacities of 
different TMDs to accept charge from BiSe. This could be correlated to the abundance of 
APBs in ferecrystals. Based on a rigid band model, it was predicated that BiSe cannot 
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donate charge into a 2H-MoSe2 layer, which is why 1T-MoSe2 with its available empty 
states to accept charge is observed in ferecrystals containing BiSe and MoSe2. 
Future research needs to analyze the bonding in the APB structures to explain the 
different periods of APBs found in ferecrystals and investigate the differences between 
ferecrystals and MLCs. COHP calculations of APB structures are currently ongoing to 
address these questions. 
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CHAPTER XIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
XIII.1.  Summary and Conclusions 
This dissertation provided insight into the structures, formation, and properties of 
thin films synthesized using the Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) method, which 
was introduced extensively in Chapter I, using a variety of experimental and 
computational methods. 
Chapter II described the synthesis of ferromagnetic CuCr2Se4 thin films. It was 
shown that these films are strongly textured and aligned along the [111] axis, and that the 
degree of crystallographic alignment could be controlled kinetically by adjusting the 
annealing time. The magnetic properties of these thing films are enhanced with stronger 
magnetic anisotropy compared to bulk CuCr2Se4. Chapter III performed an in-depth 
analysis of the magnetization processes and showed that there is a competition of in-
plane shape anisotropy and out-of-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy, with the latter 
dominating at low temperatures. The films show unusual magnetotransport properties, 
such as negative magnetoresistivity. This was the first time negative magnetoresistivity 
was found in CuCr2Se4. 
Chapter IV introduced ferecrystals, rotationally disordered members of the misfit 
layer compound (MLC) family. Using the MER method, the nanoarchitecture of these 
compounds can be controlled so that it is possible to synthesize ferecrystals with the same 
c-axis lattice parameter but different stacking sequences. This approach lead to a new 
type of structural isomerism, and the first synthesis of these isomers was described in 
Chapter V. It was shown that different isomers have different electrical properties despite 
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having the same total amount of layers, likely due to different numbers of interfaces and 
layer thicknesses. The ability to synthesize these isomers makes tens of thousands of 
compounds available for one combination of rock salt metal selenide and transition metal 
dichalcogenide. Chapter VI described the formation of the ferecrystal [(SnSe)1+]1[VSe2]1 
and revealed simultaneous, independent crystallization events. It was observed that SnSe2 
forms alongside SnSe at lower temperatures. SnSe2 decomposes at 400 °C to SnSe and 
the ferecrystal [(SnSe)1+]1[VSe2]1 is formed. 
The last part of this dissertation used ab initio methods to explain properties of 
ferecrystal constituents. Chapters VIII and IX investigated VSe2 layers, and found that 
electron correlation has profound effects on the electronic structure and magnetic 
properties of the 1T-polytype. It was found that VSe2 has a ferromagnetic ground state 
and belongs to the family of XY magnets. However, the transition temperature is below 
the experimentally observed charge density wave transition. Non-magnetic 1T-VSe2 is 
not dynamically stable due to Fermi surface nesting. The resulting charge density vector 
is  ,  which is consistent with the bulk form. The charge density wave vector is 
independent of electron correlation strength and dimensionality. Chapter X used DFT to 
explain the stabilities of different polytypes in [(SnSe)1+]mTiSe2 ferecrystals. The 
different SnSe polytypes are similar in energy and it is plausible that interactions with the 
TiSe2 layers destabilize the -SnSe structure. For m = 3, shear defects were found which 
are due to nucleation and growth kinetics and not due to thermodynamic stabilities. DFT 
revealed that ferecrystals do not behave as simple composites and that an isolated layer 
model has limitations in what it can describe. Chapter XI presented [(BiSe)1+][NbSe2]n 
ferecrystals containing BiSe. Anti-phase boundaries were present, but the abundances 
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decreased with increasing n. Depending on the precursor composition, the BiSe basal 
plane may either be square or rectangular. DFT calculations showed that the total energy 
of a BiSe bilayer is insensitive to small distortions, i.e. BiSe can easily distort to 
accommodate deviations from the ideal Bi:Nb ratio and still form a ferecrystal. 
In Chapter XII, the bonding in BiSe was analyzed. Crystal orbital Hamilton 
populations (COHPs) showed that Bi–Se bonds are antibonding, which destabilizes the 
NaCl structure, so that BiSe either needs to donate one electron into the transition metal 
dichalcogenide layer or form antiphase boundaries. Antiphase boundaries significantly 
stabilize the BiSe lattice and lead to localization of charge in the Bi–Bi bonds. Using a 
rigid band model, it could be shown that TiSe2 and NbSe2 have empty states that BiSe 
can donate electrons into. Since NbSe2 has less available empty states, the abundance of 
antiphase boundaries is higher in ferecrystals containing NbSe2 than in ferecrystals 
containing TiSe2. MoSe2 has no empty states available to accept charge so that it 
transforms into its 1T polytype. 
XIII.2.  Outlook 
The MER method is a synthesis method that achieves kinetic control in a solid 
state reaction, which is rare in solid state synthesis methods. The resulting thin film 
compounds show different properties than the bulk, as was demonstrated for CuCr2Se4. 
The crystallographic alignment of this compound makes it a suitable component for 
ferecrystals, for example, as a substitute for the transition metal dichalcogenide, and may 
result in interesting magnetic behavior. 
Along with its ability to control the nanoarchitecture of its product, the MER 
method can be used to synthesize a variety of metastable compounds. The existence of 
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isomers has been shown, which opens up the possibility for a large number of new 
compounds to be synthesized. Systematically varying the stacking sequences may give 
profound insights in the interactions inside these compounds, which may be applied to 
other surface chemistry problems. 
Studying the formation of ferecrystals revealed the presence of the unexpected 
intermediate product SnSe2. It is conceivable that intergrowth compounds using SnSe2 
and another transition metal dichalcogenide can be synthesized if the temperature is 
chosen low enough or if a sufficient excess pressure of Se vapor is added. There are 
synthesis efforts underway in the Dave Johnson group and the preliminary results are 
promising. Studying the formation of other ferecrystals, especially when the rock salt 
structure is not the only stable structure, can reveal other possible intergrowth compounds 
with interesting physical properties. 
Density functional theory has been successfully employed to describe constituents 
in ferecrystals. Since ferecrystals are rotationally disordered, using lattice-matched layers 
to form a superlattice is not an appropriate model, making the ab initio description of 
these compounds challenging. An isolated layer model has shown potential to describe 
certain properties and stabilities of the constituents in ferecrystals. These insights can be 
used to better target the synthesis of new ferecrystalline compounds, and can also be used 
for the development of two-dimensional materials. 
The isolated layer approach, however, has limits, especially when interactions 
between layers are not negligible. New theoretical models need to be developed to 
properly account for these interactions, especially charge transfer and charge screening, 
beyond using Hubbard-U terms. 
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APPENDIX A 
PYTHON CODE TO CALCULATE ALL FERECRYSTAL ISOMERS 
This appendix contains the source code of a python module to calculate all 
isomers in a ferecrystal with given composition. It is published online under 
https://github.com/marcoesters/ferecrystal_isomers. The module to be loaded is 
ferecrystal_isomers.py, which used module bracelets.py to perform all necklace 
combinatorics calculations. The code is current as of the date of this dissertation and can 
be found in Schemes A.1 and A.2. 
Scheme A.1. Syntax-highlighted code of ferecrystal_isomers.py 
1. """  
2. This module creates all ferecrystal isomers with a given composition.  
3. It also has a method to filter isomers according to thickness or  
4. interface criteria (see function get_isomer subset for details). It  
5. uses the algorithm by Karim et al. to create bracelets with fixed  
6. content to create the isomers (see bracelets module for full citation).  
7. """   
8.    
9. from __future__ import division, unicode_literals, print_function   
10. from bracelets import Bracelets   
11. from string import ascii_uppercase   
12.    
13. __author__ = "Marco Esters"   
14. __copyright__ = "Copyright 2017, Marco Esters"   
15. __version__ = "1.0"   
16. __maintainer__ = "Marco Esters"   
17. __email__ = "esters@uoregon.edu"   
18. __date__ = "03/06/2017"   
19.    
20.    
21. class Isomers(object):   
22.     """  
23.     Isomer class to generate all ferecrystal isomers. Uses the  
24.     algorithm Karim et al. (DOI: 10.1016/j.tcs.2012.11.024) to  
25.     generate bracelets with fixed content.  
26.     """   
27.     def __init__(self, composition, elements=None):   
28.         """  
29.         Checks for invalid input and generates all isomers.  
30.         Args:  
31.             composition (list or tuple): A list or tuple representation  
32.                 of the formula of the ferecrystal repeating unit.  
33.                 List items must be integers.  
34.             elements (list or tuple): A list or a touple of the  
35.                 constituents in the ferecrystal for the output of the  
36.                 isomers. The list must have the same length as the  
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37.                 composition, and the list items must be string.  
38.                 Defaults to None. If it is None, uppercase letters are  
39.                 used for the output instead.  
40.         """   
41.         if not (isinstance(composition, list)   
42.                 or isinstance(composition, tuple)):   
43.             raise TypeError('Composition must be list or tuple')   
44.         if len(composition) < 2:   
45.             raise ValueError('Composition must have at least 2 items.')   
46.         if len(composition) > 26:   
47.             raise ValueError('Composition cannot have more than 26 items.')   
48.         for i in composition:   
49.             if not isinstance(i, int):   
50.                 raise TypeError('Values must be a integers.')   
51.         self._composition = composition   
52.         if elements:   
53.             if not (isinstance(elements, list)   
54.                     or isinstance(elements, tuple)):   
55.                 raise TypeError('Elements must be None, list, or tuple.')   
56.             if len(self._composition) != len(elements):   
57.                 raise ValueError('Elements must be of the '   
58.                                  'same size as composition.')   
59.             for element in elements[:-1]:   
60.                 if elements.count(element) > 1:   
61.                     raise ValueError('Element list contains duplicates.')   
62.    
63.         self._elements = elements   
64.         self._bracelets = Bracelets(composition)   
65.         self._all_isomers = self._isomers_from_bracelets()   
66.    
67.     def _as_tuples(self):   
68.         """  
69.         Converts the bracelets into isomer tuples, i.e. the numbers  
70.         be replaced with the element strings.  
71.         """   
72.         isomer_tuples = []   
73.         for brac in self._bracelets.as_tuple():   
74.             isomer = [(self._elements[t[0]], t[1]) for t in brac]   
75.             isomer_tuples.append(isomer)   
76.         return isomer_tuples   
77.    
78.     def _isomers_from_bracelets(self):   
79.         """  
80.         Formats the tuples returned from the bracelet algorithm and  
81.         outputs a list of formatted strings  
82.         """   
83.         isomers = []   
84.         for brace in self._bracelets.as_tuple():   
85.             istring = ''   
86.             for b, brc in enumerate(brace):   
87.                 if self._elements is None:   
88.                     letter = ascii_uppercase[brc[0]]   
89.                 else:   
90.                     letter = self._elements[brc[0]]   
91.                 istring = '%s(%s)%d' % (istring, letter, brc[1])   
92.                 if b != len(brace) - 1:   
93.                     istring = '%s-' % istring   
94.             isomers.append(istring)   
95.         return isomers   
96.    
97.     def _isomers_from_tuples(self, isomers):   
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98.         """  
99.         Converts the isomer tuples into string. This function converts  
100.         the output of 'get_isomer_subset' into a list of strings.  
101.         Args:  
102.             isomers (list): A list of isomers as tuples.  
103.         """   
104.         isomer_tuples = []   
105.         for isomer in isomers:   
106.             istring = ''   
107.             for i, iso in enumerate(isomer):   
108.                 istring += '(%s)%d' % (iso[0], iso[1])   
109.                 if i != len(isomer) - 1:   
110.                     istring += '-'   
111.             isomer_tuples.append(istring)   
112.    
113.         return isomer_tuples   
114.    
115.     def _transform_to_letter(self, element_string):   
116.         """  
117.         Transforms the isomers strings that use elements instead of  
118.         uppercase letters into a string of uppercase letters to  
119.         simplify the interface filter. The function sorts the elements  
120.         by length in reverse order so that e.g. 'SnSe2' is not seen as  
121.         'SnSe' by the algorithm.  
122.         Args:  
123.             element_string (string): An isomer as a concatenated string  
124.                 of its constituents.  
125.         """   
126.         element_indices = {element: e   
127.                            for e, element in enumerate(self._elements)} 
  
128.         for element in sorted(self._elements[:])[::-1]:   
129.             letter = ascii_uppercase[element_indices[element]]   
130.             element_string = element_string.replace(element, letter)   
131.         return element_string   
132.    
133.     def _filter_interface(self, isomers, interface_conditions):   
134.         """  
135.         A function to return only the isomers that satisfy the  
136.         thickness conditions.  
137.         Args:  
138.             isomers (list): A list of tuples with either all isomers or  
139.                             the isomers that remain after going through  
140.                             the thickness filter.  
141.             interface_conditions (dict): The interface conditions as  
142.                 described in the function 'get_isomer_subset'.  
143.         """   
144.         filtered_isomers = []   
145.         inter_cond = interface_conditions.copy()   
146.         if self._elements:   
147.             for key in inter_cond:   
148.                 newkey = self._transform_to_letter(key)   
149.                 inter_cond[newkey] = inter_cond.pop(key)   
150.         for isomer in isomers:   
151.             append_isomer = True   
152.             istring = ''.join([i[0]*i[1] for i in isomer])   
153.             if self._elements:   
154.                 istring = self._transform_to_letter(istring)   
155.             for key in inter_cond:   
156.                 val = inter_cond[key]   
157.                 if type(val) is bool:   
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158.                     interface = key in istring or key[::-1] in istring   
159.                     if interface != inter_cond[key]:   
160.                         append_isomer = False   
161.                         break   
162.                 else:   
163.                     istring_extd = istring + istring[0:len(key)-1]   
164.                     occ = istring.count(key)   
165.                     if key != key[::-1]:   
166.                         occ += istring.count(key[::-1])   
167.    
168.                     if occ < val[0] or (val[1] > 0 and occ > val[1]):   
169.                         append_isomer = False   
170.                         break   
171.             if append_isomer:   
172.                 filtered_isomers.append(isomer)   
173.         return filtered_isomers   
174.    
175.     def _filter_thickness(self, isomers, thickness_conditions):   
176.         """  
177.         A function to return only the isomers that satisfy the  
178.         thickness conditions.  
179.         Args:  
180.             isomers (list): All isomers as a list of tuples.  
181.             thickness_conditions (dict): The thickness conditions as  
182.                 described in the function 'get_isomer_subset'.  
183.         """   
184.         filtered_isomers = []   
185.         intvals = {key: False for key in thickness_conditions   
186.                    if type(thickness_conditions[key]) is int}   
187.         for isomer in isomers:   
188.             append_isomer = True   
189.             intvals = {key: False for key in intvals}   
190.             for i in isomer:   
191.                 if i[0] in thickness_conditions:   
192.                     val = thickness_conditions[i[0]]   
193.                     if type(val) is int:   
194.                         if i[1] == val:   
195.                             intvals[i[0]] = True   
196.                     elif i[1] < val[0] or (val[1] > 0 and i[1] > val[1])
:   
197.                         append_isomer = False   
198.                         break   
199.             if append_isomer and False not in intvals.values():   
200.                 filtered_isomers.append(isomer)   
201.         return filtered_isomers   
202.    
203.     def get_formula(self):   
204.         """  
205.         Returns the chemical formula of the ferecrystal as a string.  
206.         """   
207.         formula_string = ''   
208.         if self._elements:   
209.             for c, comp in enumerate(self._composition):   
210.                 formula_string += '(%s)%d' % (self._elements[c], comp)   
211.         else:   
212.             for c, comp in enumerate(self._composition):   
213.                 formula_string += '(%s)%d' % (ascii_uppercase[c], comp) 
  
214.         return formula_string   
215.    
216.     def get_isomer_subset(self,   
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217.                           thickness_conditions=None,   
218.                           interface_conditions=None):   
219.         """  
220.         Overhead function to filter isomers based on the input  
221.         thickness and interface conditions.  
222.         Args:  
223.             interface_donditions (dict):  
224.                 A dictionary describing interface conditions. Defaults  
225.                 to None. Dictionary keys are entered as they would  
226.                 appear in the isomer. Examples:  
227.                     * 'PbSeSnSe' checks for interfaces between one PbSe  
228.                       and one SnSe layer. Note that the occurrence of  
229.                       PbSe-SnSe-PbSe constitutes two interfaces.  
230.                     * To check for occurrences of '(PbSe)2(SnSe)2', the  
231.                       key 'PbSePbSeSnSeSnSe' needs to be used.  
232.                 Acceptable value formats:  
233.                     False: Returns only isomers where the interface(s)  
234.                            described in the key do(es) not exist. For  
235.                            example {'PbSeSnSe': False} omits all  
236.                            isomers with a PbSe-SnSe interface.  
237.                     True: Returns any isomers that have the interface(s)
  
238.                           described in the key. Equivalent to (1, 0).  
239.                     int: Returns isomers that have exactly 'int' number  
240.                          of interface(s) described in the key.  
241.                     (int1, int2): Returns isomers with at least 'int1'  
242.                                   and at most 'int2' number of  
243.                                   occurrences of the interface(s)  
244.                                   described in the key.  
245.                     (0, int2): Returns isomers with at most 'int2'  
246.                                number of occurences of the interface(s)  
247.                                described in the key.  
248.                 (int1, 0): Returns isomers with at least 'int1' number  
249.                            of occurences of the interface(s) described  
250.                            in the key. (1, 0) is equivalend to True.  
251.         thickness_conditions (dict):  
252.             A dictionary describing thickness conditions for each  
253.             element. Defaults to None. Acceptable value formats:  
254.                 int: Returns isomers with at least one instance of the  
255.                      element with thickness 'int' (integer). To return  
256.                      isomers where the element exclusively has the  
257.                      thickness 'int', use (int, int).  
258.                 (int1, int2): Returns isomers with a thickness of the  
259.                               element of at least 'int1' and at most  
260.                               'int2'. Can also be of format list.  
261.                 (0, int2): Returns isomers with a maximum thickness of  
262.                            the element of 'int2'. Can also be a list.  
263.                 (int1, 0): Returns isomers with a minimum thickness of  
264.                            the element of 'int1'. Can also be a list.  
265.         """   
266.         isomer_subset = self._as_tuples()   
267.         if thickness_conditions:   
268.             if not isinstance(thickness_conditions, dict):   
269.                 raise ValueError('Thickness conditions must be a diction
ary.')   
270.             else:   
271.                 for key in thickness_conditions:   
272.                     val = thickness_conditions[key]   
273. #                    if type(val) is int:   
274. #                        thickness_conditions[key] = [val, val]   
275.                 isomer_subset = self._filter_thickness(isomer_subset,   
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276.                                                        thickness_conditi
ons)   
277.         if interface_conditions:   
278.             if not isinstance(interface_conditions, dict):   
279.                 raise ValueError('Interface conditions must be a diction
ary.')   
280.             for key in interface_conditions:   
281.                 val = interface_conditions[key]   
282.                 if type(val) is int:   
283.                     interface_conditions[key] = [val, val]   
284.             isomer_subset = self._filter_interface(isomer_subset,   
285.                                                    interface_conditions)
   
286.         return self._isomers_from_tuples(isomer_subset)   
287.   
288.     @property   
289.     def isomers(self):   
290.         """  
291.         Returns all isomers as a list of formatted strings.  
292.         """   
293.         return self._all_isomers   
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Scheme A.2. Syntax-highlighted code of bracelets.py. This module is imported by 
ferecrystal_isomers.py (see line 10 in Scheme A.2). 
1. """  
2. This module creates bracelets with fixed content according to  
3. Karim, S.; Sawada, J.; Alambir; Z.; and Husnine, S. M. "Generating  
4. bracelets with fixed content", Theor. Comput. Sci., 2013, 475,  
5. 103 - 112, DOI: 10.1016/j.tcs.2012.11.024  
6. """   
7.    
8. from __future__ import division, unicode_literals, print_function   
9. from string import ascii_uppercase   
10.    
11. __author__ = "Marco Esters"   
12. __copyright__ = "Copyright 2017, Marco Esters"   
13. __version__ = "1.0"   
14. __maintainer__ = "Marco Esters"   
15. __email__ = "esters@uoregon.edu"   
16. __date__ = "03/06/2017"   
17.    
18.    
19. class Bracelets(object):   
20.    
21.     """  
22.     Object for the bracelets to be instantiated by the  
23.     ferecrystal_isomer module.  
24.     """   
25.    
26.     def __init__(self, components):   
27.         """  
28.         Args:  
29.            components (list or tuple): A list of integers representing  
30.                the fixed content.  
31.         """   
32.         if not isinstance(components, list):   
33.             raise TypeError("Components must be list.")   
34.         if len(components) < 2:   
35.             raise ValueError("Components must have at least 2 items.")   
36.    
37.         self._components = components   
38.         dll = DoubleLinkedList(self._components)   
39.         self._bracelets = sorted(list(self.get_bracelets(dll)))   
40.    
41.     def as_string(self):   
42.         string_list = [''] * len(self.bracelets)   
43.         for b, brace in enumerate(self.bracelets):   
44.             for s in brace:   
45.                 string_list[b] += ascii_uppercase[s]   
46.         return string_list   
47.    
48.     def as_tuple(self):   
49.         bracelet_tuple = []   
50.         for brac in self.bracelets:   
51.             tuple_list = []   
52.             curr = 0   
53.             n = 1   
54.             for b in brac[1:]:   
55.                 if b == curr:   
56.                     n += 1   
57.                 else:   
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58.                     tuple_list.append((curr, n))   
59.                     curr = b   
60.                     n = 1   
61.             tuple_list.append((curr, n))   
62.             bracelet_tuple.append(tuple_list)   
63.         return bracelet_tuple   
64.   
65.     @property   
66.     def bracelets(self):   
67.         return self._bracelets   
68.    
69.     def build_bracelets(self, a, dll, lenenc, run, t, p, r, z, b, RS):   
70.         if t - 1 > r + (dll.n_tot-r)/2:   
71.             if a[t-2] > a[dll.n_tot-t+r+1]:   
72.                 RS = False   
73.             elif a[t-2] < a[dll.n_tot-t+r+1]:   
74.                 RS = True   
75.    
76.         if dll.n[-1] == dll.n_tot - t + 1:   
77.             if dll.n[-1] > run[t-p-1]:   
78.                 p = dll.n_tot   
79.    
80.             if dll.n[-1] > 0 and r + 1 != t:   
81.                 if lenenc[b+1][0] == dll.n_items - 1\   
82.                       and lenenc[b+1][1] > dll.n[-1]:   
83.                     RS = True   
84.    
85.                 elif (lenenc[b+1][0] != dll.n_items - 1   
86.                       or lenenc[b+1][1] < dll.n[-1]):   
87.                     RS = False   
88.    
89.             if not RS and dll.n_tot == p:   
90.                 yield a   
91.    
92.         elif dll.n[0] != dll.n_tot - t + 1:   
93.             j = dll.head   
94.             while j >= a[t-p-1]:   
95.                 run[z-1] = t - z   
96.                 lenenc = self.update_run_length(j, lenenc)   
97.                 dll.n[j] -= 1   
98.                 if dll.n[j] == 0:   
99.                     dll.remove(j)   
100.    
101.                 a[t-1] = j   
102.                 z2 = z   
103.                 if j != dll.n_items - 1:   
104.                     z2 = t + 1   
105.                 if j != a[t-p-1]:   
106.                     p2 = t   
107.                 else:   
108.                     p2 = p   
109.    
110.                 c = self.check_rev(lenenc)   
111.                 if c == 0:   
112.                     for brac in self.build_bracelets(a[:], dll, lenenc, 
  
113.                                                      run, t + 1, p2, t, 
  
114.                                                      z2, lenenc[0], Fals
e):   
115.                         yield brac   
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116.    
117.                 elif c == 1:   
118.                     for brac in self.build_bracelets(a[:], dll, lenenc, 
  
119.                                                      run, t + 1, p2, r, 
  
120.                                                      z2, b, RS):   
121.                         yield brac   
122.    
123.                 if dll.n[j] == 0:   
124.                     dll.add(j)   
125.                 dll.n[j] += 1   
126.                 lenenc = self.restore_run_length(lenenc)   
127.                 j = dll.next[j]   
128.    
129.             a[t-1] = dll.n_tot - 1   
130.    
131.     def check_rev(self, lenenc):   
132.         i = 1   
133.         m = lenenc[0]   
134.         while lenenc[i] == lenenc[m-i+1] and i <= m/2:   
135.             i += 1   
136.         if i > m/2:   
137.             return 0   
138.         if lenenc[i][0] < lenenc[m-i+1][0]:   
139.             return 1   
140.         if lenenc[i][0] > lenenc[m-i+1][0]:   
141.             return -1   
142.         if ((lenenc[i][1] < lenenc[m-i+1][1]   
143.              and lenenc[i+1][0] < lenenc[m-i+1])   
144.             or (lenenc[i][1] > lenenc[m-i+1][1]   
145.                 and lenenc[i][0] < lenenc[m-i][0])):   
146.             return 1   
147.         return -1   
148.    
149.     def get_bracelets(self, dll):   
150.         run = [0] * dll.n_tot   
151.    
152.         a = [dll.n_items - 1] * dll.n_tot   
153.         a[0] = 0   
154.         dll.n[0] -= 1   
155.         lenenc = [1, [0, 1]]   
156.         if dll.n[0] == 0:   
157.             dll.remove(0)   
158.    
159.         for brac in self.build_bracelets(a, dll, lenenc, run,   
160.                                          2, 1, 1, 2, 1, False):   
161.             yield brac   
162.    
163.     def restore_run_length(self, lenenc):   
164.         if lenenc[-1][1] == 1:   
165.             lenenc[0] -= 1   
166.             del lenenc[-1]   
167.         else:   
168.             lenenc[-1][1] -= 1   
169.    
170.         return lenenc   
171.    
172.     def update_run_length(self, j, lenenc):   
173.         if lenenc[-1][0] == j:   
174.             lenenc[-1][1] += 1   
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175.         else:   
176.             lenenc[0] += 1   
177.             lenenc.append([j, 1])   
178.    
179.         return lenenc   
180.    
181.    
182. class DoubleLinkedList(object):   
183.     """  
184.     Object for the double linked list to efficiently implement add  
185.     and remove operations. See Karim's paper for details.  
186.     """   
187.     def __init__(self, component_list):   
188.         """  
189.         Generates the double linked list.  
190.         Args:  
191.             component_list (list or tuple): integer list representing  
192.                 the fixed content.  
193.         """   
194.         self.n = component_list[:]   
195.         self.n_items = len(component_list)   
196.         self.n_tot = sum(component_list)   
197.         self.next = []   
198.         self.prev = []   
199.         for i in range(self.n_items+1):   
200.             self.next.append(i-1)   
201.             self.prev.append(i+1)   
202.         self._head = self.n_items - 1   
203.    
204.     def add(self, j):   
205.         """  
206.         The 'add(j)' operation as outlined in Karim's publication.  
207.         """   
208.         n = self.next[j]   
209.         p = self.prev[j]   
210.         self.prev[n] = j   
211.         self.next[p] = j   
212.         if self.prev[j] == self.n_items:   
213.             self._head = j   
214.   
215.     @property   
216.     def head(self):   
217.         """  
218.         The 'head' operation as outlined in Karim's publication.  
219.         """   
220.         return self._head   
221.    
222.     def remove(self, j):   
223.         """  
224.         The 'remove(j)' operation as outlined in Karim's publication.  
225.         """   
226.         if j == self._head:   
227.             self._head = self.next[j]   
228.         n = self.next[j]   
229.         p = self.prev[j]   
230.         self.next[p] = n   
231.         self.prev[n] = p   
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APPENDIX B 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL TO CHAPTER IX 
B.1.  Computational Methods 
All DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation 
package (VASP).1-3 The interactions between the ionic core and the valence electrons 
were described using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method using a cutoff energy 
of 500 eV.4,5 The 3p63d4s1 and the 4s24p4 states were used as valence electrons for V and 
Se, respectively. For the exchange-correlation functional, we compare results for the 
local-density approximation (LDA), the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)7 generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA), and the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid 
method with the standard exact-exchange mixing parameter of α = 0.25.8 For the 
Hubbard-U term, Dudarev’s approach was used to treat localized d-orbitals in V, using 
the effective U parameter, Ueff = U – J, with U and J being the on-site Coulomb and 
exchange parameters, respectively.9 Since the interactions between individual VSe2 
layers is of van der Waals type, dispersion corrections were included for the GGA 
functionals using the method of Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS), Grimme’s DFT-D2 
method, and Dion’s method in the vdW-DF corrected optPBE, optB86b and optB88 
functionals.10-17  Brillouin zone integration was carried out using a Γ-centered k-point 
grid with a high k-point density of approximately 60 k-points per Å-1.18 Atomic positions 
and lattice parameters were fully optimized until the forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å 
and the stresses smaller than 0.05 GPa. A vacuum of 30 Å was included for the 
monolayer and bilayer calculations to minimize interactions between periodic images. 
For total energy calculations, self-consistency was achieved with an energy convergence 
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of 10-6 eV. Band structures were visualized and VSe2 slabs were generated using the open 
source PYTHON packages PYMATGEN in conjunction with MPINTERFACES.19,20 Spin 
densities were visualized with the program VESTA.21 Fermi surfaces were calculated using 
the Wannier interpolation as implemented in the WANNIER90 code and visualized using 
XCRYSDEN.22,23 
B.2.  Energy and Magnetization of Undistorted 1T- and 2H-VSe2 
Figures B.1a, B.2a, and B.3a show the difference in total energy, E, between 
VSe2 in the octahedral (1T) and trigonal prismatic (2H) structure as a function of Ueff for 
monolayers, bilayers, and bulk, respectively. E depends strongly on the exchange-
correlation functional, , and the van der Waals functional. For all functionals, E 
exhibits a maximum value at intermediate values for U. For the GGA functional PBE and 
the van der Waals corrected GGA functionals vdW-optPBE, vdW-optB88, vdW-
optB86b, TS-GGA, and GGA-D2, the maximum occurs at a lower  of 0.5 eV – 
1.0 eV compared to a Ueff of 2.5 eV for the LDA functional. For the GGA+U methods, 
the 2H structure is stable for Ueff below about 2 eV. For the LDA+U method, 1T is stable 
for Ueff below 0.5 eV and above 3.5 eV. For the LDA functional, going from monolayer 
to bilayer to bulk shifts the transition from 2H being more stable to 1T being more stable 
to lower  from approximately 3.25 eV for monolayers to 3.0 eV for bilayers and 2.75 
eV for bulk. The same trend can be observed for the GGA functionals. 
The magnetization of the monolayer (Figure B.1b) as a function of  is 
described in the main publication in detail. The magnetization of the 2H polytype is 
approximately unity for all PBE functionals and all Ueff values (Figure B.1c). For LDA, it 
is around 0.7 B without a Hubbard- and reaches unity for Ueff = 1 eV. The bilayer of 
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the 1T-polytype behaves like the monolayer, except for the LDA functional, which 
predicts an unmagnetized bilayer for Ueff ≤ 1 eV before it reaches unity per formula unit 
(f.u.) at Ueff = 3.5 eV (Figure B.2b). Additionally, all PBE functionals show a maximum 
at 2.5 eV. The 2H-polytype (Figure B.2c) shows the same trend as the monolayer with a 
few deviations: except for PBE and optPBE, the PBE functionals exhibit a magnetization 
slightly below unity per formula unit without a Hubbard-U. All PBE functionals reach a 
magnetization of 1 /f.u. at Ueff = 1.5 eV. LDA has a lower magnetization per formula 
unit without a Hubbard-U compared to the monolayer and only reaches unity at Ueff = 3.5 
eV, which is 2.5 eV higher than for the monolayer. The bulk magnetization of the 1T-
polytype (Figure B.3b) follows the same trend as the monolayer and the bilayer. The 
major difference is that the PBE functionals that show a maximum at 2.5 eV for the 
monolayer do not have this maximum in the bulk and vice versa. Using the LDA 
functional, the magnetization stays at zero until Ueff = 0.5 eV and increases to reach unity 
at Ueff = 4.0 eV. The 2H-polytype (Figure B.3c) shows the same behavior as for the 
bilayer until Ueff reaches 3.0 eV (TS and optB88), 3.5 eV (other PBE functionals), and 
4.0 eV (LDA) where the magnetization per formula unit increases beyond unity, likely 
due to a semiconductor-metal transition. 
The -axis lattice parameters of 1T-VSe2 are shown in Figures B.1d, B.2d, B.3d 
for monolayers, bilayers, and bulk, respectively. The lattice parameters increase with 
increasing  and increase in a similar manner regardless of dimensionality. The -axis 
lattice parameters of bulk 1T-VSe2 are shown in Figure B.3e and are independent of  
and only depend on the van der Waals functional. The c/a-ratio consequently decreases 
with increasing  as shown in Figure B.3f. 
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Figure B.1. (a) Energy difference E between 1T and 2H-VSe2 monolayers as a function 
of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. Positive E indicates that 2H 
is more stable. (b) Magnetization m of monolayer 1T-VSe2 and (c) 2H-VSe2 as a function 
of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. (d) In-plane lattice 
parameters a of monolayer 1T-VSe2. The gray shades represent the range of experimental 
values found for ferecrystals.24-29 
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Figure B.2. (a) Energy difference E per formula unit (f.u.) between 1T and 2H-VSe2 
bilayers as a function of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. Positive 
E indicates that 2H is more stable. (b) Magnetization m per f.u. of bilayer 1T-VSe2 and 
(c) 2H-VSe2 as a function of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. (d) 
In-plane lattice parameters a of bilayer 1T-VSe2. The gray shades represent the range of 
experimental values found for ferecrystals.24-29 
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Figure B.3. (a) Energy difference E per formula unit (f.u.) between bulk 1T and 2H-
VSe2 as a function of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. Positive 
E indicates that 2H is more stable. (b) Magnetization m per f.u. of bulk 1T-VSe2 and (c) 
2H-VSe2 as a function of Ueff, exchange-correlation and van der Waals functional. (d) a-
axis lattice parameters a, (e) c-axis lattice parameters c, and (f) c/a ratios of bulk 1T-
VSe2. The gray shades represent the range of experimental values found for the bulk.30-32 
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PBE predicts that VSe2 is ferromagnetic, but it exhibits temperature-independent 
paramagnetism.33-39 To reconcile these differences, the Curie temperature Tc was 
estimated using the mean field approximation as 	
 =  , where J is the exchange 
integral and kB the Boltzmann constant. Using the Heisenberg model, the exchange 
integral J can be estimated from the magnetization  and the energy difference between 
the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic configuration  as  = (1/12)/2. 
The results are shown in Table B.1. The estimated Curie temperatures are significantly 
below the experimentally observed charge density wave transition temperature of 100 – 
110 K (onset), so the ferromagnetic phase resists in a temperature regime in which 
undistorted 1T-VSe2 not stable and can thus not be experimentally observed. 
 
  
Table B.1. Magnetization m of bulk 1T-VSe2, energy difference between 
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic order Emag, and the resulting estimate for the 
Curie temperature Tc for Ueff = 0 eV and 1.0 eV using the optPBE functional. 
Ueff (eV) m (B) Emag/f.u. (meV) Tc (K) 
0 4.301 0 15 
1.0 4.304 0.2 15 
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B.3.  Band Structure of 1T-VSe2 Monolayers Using optB86b 
Figure B.4a shows the orbital-projected band structure of monolayer 1T-VSe2 
using the optB86b functional and Ueff = 2.5 eV. It is similar to the band structure found 
for optPBE and Ueff = 1.0 eV, but there are some major differences at the K point for the 
majority spin bands, where the  band is shifted far below the Fermi level because of 
increasing occupation of the  orbtal, and the M point for the minority spin bands 
where the   + " band is shifted further above the Fermi level. The Fermi surface 
(Figure B.4b) reveals that the majority spin electron pockets around the M point maintain 
their shape but decrease in size. The minority spin hole pockets do not change 
significantly. 
  
Figure B.4. (a) Orbital-resolved band structure of monolayer 1T-VSe2 using the optB86b 
functional and Ueff = 2.5 eV. (b) The Fermi surface using the same parameters. Solid blue 
surfaces are from the majority spin and dashed red surfaces are from the minority spin. 
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B.4.  Phonon Dispersion Curves of 1T-VSe2 
Phonon dispersion curves were calculated using density functional perturbation 
theory (DFPT) as implemented in VASP and the analysis program PHONOPY,40 and are 
shown in Figure B.5 for Ueff = 0 and 1.0 eV. Therere are imaginary phonon modes at 
several places in the Brillouin zone that increase in frequency with increasing Ueff, 
suggesting that the lattice destabilizes with increasing value of Ueff. The mode with the 
lowest frequency is at #$ , 0, ', which corresponds to a 4 × 1 × 2 or a 4 × 4 × 2 
supercell. Varying the wave vector along the out-of-plane direction shows that the actual 
minimum is at ≈ 0.6∗. There is inconsistency in the literature about the exact value and 
commensurability of the . component of the charge density wave (CDW) vector, and 
even a transition from a 4 × 4 × 3 to a 4 × 4 × 2 supercell has been reported.39,41-44 The 
in-plane component of the CDW vector agrees with the CDW vector found in the 
literature, and the range of the out-of-plane component agrees with the range of values 
found in experiments. The results are consistent with the results obtained by Zhang et al. 
who used the LDA functional and norm-conserving pseudopotentials.45 
Figure B.5. Phonon dispersion curves for bulk 1T-VSe2 using optPBE and (a) no Hubbard-U, 
(b) Ueff = 1.0 eV. 
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The phonon dispersion curves for monolayer 1T-VSe2 using the optB86b 
functional and Ueff = 2.5 eV are shown in Figure B.6 for ferromagnetic (a) and non-
magnetic (b) structures. Unlike for the ferromagnetic monolayer using optPBE and 
Ueff = 1.0 eV, there are no imaginary phonons present for the ferromagnetic monolayer 
using optB86b and Ueff = 2.5 eV, showing that the dynamic stability of ferromagnetic 1T-
VSe2 monolayers is sensitive to the Hubbard-U. The nonmagnetic monolayer is less 
sensitive to Ueff. The positions of the imaginary phonon modes are independent of the 
Hubbard-U, but the frequencies of the imaginary modes increase, suggesting that electron 
correlation destabilizes the lattice. For optB86b and Ueff = 2.5 eV, an additional acoustic 
phonon becomes imaginary at 0. 
Figure B.6. Phonon dispersion curves for (a) ferromagnetic and (b) non-magnetic monolayers of 
1T-VSe2 using the optB86b functional and Ueff = 2.5 eV. 
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APPENDIX C 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION TO CHAPTER X 
C.1.  Le Bail Fits on In-plane Diffraction Patterns 
Le Bail fits on in-plane x-ray diffraction patterns of [(SnSe)1+]mTiSe2 were 
performed using the FullProf suite. The background was fit using a linear interpolation 
between points. The SnSe phase was modeled using an orthorhombic crystal system and 
the TiSe2 phase was modeled using a hexagonal crystal system. The peak shapes were 
fitted using pseudo-Voigt functions. The lattice parameters, line width parameters, and 
pseudo-Voigt weighting term were refined until convergence was reached. The (110) 
reflection of SnSe2 in the m ≥ 2 compounds were included in the background. 
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Figure C.1. Le Bail fit of the in-plane diffraction pattern for m = 1. Blue tick marks 
indicate the position of SnSe reflections and red tick marks indicate the position of TiSe2 
reflections. 
Figure C.2. Le Bail fit of the in-plane diffraction pattern for m = 2. Blue tick marks 
indicate the position of SnSe reflections and red tick marks indicate the position of TiSe2 
reflections. The reflection at approximately 47° is the (110) reflection of SnSe2. 
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Figure C.3. Le Bail fit of the in-plane diffraction pattern for m = 3. Blue tick marks 
indicate the position of SnSe reflections and red tick marks indicate the position of TiSe2 
reflections. The reflection at approximately 47° is the (110) reflection of SnSe2. 
Figure C.4. Le Bail fit of the in-plane diffraction pattern for m = 4. Blue tick marks 
indicate the position of SnSe reflections and red tick marks indicate the position of TiSe2 
reflections. The reflection at approximately 47° is the (110) reflection of SnSe2. 
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C.2.  Surface SnSe2 in [(SnSe)1+]mTSe2 
Cross sectional HAADF-STEM image of (SnSe)1.2TiSe2 displaying both the top 
and bottom interface of the film. SnSe2 is visible on the top of the film as a result of 
excess Sn and Se migrating to the surface. 
 
  
Figure C.5. HAADF-STEM of (SnSe)1.2TiSe2 showing SnSe2 on the surface, outlined in 
red. 
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C.3.  Density Functional Theory on Defects in SnSe 
To explain the different structural distortions that are seen in the HAADF-STEM 
images (Figure 10.5 in Chapter X), structural relaxation calculations were performed on 
distorted TlI structure shown in Figure C.6. The type I distortion is a shift of the top 
bilayer by the vector  , 0, 0, and type II describes a shift of the top bilayer along  ,  , 0. As Table C.1 shows, the in-plane lattice parameters of the distorted types 
deviate by less than 0.005 Å from the undistorted type, so it would be impossible to 
resolve these differences using the x-ray diffraction we employed. 
The energy differences between the distorted and undistorted TlI structures are 
very small with less than 4 meV per formula unit, so there is little energy loss from 
adopting the distorted structure instead of the undistorted structure. The energy of type II 
is practically the same as the energy of the undistorted TlI structure.  Comparing those 
two structures, one can see that along each axis, one unit cell of the undistorted TlI 
structure (top two bilayers along a and bottom two bilayers along b) is visible along with 
an extra layer that is shifted by half a unit cell. This results in an equal number of Sn-Sn, 
Sn-Se, and Se-Se stackings in each structure, which explains why the energies are equal. 
The overall similar energies indicate that the structure observed in the HAADF-STEM 
images is a result of nucleation and growth kinetics rather than thermodynamic stability. 
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Figure C.6. Relaxed structures of an (010) slab of SnSe with three bilayers in the TlI 
structure and its distorted relatives (see text) as viewed along (a) the [100] axis and (b) the 
[010] axis. Sn atoms are blue and Se atoms are red. 
 
Table C.1. In-plane lattice parameters a and b of the structures shown in Figure S6, and 
the energy differences per formula unit between these structures and the undistorted slab 
in the TlI structure ETlI. The energy difference per formula unit to a (001) slab of three 
bilayers in the GeS structure EGeS is added for comparison. 
Structure a (Å) 
b 
(Å) 
ETlI/f.u. 
(meV) 
EGeS/f.u. 
(meV) 
TlI 4.301 4.309 0 15 
Type I 4.301 4.313 3.7 19 
Type II 4.304 4.305 0.2 15 
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APPENDIX D 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL TO CHAPTER XI 
 
  
Figure D.1. (left) 00l XRD scans for samples 2b and 2c (n = 2) and 3b (n = 3). (right) 
hk0 XRD scans for the same samples. The black line at ~42° 2θ serves to highlight the 
shoulder present on left side of the BiSe (020) reflections for all three samples. Although 
all expected 00l reflections are present in these samples, some have weak intensities (2b 
and 3b) or misshapen peaks (2b). Hence although sample 2b has a measured Bi/Nb ratio 
similar to that of 2a, the weaker and somewhat misshaped XRD intensities suggest that 
the sample is not as well-formed. This could be due to the right ratio of Bi and Nb in the 
precursor, but too much absolute material in each layer of the precursor to form the 
targeted compound (the overall film thickness of the sample measured using XRR was 
greater than that predicted based on the number of repeat units deposited in the precursor 
times the repeat unit thickness in the annealed sample). Interestingly, the 00l scan for 
sample 2c suggests that despite a measured Bi/Nb ratio of only 0.95, this sample formed 
with a high degree of crystallographic alignment to the substrate. A similar observation is 
made for sample 3b, with a measured Bi/Nb ratio of only 0.91. All of these samples show 
a rectangular basal plane, instead of the square basal plane found in the higher quality or 
on-stoichiometry compounds. These observations suggest that the ratio of Bi/Nb in the 
film or the absolute amount of material within the precursor layers also influences the 
BiSe bilayer structure. 
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Figure D.2. Comparison of observed XRD data (red circles) with refined model fit 
(black line) for the n = 1 – 4 samples. The blue trace plots the residuals of the model fit 
and the green vertical lines mark the locations of Bragg reflections. 
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Table D.1. Rietveld refinement results from specular X-ray diffraction data for samples 
of [(BiSe)1+δ]1(NbSe2)n with n = 1 and 3. The refinements were carried out using the 
space group 31. 
 n = 1 n = 3 
Composition from 
refinement [BiSe1.01]1(NbSe2)1 [BiSe0.99]1(NbSe2)3 
Composition from XRF [BiSe1.12]1(NbSe2)1 [BiSe1.13]1(NbSe2)3 
Radiation Bruker D8, Cu K Bruker D8, Cu K 
2 range (degrees) 3 ≤ 2 ≤ 65 3 ≤ 2 ≤ 65 
c (Å) 12.08(1) 24.683(4) 
Reflections in refinement 8 17 
Number of variables 12 16 
RF = Fo-Fc/Fo 0.0103 0.0108 
RI = Io-Ic/Io 0.0130 0.0114 
RwP = [wiyoi-
yci2/wiyoi2]1/2 0.129 0.297 
RP = yoi-yci/yoi 0.0844 0.237 
Re =[(N-P+C)/(wiy2oi)]1/2 0.0452 0.0468 
2 = (RwP/Re)2 8.10 40.2 
Atom Parameters   
Nb1 in 1a (0)   
Occ. 1.0 1.0 
Se1 in 2c (z), z 0.1346(1) 0.0652(1) 
Occ. 2.0 2.0 
Se2 in 2c (z), z  0.1914(1) 
Occ.  1.0 
Nb2 in 2c (0), z  0.2555(1) 
Occ.  2.0 
Se3 in 2c (z)  0.3209(1) 
Occ.  2.0 
Bi in 2c (z), z 0.3757(3) 0.4396(1) 
Occ. 1.01(1) 0.99(1) 
Se4 in 2c (z), z 0.3977(6) 0.4606 
Occ. 1.01(1) 0.99(1) 
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Table D.2. Rietveld refinement results from specular X-ray diffraction data for samples 
of [(BiSe)1+δ]1(NbSe2)n with n = 2 and 4. The refinements were carried out using the 
space group 31. 
 n = 2 n = 4 
Composition from 
refinement [BiSe0.99]1(NbSe2)2 [BiSe1.03]1(NbSe2)4 
Composition from XRF [BiSe1.14]1(NbSe2)2 [BiSe1.12]1(NbSe2)4 
Radiation Bruker D8, Cu K Bruker D8, Cu K 
2 range (degrees) 3 ≤ 2 ≤ 65 3 ≤ 2 ≤ 65 
c (Å) 18.447(8) 31.231(6) 
Reflections in refinement 12 21 
Number of variables 15 17 
RF = Fo-Fc/Fo 0.0325 0.0778 
RI = Io-Ic/Io 0.0598 0.0581 
RwP = [wiyoi-
yci2/wiyoi2]1/2 
0.235 0.208 
RP = yoi-yci/yoi 0.201 0.148 
Re =[(N-P+C)/(wiy2oi)]1/2 0.0637 0.0487 
2 = (RwP/Re)2 13.6 18.2 
Atom Parameters   
Se1 in 2c (z), z 0.0838(1) 0.0531(1) 
Occ. 2.0 2.0 
Nb1 in 2c (z), z 0.1715(1) 0.1051(1) 
Occ. 2.0 2.0 
Se2 in 2c (z) 0.2597(1) 0.1559(1) 
Occ. 2.0 2.0 
Se3 in 2c (z)  0.2540(1) 
Occ.  2.0 
Nb2 in 2c (z)  0.3055(1) 
Occ.  2.0 
Se4 in 2c (z)  0.3586(1) 
Occ.  2.0 
Bi in 2c (z), z 0.4178(1) 0.4520(1) 
Occ. 0.99(1) 1.03(1) 
Se5 in 2c (z), z 0.4464(1) 0.4684(1) 
Occ. 0.99(1) 1.03(1) 
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Figure D.3. Core level XPS spectra for Nb 3d and Se 3d from the n = 1 (red) and n = 2 
(black) compounds. The small changes in the peak shapes of the Se and Nb spectra be 
attributed to a change in the ratio of Se bound in NbSe2 relative to Se bound in BiSe and 
a change of the environment of the NbSe2 layers (no longer symmetrical). 
Figure D.4. Overlaid Bi5d core level spectra of the n = 1 (green) and n = 2 (black) 
compounds. The high binding energy side of the peaks is the same, while the low binding 
energy side is broadened for the n = 1 compound relative to n = 2, indicating there is an 
additional component. 
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